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CARIER MANNING AND PICP,ION MAKING (OWN

FINAL EVAItIAIION RIPORF

-FxrcUTIVF SHMMARY

lhe'Appalachia Idocalional Laboratory, Inc., (All ) is dedirated to

the improvement of education and educational opportunity for the people

of its Region. It seeks to accomrilish Such improvement by conducting

educational research, development, dissemination and evaluation; and by

Wbviding these R & D services to education agencies in its seven-state

Region: Alabama, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia-, and

West Virginia.

Programmatic research and development and regional educational

services pe4ormed by'the Laboratory are supported by funding _from the

aational Institute of Education (NIE) and by contrartsiwith federal

agencies. In addition, the Laboratory works with regional and local

education agencies to perform R & D s'ervices on a contractual Wsis.

AEL's Division of Career Guidance was established in 1966 in respOnse

to regional needs to address.the transition of youth from school to work.

In responding to this national, as well as regional need, therAvision

is involved Q designing and developing materials and processes for

assisting)eTith and adults in career development:

The Career Planning and Decision-Making course for college (CPDM)

is part of a comprehensiW plan-of work committed to the design and

development of matenials and processes to facilitate career-exploration

and decision-making within a range of levels, settings, and populations.

This one quarter/semester CPDM course consists of a' student text,

ca,Arteipc...r.,Ar ITAI 3r.freratri:i PI, U."."



containing Yix career guidance curriculum uN; an Ihstructor',; Guide;

rel.ated film,,tripc; and the AII (:areer Information S5 tem. (CP)).

The CPDM course is designed to help students develop a greater

understanding of themselves and of the world of work as a basis for planning

and choice. Specifically,. in learning career planning and deckion-making

skills, students explore self and their environment;,establish personally

reLevant goals; identify career alternatives; clarify their own work and

life values in personal and culturally relevant terms; and take appropriate

action,
/ea..

The AEL Career Information System (CIS), used with the college course

is a comprehensive organization and management system for-career information

resources. The CIS is linked to all of the AFL Career Decision-Making

materials.. Orientation and self assessment access materials are included

as part of the system to assist students in exploring the world of work ln

relation to their personal characteristics.

Although evaluation activities took place during the entire course

development process, the purpose of the Final EValuation Report was to

describe the final two field test phases. The CIS was previously evaluated

and, therefore, was included as a component in this evaluation only to

determine extent-of uSe by stlidents enrolled in the CPDM course. a

Two field tests were conducted in the evaltkiori of the CPDM course.

Field testing of.the Third Edition of the course was conducted in 1976-77,

primarily to obtafn formative evaluation information qn the student text.

Following substantial revislons,of the text, an extensive field test was

conducted according to a formative-summative evaldation model to determine.

the effectiveneof selected compOnents and of the CPDM course as a whole.

xii
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The formative evaluation phaw war, conducted 41', part of the curriculum

develooment fH (A u iLrvHt it y 411 i In: I otg nccIl t

A summative evaluation war-, conducted to ar.,sess the overall effectiveness

of the cource.

Al t hough hoth t ielt1 ir(' in) 1 u(Ind hi thk )(et ut i ve (minim ry\ ma jor

emp111 ,,f1, 15 placed on H wcond, more Lomprehensive field test_

Field Test I

lhe initial Hen tc_r,t took place in 1916-77, at East lennessee State

University in Johnson City, lennessee. One hundred twenty randomly

selected freshmen student's comprised the two experimental and two control

groups involved in the Solomon Tour (;roup design usod in the study. Thb

two experimental groups completed the CPOM course.

Experimental and control groups were pre and posttested using the

Simulated Occupational Choice (SOC), Assessment of Career Decision-Making

(ACDM) Form B, and a locally developed achievement test.

Evaluation Questions

Since the primary purpose of the field test was to determine revtsions

needed in the student text, information required for making this

determination focused upon student outcomes which addresed the following

questions:

1. Does the CPDM course increase students' knowledge*
of the world of work?'

Does die CPDM course increase students' awareness
of personal values' related to career?

3. DOes the CPDtkcourse enhance students' decision-
making procefsps?

v-



4. Dow, the CPDM course promote student ,t'1 (i lion of

d College Maor

Does the CPDM course increase students' level of

career planning?

p.

Results and Discussion

Analycis of Variance was the inferential statistic used to analy7e

the field-test data., The results indicated that:

,1.
:fi'1447.'-11 ft.VI*4

1. The CPDM course increases students' knowledge of

the world of work. Findings revealed-that CPDM

students knew significantly more about the world

,of work than non-CPDM students.

2 The CPDM course may or may not increase students'

awareness of personal values related to career.

CPDM students were able to generate significantly

more occupational values than were non-CPDM

studen,ts; however, a testing effect of the SOC

was found on three of the subtests and a testing-

treatment interactioffect was found on another.

Because it appears that learning from the pretest

occurred on several subtests, it is difficult to

determine the course impact based on results from

the SOC.

3 The CPDM course has a positive impact on students'

decision-making process. CPDM students were able

to generate deCision-making processes of significantly

greater quality than non-CPDM students as measured

by the achievement test. CPDM students were not

significantly more advanced in their career decision-

making as measUred by the Assessment of Career

Decision-Making, It appear§ that the CPDM course

does enhance one's decision-making process to some

extent. The AssessMent of Career Decision-Making

(ACDM) may not have been sensitive to set,ident

changes in this area or the course may n61 have an

impact on the specific domains measured by the

ACDM.

The.CPDM course has a positive impact on student .

selection of a college.major. CPDM students were

significantly more advanced in their process of

major selection than non.17,CPDM st4plents acmeasured

b,A the achievement tell. ACDM results did not

reveal significant experimental and. control group

differences" in the decision-making task: major.

xit.v
f
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domains measured hy the ACDM.

lhe unm may Hot hp .,ph..itivp to the thanqp., made

5. The CITM course increases students' level f career

planninq. CPDM students had sOinificantly higher
level!, of ((weer planning than did non (ATM

student!, (1(1 mew,ured hy the athievement test.

The results do support the effectiveness of the UPPM course in the

areas described.

Following the field test, other components of the course were developed.

Also, revisions in the student text were made in order to more fully imple-
.

ment the course design. Because of the extent of the student text revisions

and the need to determine the effectiveness of the newly dewlooed

components, cP; well as Hu! efectiveneSs of the whole course, a more

comprehenOve and extensive field test was impleMented.

Field Test II

The secohd field test of the CPDM course was conducted during the

winter school term of 1978-79. The purpose of the field test was to

determine the effectiveness of the CPDM course as a whole and of the

individual course component. So that this determination could be made,

the evaluation of the course focused upon the following questions_

'4r Evaluation Questions

1.c To what extent were the student objectives met?
,Has the desired change in client behavior
occurred?

Has the impact of achieving student objectives
(outcomes) been adequately documented and
describetto provide needed information to
potential program iisêrs?,



Has the usability of the program For colleges and
universities similar to the field test sites heen
adequately documented for potential program users?

[valuation Destgn

In order to respond to these que!;tions, specific information apd data

..%
icollection methods were required. Table 1 presents the specific nformation

required and the criteria to be used in determining the course effectiveness

in regard to each,question_ In order to meet the criteria listed in Table 1,

formatfove and summative evaluation information was obtained from students,

instructors, and an independent, external evaluator.

Of 178 post-,secondary institutions coptacted, 14 colleges in 13 states
0"P

participated in the field test. Five hundred eighty nine undergraduate
,t

students composed the 15 experimental and 15 control classes involved.

Experimental students were those who volunteered, or were advised to enroll

in tbe CPDM course. Fifty-six percent of these students were freshmen,

33 percent were sophomores, and the remainder were juniors and seniors.

A control class was matched for each experimental class at the same college.

Control classes were noncareer development courses similar to experimental

classes ih structure, organization, and student makeup.

A nonequivalent control group design was used to collect evaluation

data. Experimental and control students were pre and posttested using the

Assessment of Career Decision-Making (ACDM) and a student survey developed

from the achievement test used in the first field test: Students also com-

pleted a Student Evaluation form. 1,nstructors completed a surliey before and

after teaching the course as well as evaluation forms for the course film-
. A

strips, College Major-OcCupation Index,,Instructor's Guide, and for the

course as a whole.

xvi
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a.

fable 1

Evaluation Questions, Information Requirements, and Decipion Criteria
for Determining Effectiveness of the Career Planhing

and Decision-Making Course

Evaluation Questions Information Requirements Decision Criteria

1. To what extent were the student'
objectives met?

2. Documentation of program
impagt?

3. Documentation of Usability?

1.

Pre-Post performance indicAtors in
careerdecision-making. Monitoring
of student performance in coljege
text

Appropriate dependent measures over
both subjective and objecti\T
variations.

Appropriate dependent measures
over both objective abd subjective
variations.

Achievement of each student
objective by 85 percent of targIV
population. Statistical and
practical significance demon-

\ strated. 1.

lieta-evaluation by external
reviewer: to include range,
sensitivity, and appropriateness
of measures. Perceptions of
worth by users. /

15 Meta-evaluation by external
reviewer: to include range,
sensitivity, and.appropriatehess
of measures. Perceptions of .

usability by users.

is

,

19
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111,cript hie ' i( a I ana 1 No,(-, pp,- (n-i1,(1 in( I udpll wow, , t anilard

deviation5, and perLentage:, Inferential analyl,e ineluded thi; tr,e of

correlated and independent t tests. Although the use of analysis of

covariance was originally proposed, the frequent"violation of covariance

a.,umption% by the data contraindicated 1 t s use.

Results and Oiscussion

The formative evaluation results provided the CPDM course developers

with information on which to base revisions for, course improvement_ Primary

revisions indicated were:

removal of biases identified in filmstrirA

improvement of time management

improvement of classroom management, includin
student evaluation. ,

streamline me hanics for chart completion-in
the student te t

increase clarity tJinstructions for student activities

Both students and instructors furnished inforOation supporting the

adequacy and effectiverfess of the components of the CPDM course.

The summative eValuation was conducted to assess the overall
..1

effeotiveness of the program. Effectiveness was %crewed in terms of both

statistical and practical significance of course outcomes (impact).

Results of statistiln analyses indicate that students completing the

CPDM course made significantly greater gains in the following carefir

develdpment areps when dompared with non-CPDM students.

1. Progress in selecting a college major_

2. Progress toward selecting an occupation to pursue after

college completion.

J



3. Knowledge about college major,;.

/1 Knowl edup about t ho re 1 a WO1'11.,4 o I 11,(10

Ind jot 110 011111).11 low.

5. 'Knowledge about occupatiom of tntere's,t.

6. Under,Janding ceff in relation to work.

/. Quality of dect,,ton- making pro«-:',

8. Ratinj the .efftAivene!,., (if one., (r '';ion maKiny

)
proce,s.

'..

9. Acct acy in defining the teriii "work" and "career."

10. Ability to identify criteria tor evaluating career
information.

11. .Ability to identifY correct course conEept
definitions.

CPDM students did not make significantly greater gains than non-CPDM

stude4s imthe areas ef

)1. Rational Style of decision-making
,,.

41,

IP

' Intuitive S le f decision-making

. 0 Dependent-St, eoof deCision-making

Making and implementing the decision to attend college

CPDM students made significant pre-post positive gains in Rational Style

and predictive gains in decreased Dependent Style of decision-making

during the coin-se. .These-signi icant pins and the evidence of higher

CPDM .gains as compa'red to non- DM gains, although not significant at

the .05 level, do suggest a positiye *pact of tile_ce&se on students'

4.-

Ratjohal and Dependent decision-making style.

Although CPOM students decreased their Intuitive decision-,making

styles and non-CPDM students increased their styles, there were no

significantchanges during the school term in Intuitive decision-making.

4 xix
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Iht., finding My partially In v\ploinod hy PX1',IPMP Of infuilivo

dimen.,ions in the UPDM LOIlr. the (In( kiwi making prntey. taught in

the course consists of both Rational and Intuitive Style elements.

In addition to the statistical significancv of course outcomes,

practical significance of outcomes 10,0 emphasired in determining overall

course effectiveness. In this study, practic l significance referred to
4

achievement of course unit-objet-tives and stident and instructor evaluations

of effectiveness.

The standard originally set for objectives achievement\tiuring the

field test was that 85 percent of the target population Would achieve each

ohs-iktive.soimeralissuesaroseduringtheueorsemyionwiettyisievel of
11

achievement unrealistic for basing decisions on course effectiveness:

1 Since crfteria'or meeting ethjectives were based only

pn textbook responses, those classes who were not able
to comOieth Units V and VI were not able to attempt

completion of objectives for those Units. The

ach1evement level for Units V and VI are not accurate
indicators of student performance based on tIi '! course

experience.

w
2. Because Of time Constraints, some instructors did

not assign completion of every course activity.

Again, the achievement level would appear lower for

the related objectives.

3. Some jnstructors requested that students complete .,

some activities on photocopied sheets of the textbook

so that these sheets could be collected for monitoring

student performance. The achievement level for

related objectives would, therefore, appear to be

lower.

Since 60 percent (N=8) of the 14 classes on which objective achievement

,was determined completed all six units of the course during the term, the

standard for the field.test MS revised tihr00-percent of the target population

completing each objective.

XX' 9 rN.
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Rawd on the reviwd 'Jandord, 71 percent (N 31) rf the /M (enr,,e

ctivos wo,, achieved at the levol indicatinq ettectivene. !hp Id

objectives not meeting the standard included all six objectives for Units

V and VI as well WI tour objectives from Unit III, three from Unit II,

and 0111' t corn thi i V . I h( ,se ohp c I i \Rs', I Or wh I h t t awlard MI', no t

attained were reviewed'and recommendations made for revisions. !he /1

percent of opjectives met at the level defined by the standard'supports

the practical significance of the CPDM courw.

Another indication of priFtical significance is student evaluation

of their course experience. .Ninety-eight percent of the CPDM students

1

felt thi4 an important function of a college is providiny experiences in

career planning and decision-making. TICis finding adds support to the

'appropriateness and need for a course such as CPDM as basic curriculue

in college.

Students indicated the Course helped them develop:

a greater&understanding of themselves
P

a greater understanding of the world of work

a career plan taking into consideration self and milieu

increased awareness of their career goal and its
appropriateness for them.

Students found the planning and.deciding proces taught in the course

a

to be personally useful and indicated the course helped them gain a greater
OW'

sense-of control over their career. In-addition to these self appraisals

of course impact, students indicated they were not onlypleaspd overall with

the course, ut would recommend the course to friends who wanted career

guidance.

xxi 9
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1 he,, I i nd I lor, i i1 i t t ha t t (TPM i Ivor t d 111 ,

and useful Ao students and that they recogn12e the impact of the
*-

on their lives.'

a

-
Practical significance was also supported by instructor outatims and

evaluations. An unanticipated course outcome VW; the increase in quality

in the decision-making process of instructors, criteria being the CPDM

(lecision-making process. Apparently, teaching the CPDM course influences

the instructors decision-making processes, enhancing the qi]lality of thei

.0,

process. Another unanticipated instructor outcome was the increase in the

number of instructors idenOying most,closely with the career development

theory of Tiedeman, the framework on which the course is based.

Results from the instruc-to evaluations indicated" the course is

appropriate for college students. 'Instructors supported the effectiveness

of the course, indicating:

,

64students seemed interested in the course

instructional strategies used in the course materials

are-effective in teaching the intended skills and

knowledge

the course prompted cKer planning and decision-making

behavior by students

major competencies are attainable from unit completion

1f

course content is comprehensive in terms of the career

planning and decision-making process

activities are appropriate for teaching the course

concepts

language and concepts
presented in the course enable

studentsito more effectively und&stand 'and discuss

career concerns

94
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further drric 0 of nra c I 1( i `,1 (In cit the rotir,,e 14,0,

prOvided by imtructom identification of in,Jitntional Iwnefif%

included:

provOing intense guidance services

enabling studentt, to become more goal oriented

providing informAion and guidance to students not
reached by counseling centers

providing increased ase of career centers

promoting increased student satisfaction, and thus,
retention at the college

providing information and guidance for nonacademically
(technical) oriented students

In summarizing their experiences with the course, instructors indicate

that (I) the Instructors' Guide enables effective course instruction;

(2) materials are free of bias; and (3) overall, they are pleased with

the course. They rate the CPDM course as being better than other available

Gareer development courses and indicate they would recommend the course

for helping students in career development.

In summary, formative evaluation results provided the developers with

information on aspects of the POM course which are effective and aspects

which may be improved by isions. The Instructor's Guide is effecfive

in its field test form, b t can be improved by revisions in tiime and

class management and prov.sions for student performance evaluation. The

course filmstrips can be improved by removing biases detected and improving

discussion guidelines. The College Major-Occupation Index is effective in

%-
.)

its field test form and results falled,to provide evidence of areas needing

improvement. The student text is effecfive in its field test form but

9 rxxiii
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hp imprpvpd hy ui' hdII I(' vt Oht0 complpimn ond clorifyInq

some instructions
. .

Although the CPDM course wnOodeveloped for,use by college Aderrlassmen,

pprcehtago nf thr field test students were juniors and senibrs who

also used the materidls etlExtively. there WW, not a sufficient number of,

juniors and seniors participating to allow evaluation of the courle for

upperclassmen.

ihe summative evaluation results provided evidence of objectives

achievement, program impact, and usability., the statistical and practical

significance demonstraled in these areas indicate that the ePDM course is

an effective career deveTopment curriculum for freshmen and soph ge

- students.
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INTRODUCTION

The Appalachia Fducatlonal Laboratory, Inc., (AFL) dedicated to

the improvement of education and bducational opportunity for thespeople.

of its Region. It seeks to accomplish such improveMent by conducting

educational research, developmtnt, dissemination and evaluation, and by

providirig these .R D services to education asencies in its seven-state

Region: Alabama, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia,

and West Virginia.

Programmatic research and development and re0ona1 educafional

services performed by the Latioratory are supported by'fundlnR from tile

National 1nsfitute of Education (N1E) and by contracts idth fe.deral

ageikies. In addition, the Laboratory works with regional and local

educ$tion agencies, to perfOrm R &-D services on a contractual basis.

0.EL's Division of Oireet Guidance was establishe in 1966 in response

to regional needs to address the transitioin of youth from school to work.

In re4ponding t's) this hational, as, well as regional need, the Division

, I

inv\olved,in decsignimg and developing milterials and processes for

, ..

assisqug );outh and adults in career development:

1 e CarAr'Planning,and Decision-Making course for college (CPDM)
.1

.

1 40 pkrt, of a compre6nsiVeplan of work committed to the design and

,

fieveloi4lent of materials and processes to facilitate career exploration
. .

and deeision-making within a range of levels, settings, and population's.'
; r

, i

3

j114* one quarter/sgmeltv CPDM course:consists of a.student text, containipg:

i
pii care r guidancia curriculumWts; an'InsttuCtor!s GUide; related film-
. 0 - ,

i

stiiPs; lnd the Al4 Career InfopultiOn Systele,(CIS).
,

I.

i

0



The CNN course is designed to help StIk10-111S develop a greater undel

standing of themselves and of thw world of work as a has i,. for planning

Aind choice. Smcifically, in learning career planning and decision-making

skills, students explore self and their environment; establish personally

relevant goals; identify career alternatives; clarify their own work and

life values in personal and c6lturally relevant terms and take api)ropriate

action.

Thi! AFL Career Information System used with the college course is

a comprehensive organization and management system for career- information

resources. Orientation and self assessment materials are included'as part

of the-system to assist itudentsin exploring the world of work in relation

to their personal characteristics.

Although evaluation activities took place during the entire development .

process, the purpose of this report is to describe the final two field test
Se.

phases of the evaluation. The CIS was previously evaluated along with the

secohdary school Career Decision-Making Program and was only included as a

component o the evaluation to determine extent of use by students enrolled

in th CPDM course.

Two field tests were conducted in the evaluation of the CPDM course.

Field testing of the Third.Edition of the course was conducted in 1976-77

primarily tO obtain formative evaluation information on the-stattent-text.

Following substantial revisions of the text, an extensive field test was

conducted aCcording to a foTmative-summative evaluation model to determine

the effectiveness of the CPDM course as a whole and on selected components

of the course. The formative evaluaion phase was conducted as part of the .
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effect iveness of the course. Ahough bot h field test s are described in
this report , t.he ma jor focus is placed on t he second, more comprehens i ye

field te.:t of all t he conr.:e component
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FlFLD TFST 1

The initial field test of the CPDM course took place during the

) Spring Quarter of 1976-77,.,at EasI Tennessee State University (ETSU),
f-

Johnson City, Tennessee. The prtmary purpose of this field test was to

obtain formative information about the student text.

Information Requirements

Since the primary purpose of this field test was to determine revisicins

needed on the student workbook, information required is.focused on student-.

,outcomes which address the following evaluation questions:

1. Does the CPDM course increase students' knowledge ..of
the world of work?

2.' Doqs the CPDM course increase students' awareness of
4personal values related to career?

3. Does the CPDM course enhance students' decision-
making processes?

4. Does the CPDM course promote student selection of a
college mAjor?

5. Does the CPDM course increase students' level of
,tareer planning? ( .

Target Population

East Tenness* State University was selected as the field test site
'7

because of their previous developmental work with AEL and because they

.were willing to dedicate a half-time instructor to teach two treatment

classes. The instructor for the course was a full-time faculty member

with preparation and experience in counseling.

30



The target population consisted of the 1976-77 entering freshmen

class at Last Tennesee a t e Uni ve rs it y. A comput or vhi used t rnndomnt v
,94

select the field test sample frqm the 2,000 full time students enrolled

during the Fall and Winter Quarters. Students selected were representative

of the total freshmen population on characteristics such as sex, race,

curriculum major or undecided, and academic ability. Letters were sent by

the President of ETSU to the 1-andom sapiple selected inviting their

participation in thejteld test (see Appendix A). One hundred twenty

students agreed to participate.

Design

A Solomon Four-Group design was used to collect evaluation data:

R 01 X 02

R b
3

04

X 0
5

0
6

(Campbejl ti Stanley, 1972)

Students were randomly assigned to one of the Awl- groups. Each group

was made up of approximately 30 students,

One experimental group-received the pretest and posttest and one

received the posttest only. One control group received the pretest and

.

posttest and one received the posttpst only.

Threats to Internal Validity

A true experimental design, the Solomon Four-Group controls for all of

the major sources of internal invalidity (Campbell i Stanley, 1972).



Threats to External Validity

The Solomon Four-Group DesIgn controls for interacti m effect c, Of

testing and treatment. election-treatment interaction s recognized as en
1044.41

t.a threat to external validity because of the single firld test site and 4 A

the manner in which it was selected. However, the threat is assumed to be

minimal because ETSU is considered to be generally representative'of

institutions which in the future wobld implement the couppe. Reactive

arrangements is not considered a threat to *xternal validity because of

the educational setting in which the field test took place.

Treatment

The treatment consisted of the ThAe Edition of the CAW course. This

version was a partial revision of the second edition of the cotirse, which

was activity based, to form one with a stronger theoretical orientation,
I

Le., career development theory with tighter doncepts and language and a

\more explicit decision-making ttrategy. Course materials included a student

workbook.and an instructor's guide.
%

Instrum6nts

Three instruments were administered to collect field test data:

Simulated Occupational Choice (SOC),- Assessment of Career Dbcision-Makingj

(ACOM), and an achievement test deve oped by AEL s,taff.

The'SOC assesses a person's utilization Of(ipternal and external

information in decision-making. In completing the SOC, individu s experience

a decision\situation. The SOC was used in the field test to deter e if

the CPDM cours.e increa4ed the level and consistency of internal information

t"C



(values). Because of the nature of the nmterials requivd to administer the

SOC. the instrument is not included ii thc Appcndicv., of tht.; report For

comp lete description of the instrument and 'its development, readers are

referred to "Simulated Occupational Choice: A Diagnostic Measure of

Competencies in Career Decision-Making" Norris, 6 Pear, 1978).

The Assessment of Career Decision-Making ( :)M), Form I; Wasol-VS a

person's decision-making styles, decision-making proce-sses, and career

decision-making tasks. A copy of the ACM, Form,B, can he found in

Appendlx B. For a complete description of the ACDM, refer to "Assessment

of Career Decision-Making: Progress RePort" by Vincent Harren (1076).

An achievement test was developed locally

in course content. In addition to cognitive items o

ss student knowledge

the instrument,

affective items were included for student estimates of self knowledge.

Because students had a tendency to rate'their self knowledge high in the

absence of more accurcte information, posttest items were provided for

students to reassess their lever of knowledge about occupations and self

prior to the course (see Appendix C).

Procedures

?ft

Since the SOC requiTeg a four ETSU graduate

students and one coordinator were hired to manage all SOC adMinistrations

and contel group testing. Students were contacted and given appointments

with one of the interns for SOC testing. Interns were trained by the pwimary

developfT of the S9C'instrument and by AEL personnel.).

The SOC was administered during the wpek prior to class and the

it

week of classes. The ACDM and achievement test wfle administered to

35
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experimental students during the first and last cla'o, dav. Control

students also completed the tests during the first and last weelo; or

class. All instruments were combined and administered in one packet.

The course instructor received in-s.iervice training at AEL at which

time course mitwills were reviewed and discussed.

Instruments were scored y AFL staff and a ten percent sample

verified before data was kcyunched. he :SCIC scale scores were calculated

by the developer of SOC.

Professional keypunch rs,entered data onto cards for computer

analysis. Statistical.anal sis was conducted at Princeton University's

Computer Center by an educa iOnal researcher.

LSta istcal Analysis

The Solomon Four-Group design, shown in Figure I, involves six

sets of observatiws. In a discussion of an appropriate statistdcal test

for this design, Campbell and Stanley. (1972) indicate that "there is rib

singular stitistical procedure 4/4ich makes usl.of',W six sets`tif
4

observations

be set askde

simulifneously" (p. 25). Thlk silgest that the ptetest data
. .

and that it enter the analyses as-part
*

of the treatment

-

elassifiRation in a 2 x 2 analyses of Olkance (ANOVA). . Thus; following

/ fhe sugstion of Campbell and Stanley, -ple data was analyzed using the,

ANOVA in Figure 1 on the following page.

I\
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Pretest

0
1

0
3

Posttest

Trent

Figure 1

0
4

0,

Solonion Four-Group Design

No Treat Treat

PreteSt
104

_02 .

No Pretest 0
6

Os

Figure 2

2 x 2 Analysis of Variance

Results

CA.,

The rlsults of\Analysis of\Variance Performed ori the field test.data
4

are presentied in this section by instrument.

Simulated Occupational Choice
4.

,4
sr-

Analysis of Variance was performed on each of eight SOC subscores:

TOPVAL, WY2, NSPEC, W3, AVCH, FAT-DSl, RAT-DS2, and Rs.

TOPVAL is a tally of the.number of occupational characteristic,'

geneNed-in phase 1, to,?which the student assigns the three

after2Ohase 4 of tlie SOC. This subipore is an indication of

makers awareness of impo4ant occUpatiOnal characteristics.

the analysis of variance summary table on tfiis measure.

highest weighOs

the decision-
*,

Table 1 shows



Analysis of Variance for TOPVAL Satest
of the Simulated Dccupational Choi,ce

Source
Sum'of

Squares
Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square F Patio

Probability
of Larger

_

Total 289.0000 101 191.2970 195.7945 0.0000
Mean 191.2970 1 0.9770

Error 97.7030 100

Test 0.4102 1 0.4102 0.4193 0.5188Meet 1.1948 1 % 1.1948 1.2211 0.2719
Error 95.8916 98 0.9785

Interaction 3.3214 1 3.3214 3.4803 0.0651
Error 92.5703 97 0.954'S

Results reve# no significant main or interactive effects. There was

nosIgnificant difference between experimental and control students,on Top

Value.

WI is the ratio of the weights assigned to phase 1 characteristics

to the weights assikned to phase 2 characteristiCs. This subscore is an,

indication of the decision-maker's awareness bf occupational

characteristics most Important to him/her. Table 2 shows the analysick of

variance summary table on this measure.

Ir
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Table 2

4

Analysis of Variance for W11 Stihtest of

the Simulated Occupational Choice

Source

Suss of

Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square Fitatio

Probability
of Larger F

Total 154.5760 101

Mean 144.1289 144.1289 1370.6069 0.0000

. Error 10.4471 100 0.1045\

Teat 0.0002 1 0.0002 0.0019 0.9654 -IP'

Treat 0.0616 1 0.0616 0.5817 0.4475

Error 10.3814 98 0.1060

Interaction 0.0365 0.0365 0.3421 0.5600

Erret. 10.3469 97- 0.1067

Results reveal no significant main or interactive effects. There was

no significant difference between experifental and control'groups on

NSPEC is the numb9r of specificatighls generated during phase 1. This

s
subscore,is an indication of the decision-maker's awareness of

characteristics impottant to him/her in an occupation.

analysis of variance sumplav table on this measure.

Table 3.

Table 3 shows the

.Analysis of Variance for NSPEC Subtest of

the Simulated Occupational Choice
4.

source
Sun of

Squares
.

Megrims of
600'4' freedom

Sean
Square Ratio

, Probability
of Larger, F

Total 179*Z0000 101

Milan 1624.0099 1 1624.0099 938.7878 0.0000

Error

if

172.9901 100 1.7299

Test 1.6474 1.6474 0.3185

,

Irror
LIMO

160.5664 OS

9.5720
1.6384 ,

5.6422 0.1:0173

,

Interaction 3.6299 1 3.6299 2.2436 0.1374

arror 156.9365 97 1.6179

3 t,



Results reveal a significant .(1) - .02) treatment effect. Lxperimenial

stuJelits scored signiticantiv greater than control students on the NSPIC

after courseompletion.

W3 is the average weight given to residual characteristics. This

subscore is an indication of the importance of occupational characteristics

'not generated by one's self. Table 4 shows the analysis of variance

summary table for W3.

,a

'Table 4

Analysis of Variance for W3 Subtest 'of
the Simulated Occupational'Choice

Source
Sum of

Squares
Degree, of
Freedom

Mean
Square F Ratio

Probability
of Larger F

Total
1

1231.0851 101
Moan 1007.6407 1 f007.6407 450.9581 0.0000

Error 223.4444 100 2.2344

---Test 12.2767 1 12.2767 5.7062 0.018
Moat 0.0146 1 0.0146 0.0068 0.9246

Error 210.8442 98 2.1515

Interaction 3.4049
1

3.4049 1.5922 0.2100
Error 207.4392

.1
97 2.1385

Results rsoreal a significant (E. < .02) test, but not treatment effect.

Experimental students did not score significantly greater in the desired

* direction (negative) than did control students. Pretested students scored

significantly lower than nonpretested students on this posttest measure.

AVCH is the ratio of mean phase I distance to mean phase 2 distance.

a.
This subscore is an indication of ability to interpret and,use informaiipm.

Table 5 shows the analysis of vaitiance summary table for AVCH.'
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Table .5

Analysis of Variance for AVCH Suhtesf of
the Simulated Occupati,onal Choice

Sum of Degrees of Mean Probability

Source Squares Freedom Square F Ratio ofLarger F

Total 186.5281
f

101 ,i

Mean 157.4117 1 157.4117 540.6244 0.0000

Error 29.1166 100 0.2912

Test

,

0.1435 1 0.1435 0.5018 0.4795

Treat 0.9468 1 0.9468 3.3239 0.0713

Error 27.9138 98 0.2848

Interaction 1.4142 1 1.942 5.2539 0.0241

Error 26.4796, 97 0.2730

No significant main effects were found. A significant (R < .02) test-

!

treatment interaction was found. Experimental students did not 5Core

significantly greater than control students on this measure. Control

/'
posttest only and experimental pretest only students scored higher on

0 this measure than.the other two/kroups.

RAT7Ds1 is thevdiscrepancy between actual and expected positions on the

attracytivéness scale for phase 1. This/subscore is an indication of ability

to process informaitn logioally and c9n'sistent1y. Table 6 shows the

analysis of variance nimmary table for RAT-6S1.

rir
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Table 6

Analysis of Variance for the RAT-DS1 Subtc';'t of
the Simulated Occupational Choice

--,

Source

Total

Sum of
Squares

15958.1473

Degrees of
Freedom

?lean.

Square F Ratio
---

Probabilit)
of Larger I

....

101
Mesn 14049.1216 1

. 14049.1216 715.911S 0.0000
Error 1909.0257 100 19.0903

Test 149.4740 1 149.4740 8.3407 0.0048
TYeat 0.0631 1 0.0431 0.0035 0.9529

Error 1756.2637 98 17.9211

Interdiction 15.9974 1 15.9974 0.8917 0.3474
Error 1740.2663 97 17.9409

A significant < .01) test effefi, but not treatment effect was

found. Experimental students did not score significantly greatet in the

desired (negative) direction than did control students on RAT-DS1. Students

completing the pretest scored significantly lower than students not
l

completing the pretest.

RAT-DS2 is the discrepancy between actual and expected positions on

the attractiveness scale for phase 2. This subscore is another indication

of ability to process information logically and consistently. Table 7

shows the analysis of variance summary table for RAT-DS2.

t,

L.
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Table 7

Analysis of Variance for the RA1-DS2 Suhtemt of
the Simulated Occupational Choice

.41k--,
Source

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square F Ratio

Probability
of Larger F

Total 19701.3671 101

Amin,
Error

17121.9943
2579.3728

1

100

17121.9943
25.7937

663.8046 0.0000

Test 1 50.7522 1 50.2522 1.9621 0,1644

Treo4 I
11.9172 1 11.9172 0.4653 0.4968

Error
i

2509.8954 98 75.6112

Interaction 0.3248 1 0.3248 0.0126 0.9110

(Error
2509.5705 97 25.8719

i

'ResUltslreveal no -signifiCant effects foi-,RAT-DS2. Experimental

1

students did 1/not score significantly greater in the.desired direction
,

,

(negaltiye) th1an did control students on this m sure.
)k

th 'consistency between the magnitu of weights assigned to

charagterist4s and the impact of information abOut the respective

characteristi s. This subscore is an indication of consistency of use of

infor Table 8 sbOWs the analysis of variance summary table for R2.

Table 8

Analysis of Variance for the R2 Subtest of
the Simulated Occupational Choice -

Total
Nam

Tist
;Treat

Sum of bogre t of 14wie

Squares Freedom Square F Ratio

Probability
of Larger It

laterae ioa
Stior

37.5945 101

24,3730 1 24.3730 114.3482 0.0000

,13.2214 100 0.1322

0.53411 1 0.660 4.1582 0.0441

0.0916 1 0.0816 0.6324 0.4294

12.6410. 98 '. 0.1291

0.1643 1 0.1643 1.2782 0.2610

12.4828 97 0.1287



Results reveal no significant treatment effect. A qignificant teting

effect (1) . .05) was found. Lxperimental student,. did not score significantly1

greater on R2 than control students. Pretested students scored significantly

greater than nonpretested students on this measure.

Achievement Test

The achievement test consisted of two parts: one affectdve and one

cognitive. The affectiVe part measured students' self est iated linowledge

of career development concepts and the cognitive part o ectively measured

career development knowledge.

Analysis of Variance results for the affective component is shown in

Table 9..

- Table 9

,

Analysis of Variance forSelf Estimated Knowledge
.

of Career Development Cone pts
---

Source.
Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square F Ratio

Probability
of Larger F

Total 367792.2281 107
meali 352447.0904 1 352447.0904 2434.6078 0.0000Error 15345.1377 106 144.7654

Test 262.1319 1 262.1319 2.3292 0.1300Treat 3057.9318 A 3057.9318 27.1714 0.0000Error 11704.4032 104 112.5423

Interaction 51,5572 1 51.5572 0.4557Error 11652.8460 103 I13.1344

Results reveal a significant (p. <.00) treatment effect. Experimental

students scored significantly higher than control students on self eiltimated

knowledge of career decision-making.

Table 10 shows the analysis of variance summary table for objective

estimates of career development knowledge.

'1
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Table 10

Analysis of Variance for Cognitive Knowledge
of Career Development

1

Source

Sum of
Squarl

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square F Ratio

Probability
of Larger f

Total 37301.0000 107

Mean 30381.3925 1 30381.3925 465.4061 0.0000

Error 6919.6075 106 65.2791

fest 51.4203 1 5i.4203 1.1356 0.2891 .,1

Treat 2025.9168 1 *2025.068 44.7413 0.0000 0

Error 4709,1921 104 ( 45.2807

Interaction 89.9710 1 89.9710 2.0062 0.1597

Error 4619.2213 103 44.8468

Results reveal a significant treatment effect (a < .00). Experimental

students had significantly greater cognitive knowledge of career decision'

making than did control students.

Assessment of Career Decision-Making

Analysis of Variance was run on the ACDM total score and the ACDM

subscores of decision-making task: Majoio(DMT-M) and decision-making task:

occupation (DMT
41'

Table 11 shows the analysis of variance smunary table for DMT-M.

Table 11

Analysis of Variance fox Decision-Making
Task: Major

b1

scarce'
* Sum of

Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square F Ratio

"Probabilliy
of Larger F

Total )

,

77611.0000 107

Wan 75220.2710 1 75220.2710 3335.1119 0.0

Sirlbor 2390.72901 106 22.5540 %

Test 19.0582 . 1 19.0582 9.8365 0.3625

Tropt
1.1.,

4.5655 1 4.3655 0.1916 0.6625

)Mmor' 2369.4359 104 22.7SS0

lateroctimo , *3.1392 1 3.1392 0.1366 0.7124

irrfor 066.2967
e
d, 103 22.9730



,
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Result.1 reveal no significant main or inferaetivi- effectc. Fx

perimental students did not score signiticantiv greater than control

studentfi on DMT-M.

Table 12 presents the analysis of variance simunary table for decision-

making task: occupat ion.

Table 12

Analysis of Variance for Decision-Making
Task: Occupation

Source
Sum of -

Squares
Degrees of
Freeclom

Mean
Square F Ratio

Probability
of Larger F

Total 7287770000 107
14ean 70215.7103 1 70215.7103 2796.7137 0.0000

-Error 2661.2897 106 25.1065

Test 0.6087 ' 1 0.6087 0:0239 0.8774
Treat 16.9471 1 16.9471 0.6665 0.4161

Error 2644.2994 104 25.4260
t

. ,
Intioraction 4.7934 1 '4.7934 0.1870 0.6663

Error .2639.5066 , 103 25.6263

Results reveal no significant main or Experimental,

students did not score ,significantly greatel. on DMT-0 than did control

.students.

Table 13 shcrws the analysis-of variance for the ACDM total score.

4

r
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Table 13

Analysis of Variance for Assessment of Career

Decis.1011- Making: Total Score

Source

Sum of Degrees of Mean

Squares Freedom Square F Ratio
Ipt Probab

of Larger F

4

Total 306074.0000 107

Mean 296443.2150 1 296443.2150 3267.7642 0.0

Error 9630.7850 106 90.8565

Test
Treat

0.005,8

21.1453

1 0.0058
2).1453

0.0001
0.2289 -

0.9937
0.6334

Error 9609.313S 92.3972

Interaction 64.7848 1 64.7848 .6991 0.4050

Error 9544.5287 103 92.6653

-r

Results reveal no significant main or interactive effects. The ex-

perimental group did nett score significantly higher on the Assessment of

\

Career Decision-Making than did the control group.

,Discussion and Conclusions

The field test I results indicate that:

1. The CPDM Course increases students' knowledge of the

wo;jd of work. Findings revealed that CPDM students
kaki significantly more about the world of work than,/

non-CPDM students'.

2. The CPDM may or may not increaie students' awareness
of personal values related to career. CPDM students

were able to generate significantly more occupational

values than were non-CPDM students; however, a testing
effect of the SOC was found on three of the subtests
and a testing-treatment interaction effect was_found
on apother. Because it appears that learning from

the retest occurred on seieral subt As, it is
difidilt to determine the cognise impact based on
refults from the SOC.,

3. 1e CPDM course has a positive impact on students'
d cision-making process. CPDM students were able to

g nerate decision-making processes of significantly
g1eater quality than n -CPDM students as measured by

5-
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the achievement tet. CPDM c6idents were not
significantly more advanced in their career
decision-making ag measured by the Assessment

-., of Career Decision-Making. It appears that the
CPDM course does enli;Uce one's decision-making
process to some extent. The ACOM may not have
heep sensitive to student cha ges in this area
or the course may not blive aryimpact on the
specific domains measured hylthe ACDM.

4 The CPDM course has a positive impact on student
selection of a college major. CPDM.studeyts were
significantly more advanced in their process of .

major selection than non-CPDM students as
measured by the achievement test. ACDM results
did not reveal signi icant experimental and con-

'trol group differdnce in the decision-making
-task; major. The ACEIM may not be sensitive to
the changes made by students relative to mtqor
selection or the CPDM course may not have an
impact on the specific domains measured by the
ACDM.'

5. The CPDM course imcreases students' level of
career planning. CPDM students had significantly
higher levels of career planning than did control
students as measured by the achievement test.

1111

The results do support the effectiveness of the CPDM course in the

areas just descrilTI.
13*

. \ .

Following the field test, other components f the course were developed.
. , ,..

i

Also, revisiogis in the student text were made in order to more fully imple-

V

ment ih., course design. Because of the extent of the student text

revisias, four external consültants.reviewed course materials to critique

the degree.to which the design had been implemented and to make recommen-

dations for improving procedures and activities and delivery of course

concepts. Because of-the need to determine the effectivehess Of the revised

text and the newly'deviloped components, as well ai the effectiveness of the

t1
whole course, a more comprehensive and extensiviifield test was implemented.

This second field test is described in thb'remainder of this report.
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The second field test of the CPDM tour:.e was, conducted during the

winter schbol term of 1978-79. The purpose of the fielid rest was to deter-

mine the effectiveness of the CPDM course as a whole and of the individual

course components.

Information Requirements

The evaluation of the college Career Planning and Decision-Making course

will focus upon the following questions:

1. To what extent were the student objectives met? Has
the desired change in student behavior occurred?

2. Has the impact of achieving student objectives
(outcomes) been adequately documented and
described tp provide needed information to po-
tential prffgram users?

3. Has the usability of the program for colleges and
.universities similar to the field test sites been
adequately documented for potential program users?

In order to respond to these questions, specific information and data

collection methods are required. Table .14 presents specific information re-

quired in responding to the questions listed above and the criteria to be

used in determining effectiveness in regard to each question. In order to

meet the criteria listed ih Table 14, formative and summative evaluation

information obtained from students, instructors, and an independent,.

external evaluator.

In aadition to these participants, four schools that were involvea in
.

the development phases and pilotitesting of the course continued their

V

4 t.
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Table 14
A

Evaluation Questions, Information Requirepents, and Decision criteria
for Determining Effectiveness of the Career Phinning

4
and Decision-Making Course

Evaluation Questions Information Requirements Decision Criteria

I. To what extent were the student
objectives met?

..144

2. Documentation of
impact?

'6

3. DocUmentation of usability?
*

Pre-Post performance indicafbrs in
career decision-making. MohitoriAg
of student performance in college
text.

Appropriate d6pendent measures over
both subjective and objective
variqtionz.

Appropriate dependent measures
over both objective and sdbjective
variations.

Achievement of each student
objective by 85'percent of target
population. Statistical and
practical significance,demon-
strated.

Meta-evaldation by externag_
reviewer: to include range, ,
sensitivity, and appropriateness
of measures. Perceptions of
worth by users.

Meta-evaluation by'external
reviewer: to include range,
sensitivity, and appropriateness
of meastires. Pereptions of
usability by users.

48
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p.articipation in the field test. They were:
I

Fast Tennessee State Univer.,ity, JohiPswn City, Feune!,sec
Northern Michigan University, Marquette, Michigan
Ohio State University, Cottimbus, Ohio
Southwest Virginia Community Collegd, Richlands, Virginia

Five of the field test schools were two year institutions and ll were

four year. Ten institutions were on the quarter system and six were on the

t00.

semester system. Th-ee hundred twenty-three students comprised the 16

experimental,clases ving the CPDM course. Fifty-six percent of the

experimental students were freshmen, 33 percent were sophomores, 5 percent

were juniors, anA 6 percent were seniors. Fight)k-six percent of these
ire

students were enrolled in academic program and 14 percent were enrolled

in vocational programs. There were two experimental classes at East

Tennessee State University with each remaining fiekd test site having one

experimental class.

In order to obtain control classes as similar to the expitrimental

classes as possible, each instructor for aniexperimental class was asked

to select a colleague's class which wal not/ a career development course;.

but which was similar in structure, organization, and student makeup to

the experimental class. Three hundred two students made up the 17 control

classes.

11 Although this mettiod ot "matching" is not ideal, resource and field\
06,

constraints limited the opties available. .

)...

.

"

Ope field test site was dropped for evaluation purposes eaAy in the'

term when the instructor decided to deviate extensively from course

prqcedures to accommodate as adult class. This resulted in a field test

'Aarget group ponAisting of 589 undergraduate studekts representing 30
4A:

college clisSes ;from 14 colleges in 13"states.

:
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Target Population

The field test sites were voluntary pricipants. On June 23, 1978,

letters were gene to 178 colleges and universities in the United States

inviting their participation in the field test. These sites were selected on

the basis of (1) inquiries received expressing interest in a course such as

CPDM, and (2) recommendations received from individitialy in the field. Of the

178 schools contacted, eleven partidipated. These eleven Were:

Burlingtop Community College
Pemberton, New Jelley

Chaffey Community College
Alta toti6, California

Fairleigh Dttkinsqn-University
Madiso , New Jersey

'Glass ro State College
Glassb ro, NeW Jersey

fr

State University
Iowa'

Keene State College
Keene, New Hampshire

State Fair Community College
Sedalia, Missouri

Tarrant County.Junior College
Hurst, TexaS..

-

'Virginia 'Polytechnic Institute
and StateUniversity

81acksbArg, Virginia

West Nirginia State College
InstiAmte, West Virginia

Yakima Valley Community College
'Yakima, fashington

,The following demographic analysis characterizes tilt' field test

participants:

Age:

SA>:.

Experimental Group

= 20.9971

s = 2.9617

age range = 18.5 27.6

'M = 35% (N=106)

F = 65% (N=198)

Controvr1roup

X-4'21.5464

= 3.0130

a e range = 18.3 to 26.-0

M = Sik (N=135)

F = 49% (N=132)



Previous Work Experience:

Student and not wolfed

Experimcntal Group

21 7

I
Part ,time work while
in school

184 ( 1

Employed full time 75 25

Other -
24 8

data.:

Cotitroi Group

1 r
9

120 CI

97, 37

22 8 '

N=304 . N=264

Design

A nonequivalent control group design was used to collect-evaluation

E: 0
1

X 0
2

C: 01 02 (Campbell & Stanle , 19/

f

The/Operimental group (E) receivedithe CPDM course and a control

group (C) received no career planning course. All studentseere administered
Or

a pretest at the beginning of the winter school term and a posttest at the
i

e(

end of the term. CPDM course instructors completed-g-pretest before becoming
. %

csidquainted w th the CPDM course matpl'als and i posttest after compleilng.

instiucti dn oi the course( Instructors and students completed user

evaluations after course compiletion.

Threats to Internal Validity

The nonequivalent control gr011p design is regarded as controlling for

the main effects of history, maturation, testing, and instrumentation



(Campbel 1 t, Stant ey, 197?) . Since the experiment al group was se] f-select ed,

the willingness of control students to enroll In a conr,,C NtiCh aS
It

treatment was assessed in order-6 determine the likelihood of uniformity

between the experimentalP6 and cont rol group.

4f

Threats to External Validity

he threat of testing-treatment interaction appears minimal because of

the nature of the pretest, die college classroom situation in which the
1

tests will be given, and the Solomon Four-Group results from the previous

field test.

Selection-treatment interaction is recognized as a threat to external

validity because of the manner in which field test schools were selected;

that is, experimental classes were selected from schools requesting involve-

ment and most"of these schools were financially able to pay for nonfield

test supporting materials. Control classes were selected from these same

schools in an attempt to minimize experimental and control class differences.

Although this results in a greater possibility of contamination, posttest

instruments were designed to detect control group exposure to any of the

treatment materials or participants. Data obtained from those control stu-

--.10-

dents whO were exposed to the treatment was dropped from the analysis.

Because of the field test site selection protess, generalization of

field test results Should be limited to schools interested in implementing

a course such as the,AEL Career Planning an(Decision-Making course.

Tieatment .

The treatment was the AEL Career Planning and Decision-Making course.,-/

Thl!laterlals composing the course include the CPDM student texpook,

I ..



ins-tructor's guide, nine filmstrips, and the College Ma.lor-Oel-urntion Index

Alt hollr.11 Iliit II,K I ibtlf- I trt t 0111 .,(' pc i (. , I. IR. ,-11,I, t .II (.0 I I lit 01.11111t 1 011 1\''.i mill

Was used by .!; t tidefff s in comp let i ever I of- the course act ivit The
4

course goals and enabling objectives are li*Ited in Appendix D.

Nir instruments were used to collect field test datA. Students

completed four instruments_and instructors completed five instruments.

Student instruments

Assessment of Career Decision-Making (ACDM). 'The ACDM, Form C
1

was

selected as an evaluation instrument for the CPDM course berause of its

appropriateness for assesing course-related content (AppAll4ix LI). Similar
1-

to the CPDM cotirse in its theoretical orientatiNI-(Tiedeman O'hara), thA ,

ACDM measures an individual's decision-making process and decision-making

styles. For a complete description of the ACDM and its development, refer

to "AsSessment of Career Decision-Making: _Progress Report" by Vincent

Marren (1976).

Student Survey - Pretest. The Career Flaring and Decision-Making.

Course Student Survey 1)retest (see Appendix F) was administered to address

the following questions conc-erning students' precouT,4tatus related to

the course goals and objectives.

1
Font( C of this instrument was not available at the time of,Field Test I.
Therefore, Form B had been used in the previous field 'test.

4 (;t.?;
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Why did students enroll in the cour!;e? (item I)

What type of, work vi.xperi (lice did student enrol I in); iii
the couirse 14ye? Aitem 2)

!

3. 1 How muct do students know about the majors offered at
,their sOool? (item 3)

4. How mucfi do students know about the relatipnship
betweenimajors and occupations? (item 4)

. I

5. Itiow mucl do students know about occupatiOns that
;interestl thet? (items 5-9)

1

6. At what 'point are students in their major selection

process? (items 10-12)
1

7. -10 Well1 do students understand themselves in relation

tc,wiirk?; (items 13-18)
.

I

8. What prOess do students use to make career decisions?
(item 19)

9. (loW effe'4ive do students rate their-Career decision,
Malging p ocess? (item 19)

10: DO pt6dents know what the terms "work" and "caree'r"

Oean? (items 20-21)

'Do studeOts know sources of career information?
Citems 21-263 .N

-s-

.

,
.

. 12., 'Canstudents identify.criteria for evaluating career
in,formatirn? (item 21) .1

1

13- Can,stude ts identify correct career concept definitions?

tpm 28)

The c4nfTo1 c ass version of the Student-.Survey Pretest contains .

i

.

identical Atems, to the experimental version with the .exception of the arst, -k..

1 k -,_
2.

_ -:...
,

.

4, item (see Appendix ) Control students were asked about theiT willingness
.

' 1

,
,

, ,6,

enridi in 4 car r planning and decisicin-making course'whereas

\ II i

e%ppiimenta litqlen s were askpd theix reason for enrollinent.
i
_

.

. .

, f

,



Stmlent,Survy Posttest. The experiwental and control group Student

Survey Posttesti.; contained identical item to the pretc..t.. to ;Illow r,1

pre-posttest and experimontal-control-group coMprisons ('see Appendices H
-

and 1). The insluments contained items in multipt_choice, vetching, nnd

short ancwer formats. Scor'ing instructions provide0 criteria on which to

base assignment of points to each item. Response formats for multiple

choixe items were in Likert Scale form ranging from "none" to "a gi:Vat deal"

and were assumed to he equidistant. ln addition, the-noncognitive items on

the experimental group posttest contained two parts. Field Test 1 results

had revealed the existence of a conventional wisdom phenomenon regarding

students' appraisal of their carepr development knowledge. In the absence

of more accurate informa.tion, students rated their^carer development

knowledge high. Once exposed to a comprehensive carlpr devplopment learning

experience,,students apparently realized how much there is to know and lowered .

\tileir pretest ratings. tn order to account for this phenomenon on the posttest,

eadh noncognitive item requiring self appraisal had a second subitem requiring

students to assess the amount of knowledge theyhad gained;

r3A. How well do you understand your occupational interests?

not at all
a little
fairly well
well
extremely well
I'm not sure what this means

13B. Having completed this course, how much understa ding
have you gained about your occupational interests?

none
very little

-7.- little
moderate amount
a great deal



The student surveys Were admini!Aered to obtAin iniormation to adtlo

the following evaluation quetiotl .:. quetiow, reflect the cour( )1031',

and objectives.

1. Does the course better prepare students to make career

decisions? (items412).

2
. Does course completion increase students' knowledge

about college majors? (item 3)

3. Roes course completion increase students' knowledge
'about the relationship between college majors and

occupations? (item 4)

4. Does course completion increase students' knowfedge about

occupations of interest to them? (items 5-9)

f--

5. Does cours completion promote the process of major

selection. (items 10-12)

6. Does course completion increase students' understanding of

themselves in relation to work?4,ptems 13-18)
..

7. Does course completion enhance students'. deoision-making

pro.cess? (item 19).

8. Does course completion increase students' ability to

defind the terMs "work" and "career?" (items 20-11)

9. Does course completion increase students' ability to

identify ources of career informatioV (items 22-26)

12! Does course completiOncrease students' ability to

identify crilyia for.piluating career hiformation?
(item 37)

11. Does course comPletion increase studtntS' ability to

identify cotrect carept 6oncept definitions? (item 28)

12. Do students recognize their own growth as a result of the 4

cogtse? (B items)

OP

Instrument Development

4

Items for the student survey were developed based on the content and

objectives of the college e s . Items were pilot tested at ETSU during

\\N, the field test of the CPDM student text. Based on the results of item and

5 "
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data analyses, several items were dropped or roviced becan,,e of eith(r .-1)ooi-

rim i nat ion u t e t i ttg e

,Inter and intra-rater reliability scores were obtained on three raters.

Each rater was randomly assipmel three sets or ten tests to score. The 90

tests involved in the reliahil t1.v study were randomly asci,gned t 0 t he ii urn'

gronpsinvolvcd.After a five wtiek interval, tests were rescored. Each rater

rescored one liet of ttikts -s/he previously scored and one set scored
. ,

previously by each of the other raters:

Rater

1

2

3

'1111Test Groups Scored 5 Test Groups Rescored

A B C w A D G

E F e E B H

G Li/ 1 S 1 C F

Rater reliability results based on Pearson-product moment correlations

are presented in Table 15.

'Faille 15

Inter- and Infra-Rater ReAability for the Student
Survey Based on Scoring by Three Raters

Items(s)
r

Inter(N=58) Infra (_729)

Total Survey .064* .9897*
19

. .1691 .8777*
20-27 .5890 :1853*

's

11.1
. 001 41,

40



Scoring items 1) -27 required the use of subjective judgment. Although

two of the raters were knowledr.eable of the cour!,e com-cpt!., one VNteF

was not. Table 16 presents the results found when inter-rater correlation

analyses was poi-forme( ased On the data from thts two raters knowledgeable

in the course.

Table 16

Inter-4,ter Reliability for the Student Survey Based

on Two Raters Knowledgeable in Course Coin-Opts

Item Inter-Rater

< .01
*-orp < .001

19 .6489*

,2.0- 27 .8460**

4

Based on these findings, scoring instructions were expanded to provide

explanation of the concepts assessed in iterris 19-27.

Validity data was obtained by correlating student survey total scores

with ACDM Total Decision-Making Task Score. Based On 209 sets cif scores,

an r of .5383 was obtained. Such a correlation denotes a substantial or marked

relationshiop (Garrett, 1966). Content validity was supported by material

reviews by personis having expertise in career guidance and being knowledgeable

S.

of the CPDM course objectives. Construct validity is supported by the significant

difference found on every item between students completing the CPDM course and

students not enrolled in the course.
4),



Student Evaluatdon Form. A ,,tudent evaluation form waf developed to

oht in st udent rent-t tow; t o t tic 1-4;(% { it nw, S I 1 1 I
I 1pp ,11 t,1

( it ems 1 7, 15) , course part ici pat ion ( t (Ins 1 ( 17 19) and ext Pitt and

type of material used (item 18) . A copy of the Student Fvalnation Form

can be found in Appendix A.

Instructor Instruments

Instructor Survey Pretest. Items appearing on the Instructor's Survey

Piet est were de ve 1 oiled t 0 an c,we I t he t-ol I ow i n tpie t i on -,

Are instructors equally effective in teaching the college
course, regardless of theoretical orientation, major
field, degree, and previous teaching,of career develop-
ment courses?, (items 3, 5, 9)

t2. Does teaching the co .e have an effect on the
instructor's decisii -making style, concept of career,
and concept of career development? "(items 4, 5, 11)

3. Does the instructor(have realistic expectancies of
course outcome? (items 6, 7)

4. Are instructors equally effective in teaching the
course and do instructors differentially evaluate
the course regardless of their responsibility in
course adoption, their'reasons for teaching the course,
and the-reasons they perceive the institution as
having for offering the cour9e? (items 8, 10, 12)

5. Will the course be evaluated differently by
instructors teachihg the course on a quarter system
and those teaching on a semester system? (item 1)

A copy of the Instructor Survey can be found in Appendix K.

Instructor Survey Posttest. Three of the pretest items were repeo4ed

on the pistructor Survey posttest to determine if teaching the CPUN course
*

. influenced the instructor's theoretical orientation, concept of decision-

making, additional career planning and decision-making activities needed,

60



and the importance of 9ther career development tird,'; h)r ,Andenf'. complefiny.

the CPDM course. A copy/of the InArtictor !;urvcy Po....tteA can hi: found in

Appendix L.

Inst rl1C- t or I:v11 I ttn t on Form. The I nst t 0 r v a I tia t 101111 W:1 `.

developed to obtain information from instructors of the CP1 cotirs' regarding

the following evaluatism questions:

1. 4,Is the course appropriate for college freshmen?

2. Are the course strategies effective?

3. Are advance preparation and planning activities appropriate
and adequate for teaching course?

4. Overall, arc instructors pleased with course?

5. Is the Instructor's Guide acceptable for instructors
teaching the course?

6. Are there any biases present in the course materials?
6

7. What are the course benefits for the institution?

8. What problems do. instructors encounter in teaching
the course?

9.. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the course?

10. What unanticipated benefits results from the course?

11. What type of students benefit most from this type of course?

12. What type of students benefit\4east from this type of course?

13. Would instructors familiar with the course recommend the
CPDM course for helping students in their career development?

AF
14. How does.the_CPOM course compare (better-worse) with other

career development courses?

46- 15. Having taught the CPDM course, are instrlictors interested in
teaching it again?

16. How would CPDM instructors teach the course differently?



A copy of the Instructor I:valuation Form can be found in Appendix M.

Col I (le Major:Occupat ion Index Fval uat ion Form. The College Ma.i or_ .

go

Occupation Index is used by students to complete activities in Unit IV of

the ('I'DM course. In order to evaluate t hi -1 C omponent ot the course,

instructors were asked to complete the College Maior-Ocenpation Index

Lvaluation Form (see Appendix N). Items on the evaluation form were

desighed to obtain data to respond to the following questions:

1. Is the Collqf Maior-Occupation Index adequate in
terms of'.

representation of che relationship hetween college
and m/upations? (item 1)

directions for use? (item 2)

format? (item 3)

appearance? (item 4)

usefulness? (item 5)

2. Are students able to effectively use the IndexL
(items 6-10)

3. What problems do students encounter ii using the
Index? ptem 11)

4. Are the majors .17i)sted in the Index representative of
the majors offered at various institutions? (items
12 and 15)

5. bo instructors of the CPDM course support the validity
of the relationships between the occupations and4

majors defined in the Index? "(item 13)

111

6. Is the Index an approviate product to help stu4ents
establish the relationship between majors and
occupations? (item 14)

N

7. What are the unanticipated uses of the Index? item 16-17)



t,
8. Are the prescribed uses of Index ci)w;i tiered fea ib I c

by CPDM inst ruct i tem )-'1

9. What problems do CPDM instructors experience Oth the

Index? (item 18)

10. What types of improvements for the Index do CPDM

instructors recomend? (item 18)

Filmttrif Evaluation Form. Nine filmstrips were field tested as a com-

ponent of the CEDM The Filmstrip Evaluation Form (see Appendix 0)

contained items adapted from the National Vocational Guidance Association

(NVGA) Guidelines (NVGA, 1977) and which address the following questions for

each filmstrip: c.

\

1. Is the purpose of the filmstrip clear? (item 1)

2. Does the title accurately represent the content? (item 2)

3. Is the amount of extraneous material minimal? (item 3)

4. Are the concepts which are presented appropriate for a .

<-

college student audience? (item 4) ..

( 6. Is the information presented accurate? (item 6)

1

5. ls the portrayal of illustration of concepts-appropriate

for a college student audience? (item 5)

7. Is the information presented current? (item 7)

8. Does the filmstrip motivate student discussion and/or

participation in follow up aclOvities? (item 8)

9. Does the filmstrip enhance the material presented in the

OPDM textbook? (item 9)

10. Is the filmstrip acceptable in terms of picture and

sound quality and length? (items 10-12)

11. Are biasesthereotypes evident in the Illmstrip? (sex,

occuOation, ethnic, socialclass, or age) (items 13-18)

12. What wre.the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the .

filmstrip? (item 19)
4
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13. What improvements in the filmstrip are recommended?
(it('m 19)

Procedures

Instrument Administration

Instructors of the field test course were invited to the Appalachia

1
Educational Laboratory (AEO in November 1978, for an in-service workshop

on implementation of the CPDM course. Only One instructor was unable to

attend. Prior to any course orientation, instructorg were administered
1

the Instructor Survey Pretest. During the workshop, instructors were

acquainted with the evaluation design, schedule, and student instruments,

in addition to course materials and procedures.

On the first class day, students were adminiitered the Student Survey

Pretest followed by the ACDM. Thus, on the second to the last class period,

a student proctor administered and collected the Student Evaluation Forms.

To assure students that instructors would not see the Completed forms,

proctors were instructed to seal completed evaluatilin forms in an

envelope provided for direct return mailing to AEL (see Appendix P). On

the last day of class, instructoi=s administered the Student Survey Posttest

followed by the ACDM. Control and experimental instructors received written

instructions for administering pre and posttest instruments in an attempt

to maintain uniform administration procedureS. Near the end of the school

term, CPDM course instructors were mailed a random sample of four Social

Security numbers of stuclens from their class. Textbooks fi4om those

students whose numbers were selectedwere collected at the end of the course

and sent to AEL for review.
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After completing their posttests, control studenIs were given a

debriefing letter thanking them for their cooperation (see Appendix

This letter also notified them of tbr--4ZUM course instructor on their campus

to contact if they desired information aboat the course.

During the quarter, instructors received an Index Evaluation Form and

Filmstrip Evaluation Form to complete. Each instructor was assigned two

filmstrips to review, but was encouraged to review as many as possible.

After course completion, instructors were requested to complete the

Instructor Evaluation Form and the Instructor Survey Posttest.

Monitoring for Fidelity of Use

A random same of student textbooks were collected at the end of

the course and reviewed to monitor completion of aCtivities and achievement

of objectives.

C/

A wide right margin was provided on each page of the Instructor's

Gui ( e for pliUmilig notes and comments. Instructors were advised to

yrite in this margin any deviations they,made from the implementation

strategy recommended for the course as well as any other comments they

wanted to relay to the course developers.

Data Verification

All protocolS'were 'kept 'at AEL. The only 'identifying information on

student protocols were Social SicUrity numbers. sample of ten percent

of all protocols were rescored. The average error rate for student instru-
,

ment scoring was two percent. All calculations were cross-checked ahd

verified using similar vatistical procedures.
,/-



Statistical Analyses

Since classwilowere the smallest independent unit ut analysis, means

and standard deviations were calculated for each instrument item/subtest

for each class. Descriptive analyses included means, standard deviations,

and percentages. Inferential analyses included the use of correlated t

tests and pre-post comparisons and independent t tests for experimental-_

control pretest and mean gain comparisons.

Initially, analysis of covariance was used to examine experimental-

control posttest means with pretests serving as the covariate. However,

examination of covariance results frequently revealed low correlations and

nonhomogeneous slopes. Because of the frequent violation of analysis of

covariance assumptions, it was not felt that covariance results were

interpretable. Therefore, t tests on gain scores were conducted. Even

though this statistical analysis is less powerful than analysis of co-

variance, if significance is found, confidence can be placed in the

findings. In addltion, this simpler analysis avoids the more restrictive

assumptions of analysis of covariance which were not met in this study.

The possibility of alpha inflatidfi and Type I error using_this type

ok analysis is recognized. Therefore, conclusions drawn from results of
.1

analyses were based on trends noted in the findings. t

Results

The instruments previously described were administered to collect

data to respond to formative and summative evaluation questions. The .

evaluation questions and the results of data analyses Will be presented
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in this section. Results obtained from student data wjll he discussed first,

by in.,,trnment, followed bv in..tructor re.olt.

Several intervening variables were investigated to determine their

possible effects on the results of this evaluation.

Since all experimental students had enrolled in the (TM couv..e, an

attempt was made to determine the willingnes!-; of control students to enroll

in such a course. Sixty-eight percent (N=184) of Vie control students

indicated they would enroll in a career planning and decision-making course

11
if one were offered. A t test performed on the total decision-making ask

scores of those interested and those not interested in enrolling in a career

decision-making course revealed no significant difference at the .05 level.

A t test performed on the tottat-Student Survey scores revealed a significant

difference (t=-5.3416, p < .001) with interested students having the higher

scores.

t tests were performed for ACDM subscores and Student Survey total

scores for classes whose instructors had previous experience with the CPDM

course matprials. No significant difference at the .05 level was found

between classes of those instructors having previous experience with the

CPDM course and those not having such experience.

A t test was performed on ACDM subscores and on the Student Survey

total scores for classes in two year college programs and those in four year

college programs. A significant difference was found (ip, < .05) between two

andfour year college classes in the decision-making task of progress toward

selection of major with four year classes scoring higher. No significant

difference at the .05 level was found for any other ACDM subscore or for

the Student Survey total.

6
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A I t est was performN1 oii ArDM And I lit' .+( Ilth-11( !;111A, ( ;II

!.COYC toi klasse-... on the quarter sy.;tem and thw.c on thc -,emc..tet

No significant,difference was found between quarter and semester classe5

on any sub,:ciore.

Since there was no trend in the yesnIts of the -,tatitical

to indicatc. that instructor!,' previous familiarity with the CPDM course,

two year -or four year college program\ or quarter or semester -systems

were confounding variabKs, no data was eliminated from analy,:e h;r;efl

on the above mentloned variables.

Although there was a significant difference on the Student Survey

total score, for control students indicating willingness to enroll in a

kCPDM course and those not indicating interest in such enrollment, all

control data was analyzed. This choice was made because a sizable number

of experimental students indicated they enrolled in the course because of

their advisor's recommendations and not because of their interest in taking

4such a coyrse. Thus, the total control group seemed more parallel to the )

experimental group than tfie restricted, interested portion of the control

group would have been.

ACDM Resplts

Data analyses performed on ihe ACDM pre and posttests revealed reSults

. pertaining to the following evaluation questions:

1. Does course corn letion increase students-' Rational st le OZ) of

decision-making as measured by the ACDM?

Table 17 showethe means and standard deViations of the pretest,

posttest and class gains for the experimental andControl group on this

4
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measure. Taltle 18-shows the t ratios, degrees of freedom, and led(l/s of

sinificanee,for each analysis performed.

1

i

I
,

Table 17
1

1

! l 2

Means and .'tandard:Deviations of.Pretest, Posttest, and Class Gains for

Experimen al cri 4r41 Control (Cl Group Rational Peciqion-Makiny. 5;tyle,;

4- i
/,

Pretest. Posttet Gain

Group N X V 5. .s_
-I

E 14 6.4177 r ,.8431 -7.2067 .. .7185 .7890 ' .9183

C 9 7.0779 .8823 7.0082 2.1110 -.0696 .16452

° 'Table 18

t Tests for Pre and Post Rational Deciaion-Making Styles and Cla'ss
Gains for Experimental. (E) and Control (C) Grou)

Compariso4
Groups

Pre
E

Pre
.

Pre
E

Po

,

1.8000 2I .10 (2.tail)

3.2146 13 1005 (1 tail)

Pre Poit -.1270 8 ns (2 tail)
C 1 C

Gaili7/1 Gilinc' 1.6126/r

r

1 *

, No si4nificant difference at the .05 level was found between

. .

-experiillen al and control group pretests on Rational (10 decisjon-making
I

I, stile. Y perime4al'posiTesis were significantly greater (a < .005) than

.,. . .

experimeral pretests. ,No significantdifference was found between control
,.

group pre and posttests. No significant difference w4s found at the .05,
,.

2.1

TA.

t.

r,.

64('

4.



level between experimental and control group 'mean gains. Thece

suggest that non Mkt students and CPDM student!, were similar in the

f

extent ot their R style of decision-making at the beginning of the school

term. Upon court completion, CPDM students had significantly i.ncreased,

the extent of tht-ir R style of decision making. Non-CPDM !:tudents did not

significantly change. After the course, the inqease in Rj,!..;tyle of (AIN

students was not significantly greater than the R style change of non-CP6M

students, hut. the comparison 1`40 the gains of the two group's\ approached

significance.

2. Does course completion decrease students' Intuitive Style (I) of

decisiofl-making as measured by the ACDM? W N

Table 19 shows the means and standaTd, deviations of the pretest, post--

test, and class gains'-ror -the expprimental And control groups on this

measure. Table 20 shows the t ratios, degrees of freedom, and.leVels ot

significance for each analysis performed.

-

:Tabke 19

*-Means And Standard Deviations 'of Pretest, Posttest, and Class Gains for
Experimental (E) and Control (C) Group Intuitive

Decision-Making Styles

Pretest Posttest
Group X X s

Geq.n

E 111 14

C 9

t

4 ,
"'A`,

r 4 4

4.5227,

4.3162

.4555

.6812

4.4565

4.4397

.9761

1.6429
c

-.0661

.123*5

.9397

1°..A046

Tr .

0.14

'



Table 20

nir Prv and Po.;1 Intnitivc Deciton Makim' .;tvtr,: am) c11,:

Gain., for FTerimental ) and Control (() Group..

Comparisbp
(; imip t df

Pre Pre
C

.8748 21 ns

Pre - Rost
E

-.2634 13 ns

Pre Post
C

.2638 7 ns

Gain Gain .3896 21 ns

No significant difference was found between (I) experimental and control

group pretests, (2) experimental pre and posttests, (3) control pre and post-
--,

tests, or.(4) experimental and control gains. These results suggest that bdth

CPDM and non-CPDM students were similar in I style prior to the course, neither

group significantly decreased their I styles.durinpipthe school term, and CPDM

tudents did not make greater gains in the desired direction than did non-CPDM

students.

3. Does course completion decreasestudinits' Dependet style (D) of 'decision-

making-as measured by th;--krItolc

Table 21 shows the mops and standard deviations o etest, post-

te§t, d class gains for the experimental and control groups on this measttice.

Table 22 shows the t ratibs, degrees of freedom, and levels of signifitance

for each analysis performed.

C.

11.



Table 21

Means and standard Deviations Ot Pretet. PwItte,;t. :110
Fxperimental (I') and Control (C1 (roup 1)c1*clidunt

Decisi9-Makinp_Styles

14

9 3.1843 .5711

Prete'
X

4.0257 .7585 3.3624 1.0307

Gain

.6633 1.1498

2.6929 .8686 -.1914 .8285

Table 22

t Tests for Pre and Post Dependent Decision-Making Styles and Class
Gains for Experimental (E) and Control (C) Groups .

Comparison
Groups df

<

Pre
E

Pre
p

2.8409

Pre
E

Post
E

-2.1583

Pre = Post, -1.7794

Gain

E
- Gain

c .3ab9

21 .01 ('2 tail)

13 _05 (1 tail)

8 .20 2 tail)

21 ,ns

1

A significant difference ( a < .01) was found between experimentarand

control group pretests with the experimental group exhibiting higher

performance (less dependence) 411 this measure. Experimental posttests were

significantly less (a < .05) than experimental pretests. No significant

differente at the .05 level 'was found between control pre and posttests. No

significant difference was found between experimental and

mean gains. These results suggest.that CPDM and non-CADM

control group

students were not

rt.

kr

6
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illiti.ullV ;iiiiil;ir in t he i D t v e ce( dec i i on ni.ikiii (TIV t mien t bHi

initially higher. During the term, CITM stildent.; c,igniticantiv decren,,ed

their D style whereas non-CPDM stVents clanged in the same direetion, hut not

significantly. After the term, CPDM and non-CPDM stpdents did not

significantly differ in the changes made in their D style.

4. Does course completion increase students pi-ogress i fl making and

implementing the decision to attend college (DMT-C) as measured by

the ACDM?

Table 23 shows the means and standard deviations of the pretest, post-
e

test, and class gains for the experimental and control groups on this

measure. Table 24 shows the'TNTatios, degrees of freedom, and levels of

significance fyr each analysis perf7ed.

Table 23

Means and Standard Deviations of Pretest, Posttest, and Class Gains for
Experimental (E) and Control (C) Group Decision-Making Task: College

A
- I

"'retest osttest Gain
Grou

14 20.7395 .7573 21.4013 .7770 .6618
..,e6344

9 21.2701 .6244 21.6931 .8553 .4230 -.5952



tile 24

I''.t' f, Pre and Pwl Dec 1 !,ion Makino. And.(1sp...
tm- lxperimental (I ) And C(mtu,i1 (C1

Comp P

Pre, Pre_

Pre
F.

Post
E

Pre
C

Post
c-

Gain --Gain
nE C

111

/

1.7498

3.9027

2.1324

.9014

df

21

13

8

21

_10 (2 Lail)

.005 (1 tail)

.0!) I.) 1:1111

ns

1')

There was no significant difference at the .05 level between experimental
".6

and control group pretests. Experimental posttests were significantly

greater (p_ < .005) than experimental pretests. There-was a significant

difference (p. < .05) between control pre and posttests with posttest means

being greater. There,was no significant difference between experimental

-and control group mean gains. These results suggest that CPDM and non-CPDM

students were initially similax in tleir progress in making and implementing

the decision to attend college-. During the term, CPDM students significantly

increased in their DMT:C. NOn-CPDM studentS significantly changed', increasing

their DMT-C. Upon course^completion, CPDM students had not increased their

DMT-C progress significantly more than had non-CPDM students.

5 Does urse completion increase students' progress in_selecting a
.

coll e major (DMT-M) as measured by the ACDM?

'Faille 25 Aows the means and standard deviations of the pretest,

posttest, and class gains for the-experimental and control groups on
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this measure. Table 2() shows the t rallos, degrees of freedom, and

Icvcf U '.it.!nificalico.. fi)r 111.11 An.11%..

,c Table 25

I I. o I llI('cI

Means dAld Standard Deviat te+ns of Pretest, Posttest, and Class Gan n!;
I ) I . 1 r intent al (1 ) and (ont ro I ( C ) Group 1)ec i loll Mak

Task: Major

Pretest Posttest
Gmup N X S X 5

Gain

14 23.1238 2.1797 25.6510 1.0690 2.5272 .9452

9 25.8068 1.2136 25.9044 1.4642 .6975 1.4775

I(

t Test. for Pre and Post ljecision-Making Task: Major and Class Gains
for Experimental (E) and Control (C) Groups

Table 26

Comparison
Group I df

Preu Prec 3.3555

,)---- .

Pre
E

Post
E

4.8609
.

7- -----"

.Pre
C

Post .1980
C

Gain
E

Gain 3;1919
C

Mg,

21 .01 (2 tail)

13 .0005 (1 tail)

1

8 ns ,

21 .005 (1 qt1)

There was 4 significant pretest difference (p_ < .01) bet4een the

---ftperimental and control groups.on 1014T-M. Experimental posttests were

significantly greater ( a < .0005) than experimental pretests. 'There was

no significant difference between control pre and posttests. Experimental

,



group gains were significantly (p .0WO greater than control group gAin.

The!,e iesults !,uggest that And non-ilq*1 student were ';ign!ticantly

different on their initial DMT-M with non-(Alfl students being li) re advanced.

During the course, CPDM students significantly increased on their DM1 M while

there was no significant change in the progress of non CPDM students. Hpon

course completiOn, (11*1 istudents had advanced in their progress of selecting

a college major significantly greater than did non-CPDM students.
A

6 . Does course completion increase students' pro&ress toward selectint an

occvation to pursue after college completioil ow-o) as measured on_

the ACDM?

Table 27 shows the means and standard Avintions of the pretest, post-

test, and class gains for the experimental and control groups .on this measure.

Table 2-0'sholfs the t ratio, degrees of freedom, and leVels of siibifipince_ _

for each analysis performed. flo

Table 27

Means and Standard Deviations of Pretest; Posttest, and Class Gains
for Experim 1 (E) and Control (C) Group Decision-Making

Task: Occupations

1

Group

Pretest Posttest

3"(

,Gain

k

"E r 14 24.0874 2.0591.: 26.6427 1.0164 2.5552
/ /

C 9 26.7704 .9250 26.7378 1.6788 -.0326

111 1.6576

1.3047

4'
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Tab] si 28

I rt'!-d. and PUS I nek :11 On Making 1,11,k. (4 up,it ion and C 1
Gat ns for 1.xper menial (L) ink! Cola rol ((i) Groups

Comparison
Group

Pre. Pre
4111114110.

P reE Post

Pre Post
C

Gain
E

Gain
C

t dt p

3.6557 21 .01 (2 tail)

5.7676 13/ .0005 (1 tail)

-.0749 8

.3.9.515 21 .0005 (1 tail)
,,

There was a significant difference (p < .01) between experimental and

control pretests. Experimental postt,ests were significantly greater

(p. < .0005). than experimental pretests. There was no significant difference

between control. pre and posttests. Experimental gains were significantly

greater (p < .0005) than control gains. These results suggest that CPDM

and non-CPDM stpdents were significantly different in their initial progress

in selecting an occupation to pursue after college completion with non-CPDM
1

students being further advanced.. During the course, CPDM students

significantly advanced in their major selection process. Non-CPDM 'students

did not significantly change their progress. Upon course completion, CPDM

students had advanced in their progress of major selection significantly

more than did nola-CPDM students.

// Student/Survey Results

The Student Survey data analyses revealed results pertaining to the

following evaluation questions:



1 . Does the course bet t er _prepare st udent s t o Make career dee i 5i ons

As measured hv the Student Surycv*.'

A

Descriptive analys'es of experimentlil group posttests revealed that

'92 percent of the students compi et i ng the CPD61 course fel t adequately wel

Or very we 11 p re pa red t o mak e i Fee r (ICI_ I I OI1 Tab 1 e 2) ',how, a breakdown

o f .st uden t responses

Table 29
10 4

Percent of Experimental Students Selecting Po);sibl Responses to the
Question, "How Prepared...AA:* You to May Career Plans":"

Response

Very poorly prepared
I 0.4

.

Poorly prepared
49 7,7

Adquately prepared 100 \\ 40.3
/

Well prepared 93 37.5

Very well prepared 35 14.1

TOTAL 248

91.9

r

41
Sixty five percent of the experimental tudents indicated thaf having

complated the CPDM course, they were quite bit or a great deal better

prepared to make career decisions.

responses.

Table 30 shows a breakdown of student

7 b

k



Table rc0
4111

Percent of Fxperimental !Itudents eleetIng Re.:ponsec; to the

Question, "Having Completed the Career Planning and Decision-
Making Course, How Much Better Prepared are You to

Make Career Decisions?"

Response

tNo bett r prepared

A little better prepared

Quite a bit better prepared

A great de 1 better prepared

I
.

.

IN
01.

6 2.4 -

32.5

109 43.2

55 21.8

TOTAL V52

lip A

2 Does course completion in reas students' knowledge about college

majors as measured by the Student Survey?

Table 31 shows the means and standard deviations of the pretest, post-

test, and class gains for the experimental and control groups on this

measure. Table 32 shows the t ratios, degrees of freedom, and levels of

si4ficance for each analysis performed.

Table 31

Meafis and Standard DemiatiOns of Pretest, Posttest, and Class Gains

for Experimental (E) Land.Control (C) Grbup Knowledge
About College Majors

Group

Pretest posttest Gain
X X

15 3.3844 .3480 3.9595 .3317 .5750 , r5388

11 3.5202 .2984 3.7689' .2382' .2487 .3541

7C'



Table 3"."

le!,t tor Pre aml Pw;t KnowlPtly.e

Experimental (E) and Control
About Col loi:e

(C) Groups

$1;',

24

14

10

24 \111 i'

t.I jot.

ns

.000!)

.05

.025

lt t.

(2

()

.,

(2

(1

tail)

tail)

tail)

.:

tail)

Comparison
Group

PreE Prec

Pre.. Post)
E

Pre - Post
CC

.

Gain
E

Gain
'8g C

1.0417

t6.5718

2.3289

2.3803

There was no significant difference between experimental and control

group pretests. Experimentl posttests were significantly greaterj

( p_ < .0005) than experimental pretests. There was a signtficant difference

< .05) between control pre and posttests with students performing

hither ori-phe posttests Experimental gains were significantly greater

(p_ < .025),than control gains. These results suggest thg CPU, and non-

CPDM students were initimidy similar in their knowledge ut college majors.

During the course, CPDM studentsl,significantly increased their knowledge.

Non-CPDM students changed in their know.ledge, increasing their knowledge

during the term. After the course, CPDMI.1ftedents had gained significantly

4
more knowledge about college majors than ha0 non-CPDM students.

t

3.4ras,course completion increase students' knowledge about the relation-

ship between college majors and.occupations.ifs measured by the Student

Survey?



C 33 shows t he means and t and a rd dev I al I OW. 01 1 he pre I (". I po,;

t Ctit , and c 1 a!,:, }.',Il 11!, for t he e xpe I men tal and con t ro g Lips on t h Inca sn

Table 34 shows the t ratios, degrees ot freedom, and levels ol sIgnIlicance

for each analysis performed. Alb

Means and StandANd Deyiationsof Pretest, Posttest, and Class GA4ns
for ExperimentN (F) and Control (C) Group Knowlehe About the

Relationship Between College Majors and Occupations

Pretest

Group
Posttest

X
Gain

15

11

3.1219

3.2)93

.3898

.2353

4.0083
A

3.6706

.3107 .8864

.3712

.3948

.3873

Table 34

t Test for Pre and Post Knowledge About .t.he Relationship Between
College Majors antl Occupations for ExpeTimental (F)

and Control (C) Groups

Comparison
Groups

Pre
E

Pre
E

Post
E

Pre PoSt

Gain
E

Gain

0

1.3372

8.6952

3.1784

3.3132

24

14

10

24

.20

.0005

.01

.005

(2 tail)

(1 tail)

(2 tail)

(1 tail)



There wac no .:ignificant (Inference lieTWccil crrclimuntAl Jfid «mti(d

Lxperimental posttest.. were t!ICjfer than

experimental pretets. There Was a .;ignificant difference between control

pre and po!dtests with p(e,ttest,, bring greater. Ixperimental gain.. were

ignificantly greater than control gains. the..c rc..ults Indicitc th.lt CPPM

and non-CPDM students were initially similar in their knowledge about the

relationship between college majors and occupations. During the course,

(MDM students significantly increased their knowledge. Non CITM -student.;

s.ignificantly changed their knowledge exhibiting more knowledge at the

end of the term. CPDM students increased their knowledge about the

-4100

relationships between college majors and occupations significantly more

than did non-CPDM students.

4. Does course completion increase students' knowledge about occuea ions

of interest to them wi measured by the Student Survey?

Table 35 shows the means and standard deviations of the protest,

posttest, and class gains for the experimental and Col It\ro n tgroup5 ohis

measure. Table 36 shows the t ratibs, degrees of freedom, a. levels of

significance for each analyiiis performed

Table 35 .1

Means and Standard Deviations of Pretest, Posttest, and Class Gains
for Experimental (E) and Control (C) Group.Knowledge

About Occupations ciT"Interest

i Pretest Posttest . Gain
, Group N aJ-C _ _ _re.

/
E 15 15.5110 2.5137 19.7305 1.1553 4.2194 2.4039 \

\ C 11 17.7484 1.2861 17.4405 1.7763 -.3079 2.1541'



,

,

c

fheir knowledge about occupations of interest to them significally more

Table 36

t Test f'or Pre and Post Knowledge About Occupations of Interest

for Experimental (E) .and ContTol (C) Groups

df
Comparison
Group

'Pre
E

- Pre
c

2.6946 24

Pre
E

PotE 6.7981 14

4.

Pise
c

- Post
,-C

, -.4741

Gain
E

Gain
c

4.9520' 24

.61 (2 tail)

.0005 (1 tail).

us

,0005 (2 tail)

There was a significant pretest di4erence.between experimental and

. .
-1

...,...,

of
-, .t /

contrOl groups with controls having tnerhigher means.. Experimental posttests
.

,

weresignificantly greater than experimental prefes"ts. ThNe viase significa

difference between control pre and posttests.. Experimental gains were

signifiwintly greater trin control. gains. Thege results suggest that CPDMird

non-CPDM students were not 'initially similar: .nOn-CP,DM students initially

knew more about occupations of interest to theip. During the course, CPDM
It'. '

tb

students significantly increased their knoidgdge while non--CPDM students .

, .

did not significttntly change in their knoWledge. cppm students increased

thew dijol non-CPW student's.-
,

; A

5. DOes course complAtion promote the pfocess of major selection as

"

I 7

.meas,ured by the Stutent SUrvey? *.

-Table 37 shows thd means and standard deviations of*,thè preteSt,
3 4

pdsttest; and'eliss gains for the experimental and cqptrol grromps on

fr

4111



menqure. Talile 38 the t ratOfos, deyrees ot ireedom, and

levels of'significance for each analysis performed

Table 37

Means and Standtkid Devrations of Pretest, Posttest, and Class Gains
for,Experimhtal (F) and Contrpl (C) Group Majvr Selection

Pretest
s

s-Aw

Tosttest . Cain
. s 5-

E _15 7.055" .9672 7.7956

C 11 .2748 8.1548

.7403.$ .7423 .4230

T-

.2796 .3265

Table 38

tTest for Pre and Post Majot Selection for
Experdmental (E) and -Control, (C).,Groups

4
,

Comparion
Group.

1

df
<

Pre
E

= Pre

Pre
E

Post
E

'so

- Pre, - Post
fri

Gain - Gain

2.7255

6.7970

2.4429

2:8836

24

10

24 -

.02

.0005,

.05

.005

(2 tail)

(1 tail)

(2 tail)

(1- tail)

. r111

There was a significant difference (10 .02) between experimental tnd

control pretestg with the contTol; group haviNg. the greater mean. Experimentalf

.ToSttests werê significantly greater (IE < .0005).thiin experimental pretests.

.1`

Control group'pre and posttests were significantlY-different (TE < .05) with .

posqests Jiving the greater ineuns. Experimental gains were significantly.

4
4

;

,
0.0



greater/than control gains. The-:e results sugge.,t that non-CPIIM .,tndent.,

were iwitially further advanced in the process of maj(r !,clection than were

CPDM students. During the course, CPOM students significantly advanced in

their process. Non-CPDM studentsssignificantly changed in their process

progressing in ,the procss during the term. At the end or the term, CPUM

studei d atanced in--"eir process of ma)or selection significantly

Olore than had non-CPDM students_

.

Prior to tihe school term, experimental students indicated they had

changed majors a mean of .5411 times- (s = .2889,,N_= 14) and control students

had changed majorn a mean Of .4578 times (s .1866, N = 11). During the

term, seven percent of the control students indicated they changed their

major while 56 percent 6f Oe experimental students changed their lugijor.

6. Does course comilletion increase students' understanding of themselves

in relatiolijto work as measured by the Student Survey?

a

Table 39,shows the means and standard deviations of the pretest, post-

test, and class gains for the'experimental and control groups on this

4
measure. Table 40 shows the t ratiOs, degrees of freedom, and levels of

significance for,each analysis performed.

418 Tabl e 39

I'

Means and Standard Deviations of TiCst, Posttest,(and.Class Gaihg
.for Experimental (E) and Control (C) Understanding

Of Self in Relation to Work'\ .
.

,

-

Zloty ,N

Pretest
X s_

.P

5_

Gain

(3,^

E 15- 16.5798 2.4855 22.265\ 1.3§6 5.6852 _ 1.7429

C 20.5725 1.07,04 .21.5557 2.0573 .9832 '1.6939

So

1
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Table 40

t Test Or Pre and Post Understanding of Self in Relation to
Work for Experimental. (E) and Control (C) Groups

(ompa . n
roup

1,11 t

rvP4litE Prec

Pre Post1.

Prec Postc

GainE Gaik

61

4.9754 24 .0005 (2 tail)

12.6332 11 .0005 (1 tail)

1.9250 0 10 .10 (2 tail)

6.8759 -24 4 . .0005 (1 tail)

There was a significant pretest difference (p. < .0005) between

experimental and control groups. ExperimeAtal posttests were significantly -

greater (/ < .0005) than experimental pretests. There was no significant P
difference dt the -.05 level between control pre and posttests. Experimental

gains were signifioently greater (p. < .0005) than control gains. These

results siiggest that non-CPDM students initially possessed greater self-
.

understanding in relattva to work than did -CPDM students. During the course,

CPDM students significantly increased their self-understanding whereas

'nOn-CPDM students did not significantly change. After the-course, CPDM

)Xudents had increased their, self-understanding i relation to work
".

4, significantly more than had non-CPDM students,

4,-
7. Does course completion enhance students' decis n-making processtas

r

,,
4

'measured 6i the Student Survey?

) jallyle 41 shows,thle medis and standard devia ions of the pretest,
% 1

e
,

posttest; and class gains for the emerimenfa and coritrol grouils o his.. 11 .

,.

74,

86
A

-

a.

e
A .0
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0 .111O4ft:iire. Tab I e 42 show. t he 4 Nril I i , dey Fee', of 1-reedoin, and I eve I of

significane for each analysis performed.

Table 41

Means and Standard Deviations -of Pretest, Po!,ttest, and Clas
for 11xperimental (E) and Control (C) Derision-Making

Group
Pretest Posttest Gain

15 2.0374 .4945 2.9300 .6689- '.8925

11 2.1893 .3750 2_1007 .3459 -.0886 .4459

.8741

Table 42

t Tests for Pre and Post Decision-Making for Experimental (E)
and Control (C) Groups

Comparison
Gtoup

ri

Pre
E

Pre
C

1 .8529 24
\

ns

..

Pre
E

PostE k 3.9545 . 14 .'e: .005 (1 tail)

df P. <

Pre
c

7 Post
c

10 . ns

Gain
E

Gain
c

3.3999 24 .0005 .(l_tail)

we,

There was, no significant protest difference between .eXp rimcntalsand

-
control groups.; Experimental posttests were 'significantly.greatei (ax .005)

,

than exlprimental. pretests whereasthere wps no.signifieant, pre-pos.ttest
,

difference Pk the cOntrol group. Expe-fimental gains we,re signAficantly

1

..0,? -greater (2..< ADDS) than control gains. These results suggest that CPDM

,i:100171,: 4.a

4r(}
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and non-CITM stndent-, were InitiAllv thcil of

decision-making. During the course, CPDM students significafitly enhanced

their 'process whereas non-CPDM students did not significantly alter theiir

proce!is. Upon course completion, CITM -,tudents had cm-ham-v(1 their

of decision-making significantly more than had non-CPDM students.

In rating the effectiveness of their decision-making proces.5-1 tests_

revealed a significant pretest difference (p_ )S) hotwee'n expenimen'ta 1

rind control groups with the control group having the hi44er. mean scores

(see taples 43 and 44)

Table.43

Mws and Standard Deviatiom; of Pretest, Post,te,and Class cains
for Experimentm0E) and Control (C),Itatings of
Effectiveness of One's Decision-RaVingt.process

. .

._ Tretest PosttesA . %: Ca,:in.-,.Grouli N_ X s

15 3.3468 _3054 3.7583

3.5883 .1293 3.8173 :669 %2290

.1
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Vahle 44

t Tests for Pre and Post Ratings of Effectivuess of Ono's DecisiUn-Making

Process for Experimental (F) and Control (C) Croups

Comparison
Group df

Pre
E

- Pre

Pre
E

Post.

Prec Postc

Gain
E

Gain
C

2.4559

6.7166

4.0038

2.1022

24

14

10

24

E <

.05 (2 tail)

.0005 (I tail)

.01 (2 tail)

.025 (1 tail)

Experimental control group pretests were significantly (p, .05) different

with control pretests having greater class means. Experimental posttests

tvere significantly greater (p < .0005) t4an experimental pretests. Control

pre and posttests wete significantly different (p_ < .01) with posttests having

the greater mean. Experimental gains were signifirtly greater (2_ < .025)

than control gains. These results suggest that ,no tudents initially
4

rated _hfokir decision-making processts higher than did CPDM students. During

Mit
the course, CPDM studpnts significantly increased their rsti s of

effectiventss. Non-CPDM students did not significantly chanige their ratings.

- Upon course coMpletion, ODM students had raised their ratings of effective-

ness of their decision-making iirocess significantly more than had non-CPDM

students.
4

8. Does tourse complipon increotte students' accuracy in defining the

terms "work" and "career as measured by the Stutent Survei?
,

'Tiiie 45 shows the means and stand:P6 deviations of the pretest;

A4e.
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posttest. and class y.ain-; tor tho experimontal and control ijonr. OH thy.

measure_ Table 46 shows the t ratios, degrees of freedom, and levels of

significance for each analysis performed.

Table !)

Means and Standard Deviations of Pretest, Posttest, and Class Gains
for Experimental (E) and Control (C) Accuracy

in Defining "Work" and "Career"

Pretest

Group
Posttest

...
(ain

Ii 15 .4647 .2281 .9885 .4642 .5238 .5233

11 .3932 .141S .3846 .2072 -.0086 .2043

Tabl(i 46
;

Ait

t Tc'sts for Accuracy in Defiing "Work" and "Career" in
Experimental (E) and Control (C) Groups

Comparison

Pre Pre
c .9148

Pre
E

Post
E

3.8768

Pre Post
c

. .1406

GAin - Gain
c

3.1871
-E

.24 ns

14 .005X1 tail)

10, ns.

24 .005 (1 tail)

There was no significancf pretest aifference between experitental.and

controlgroups. jxftrimental posttests vivo significantlygreater

(a < .005) than experimeptal pretests. ContrOl.pre and pos.ttesti were

-
not significantly different. txperimen?al gains were significantly\

ILI
9 6,

4
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f.
c"

greater (p ,00S) t an control gains. The',c results sugge,,t that (Tom

and non-CPDM students were icitially similar in their accuracy defining

the terms "work" and "weer." During the course, CPDM students

significantly increased their accuracy,wherens there was no significant

4/change in the ac cur. cy of non -CPDM st udent s ' del nit ions. Aft er course

completio CPDM 0:tidents had increased the accuracy of their definitions

of "work" "care6r" significantly im)re than had nou-CPDM students-

,

9. Does cour-e completion increase students' ability to identifv

1 sources of ca:re,er information as measured bx the Student Survey?

Table 47 shows the means and standard deviations of the pretest,

posttest,.and class gains nr the experimental and 'control groups on this

measure. Table 48 shows the .t ratios, degrees of freedom, and levels of

significance for each analysis,performed.

Table 47

Means and Standard Deviations of Pretests,,Posttests, and Class Gains

for Experimental (E) and Control ?(C) Identification
of Career Information Sources

A

41.

Pretest Posttest Gain
sGroup N s

15

11

.0171

.0000

.0257

.0000

1:6464-

.0106

t'

.8741 1.6293 .8727

.0354 .0106 .0354

.6
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t Tests for Pre and Post Identification or Career Information
Resources for Experimental (E) and Control (C) Groups

Comparison
Group

PreL - Prec

Pre Post

Pre Post

Gain
E

7 Gain

di

,

E

2.1985 24 .05 (2 tail)*

7.2305 11 .0005 (1 tail)

1.0833 10 ns

6.1137 24 . .0005 (1 tajl)

There was a signif\cant pretest differ'enee (R < .05) between

experimental and controy,groups with the experimental pAtests having the

higher means. Experimental posttests woke significantly reater < .0005)

than experimental pretests. There was no significant difference between

control pr posttesJs. Experimental gains were significantly greater

(2. < .0005) than clptrol gairs. These results suggest that GrDMIstudents

initially were able to identify more career informatidn resources than

non-CPDM students. During the course, CPDM students significantly increased

their ability whereas the of non-CPDM students did not significantly

Vfiage. Upon couIe completion, CPDM students had increased the.ir ability

to identify oareer information-sources significantly more than had non-
ID

M

students.
* . ,v)

.

...

,

4

r
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10. Does course completion increase students' ability to identify

criteria for evaluating career information as measured by the 2 udent

(7.
Surrey?

Tahte 49 shows the means and standard deviations of the pretest, posttest%

and class, gains for the experimental groups on this measure, Table 50 shows

1

r
.

the t rAll4os, degrees of freedom, and levels of significance forach_ 4

analysis performed.

Table 49

Means and Standard Deviations of Pretests, Posttesfs, and Class Gains
for:xperimental (E) and Control (C) Identlification of Career

Information Evaluation Criteria
(

Pretest j Posttest Gain

Group N Y
--,_

15 1448 .1030 .3536 .3119 :2088 2510

/
C 11 L1538 .0966 .2012 .1708 .0474 .18.37

A

t

jable
)

t Tests for Pre and Post Jdenfification of Career Information Evaluation
y_riteria for Experlenfa (E) and Control (C) Groups'

k,

Comparison
.Group df

Pre Post
c

.2221 24 us

Pr e'E - Post ' 3.1819 .14
)

.005 (1 tail)

),0

Pre Postc .8591 10

c,

Gain .-,Gain
c

1.7855 24 .05 (1 tail)..

S.

,

s-
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The r,s . I I 1ic,IIlt d t-eten, ( 1)(st worn e \pet imelit ii IIhI t out Itl.

pretests-- Experimental posttests were S gii ip4cant ly greater (p. < .00S)
. .

than experimental preteslp. Colitrol pre and posttests were not significantly

\\
Lxperimental gains were significantly greater (1) -, .0!)) than

.......

control gains. These. results suggest that CPDM and nonCPDM students were

initially similar in their ability to identify criteria for evaluating

career information, During the term, CPDM studeii-nsignificantly inoreased

in this ability, whereas the ability of non-CPDM students did not

significantly change. At the end ofthe teim, CPDM students had increased

their ability to identify criteria for evaluating career information

significantly more than had non-CPDM students.

Pl. Does course completion increase students' ability 6 identify korrect

career concept definiqo ~.3 meagured by the Student Stirvey?
4

Table 51 showte.15-mea.ns and standard deviations of the pretest,

posttest, and class gains for'the e3c, erimental and control groups on this

r. 4
measure. Table 52 shows the t ratios, degrees of freedom, and levels of

significance for each analysis perforped.

e. Table 51

Means and.Standard Deviations of Pretests,\Posttests, and Cia Gains

V/ for,Identification of Career Concept Definitions or
Experimental (E) and Cortrol (C) Groups

S
r __.Pretest _ Posttest . -qain

,

Group N_ ,X . s X ' _s X

..---'

E 15 3.3894 /' .6093 4.7141 1k.9595 1:3247 .8752
..,...,

C 11 3.2870 .7092 3.g271 .8905 1.5401 . 1.0093.

Rio

lt
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Table 52

t Tests for Pre and Post ldentilication of Caroer Concept Definition:,

for Experimental (E) and Control (C) Groups

Compa'rison

Gilpup d

Pr eu - Pre .3953

^

24

Pre
E

Pt 5.8619 14 .0005 (4 tail)

P ec
1.7745 10 .20 (2 tail)

GaiisE Gains 2.1174 24 .025 (1 tail)

A

There was no significant pretest difference bet4tlen experimental and

control grotips. Experimental posttests were significantly greater (p. < .0005)

than experimental pretests. There was no significant difference at the .05

level between control pre and posttests. Experimental gains were significantly

greater (a < .025) than control gains. These results suggest that CPDM and

lcm-CPDM students were initially similar in their ability to identify career

concept definitions. During the term, CPDM students significantly increased

in this ability,whereas the ability of non-CPDM students did not significantl/

change. At the end of the term, CPDM students had increased their ability ,

to identify car4r concept definitions ,significantly more than had non-CPDM

students,;...-

12. D udents reco

Field Test I

'

nize thgir own rowth as a result of the course?

results had revealed the existence of a conventional

wisdom phenomenon regard. g students'-appraisal of their career development

knowledge. In the absence of mOre accurate information, studehts rated

k

9 t.



thpiy career dvvelopment know1(.(11,.e Once rxpo.:rd hi A comprehenive

career-deYtlopment learning experience students apparently realized how

Int in there is to know and lowered their pretest scores. t had been

ant i i t CLIO( ha t s igni fi :int post t est ga fr()111 IirI d T(' 1 1 1 011 ROI

he evident becaw,c of lipuriow,tv high pretest !:cores due to thi.,

conventional wisdom phenomenon. Also stude s in Field 1 .F,t ll were not

permitted to reassess their-pretest scores. Therefore, a second suhitem

for each noncognitive item was added to the Student Survey to a..,e.s

students' recognition of ,growth.

Table 53 provides a summayfof student responses to items related to

groi4th recognii.ion.

Table 53

Means and Standard. Deviations of Student Responses to items Related to
Growth Recognitiop Based on l=Nlone, 2=Very Little,

3=A Littl, 1=A Moderate Amount, 5=A Great Deal

Item

Having completed this course, how much under- 3.6731 .4022
standing have you gained about the college
majors offered at your school?

Having completed this.course, how much under- 3.9710
standing have you gained about the occupations
and opportunities for employment" that rillate
to college mmjors?

Having completed this course, how much under-
standing have you gained about occuliations
that interest you?

During this class term, hoW much more have
you thought about selection'of a college
major?

HavingcdMpleted this course, how much under-
standing have you gained about yourself in
relation to work/

9 6
r---

3.9371

:3362

1.4400

4.4054 .34932;4,

NN

4,6739 r 1.8331

les
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Table 1-,3 (continued)

Item

On the following scalo rate the effective-
ness of your current way of making Aecisions
COMPARED WITH YOUR WAY PRIOR TO THE COURSE.

3.8817* 29S84

and 3 based on the scale: lumuch less effective 2..less effective,

-J==as egective, 4more effective, and 5-much more effective.

The rest.ilts ipdicate that, on the average, CPDM students felt they

gained

between a little and a moderate amount of understanding
about the college majors offered at their school.

a moderate amount of understanding about the occupations
and opportunities for employment that relate to college

majors.

a moderate amount of understanding about occupations of

interest to them.

a moderate amount to a great deal more thought about

selection of a college major.

a moderate amaint to a great dear of undersianding about

themselves in relation,.to work.

more effectiveness in their way of making decisions.

Student Evaluation Form Results

The stbdent evaluation form provided for student reactions, to the

course, self appraised impact, inditations of course participation, and

indications of the extent and type of career information resources used

during the course.

Table 54 provides a summary of student responses to course impact

and reaction items.

fois7

1110#,, Vit*;-.4M1F,Prtrk:1,7S1-`44V 14:r / :411rsf 1.'tt"tititr43`)Vr;." " 'V "



Table 54

Sununary (In Percent2iges) of Student Re,:pow:e.; to

Course impact and Reaction Statements

Statement P

Providing experiences in career
planning and decision-making is
nnimportant function of a college.

The course helped me develop a
greater understanding of myself.-

The course helped me develop a
greater understanding of the
world of work.

The course helped me develop a
cOreer plan taking into con-
gderation myself and my milieu.

t found the planning and deciding
process taught in the course
useful for me.

Having completed this course, I
am more aware of my career goal
and its appropriateness for me.

The course helped me gain a greater
sense of control over my career.

Overall, I was very pleased with
this course.

I would recommend this course to
a friend who wanted career
guidance.

%/N Responding
Strongly

Agree Agroc Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

56/132 43/101 02/4 0/0

24/57 64/152 12/29 0/0

23/52 64/145 12/27 01/2

22/51 62/143 15/34 02/4

00

29/70 54/130 15/36 ' 02/6

'36/89 45/113 18/45 01/3

24/57 55/131 20/48 01/2

28/65 52/121 15/34 05/12

42/100 41/97 11/27 05/13

Findings on this portion of the survey show that:

98 percent of the 237 students responding indicated
that,ap.important function of a college is providing
experiences in career planning and decision-making.

toitse
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88 percent of 238 students responding indicated the

course helped them develop a greater understanding of

themselves.
11,

87 percept of 226 students respoOding indicated the

Course helped them develop a greater understanding

of the world of work,

84 percent of 232 students responding indicated the

course helped them deVelop a career plan taking into

consideration self and milieu.

83 percent of 242 students responding found the

planning and deciding process tau0t in the course

to be personally useful.

81 percent of 250 students responAing indicated that

having completed the course, they were more aware

of their career goal and its appropriateness for

them.

79 percent of 238 students responding'indicated the

course helped them gain a greater sense of control

over their career.

80 percent of 232 students responding indicated that

overall they were very pleased with the course.

83 percent of 237 students responding indicated they

would recommend the course to a friend who wanted

career guidance.

A small percentage of students disagreed with statements listed in

Table 54. Their stated reasons for disagreement were varied. A

representative sample is listed here. A complete list of all reasons

stated can be found in Appendix R.

I am still not sure what the,best field for me is.. My

career goals are many. I would have liked to have been

able to narrow it down further.

Too much paper.work and library work--some of us
c6uldn't spend much time there because of other

important factors.
-

It really wasn't what I expected. I learned a lot but

the workbook wasn't very clear.



,
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I was not pleased because it didn't really help me reach a
final conclusion.

I believe the workbook could have been set uP toward
college students--it (at times).seemed to edge towards
high school--it may be toward freshmen more than high
school. Some of the filmstrips were repetitious.

I have my own way of decision-making.

Because the textbook we had was very d4agyeeab1e with
me. It is hard to understand and you couldn't do the
exercises right. The class is fine, but the textbook
was horrible.

To obtain user reaction regarding the appropriateness of the course for

them, students were asked when the best time would be to take a course like

CPDM. Fifty percent of the 272 students respondipg indicated high schdol;

41 percent indicated the freshman year of college; 7 percent, the sophomore-

year; 1 percent, the jUnier year; and 1 percent, the senior year.

To obtain information about helpful and unhelpful aspects of the course,

students were asked to complete the following statements:

I think the course was helpful because

The course was not helpful because

Helpful and unhelpful aspects identified were varied. A representative

sample of aspects is listed here. For a complete list of all aspects

identified, see Appendix S.

.Helpful aspects:

It helped he develop my values and my goals and exaMine careers
which_apply to them.

It showed me the resources open to me in the world of careers
and helped me learn a decision-making option.

It allowed me to think about what I am and what I am not.



It allowed the opportunities and the means to explore career

options.

I learned about many other job areas in which I thought. I

had no interest.

It showed me that there is not just ope iob I can go into-

but a field of jobs.

It provided me with fresh insight into the world of work and

helped me to formulate a plan for reaching my desired career

goal.

It taught me to make decisions with all possible information

and alternatives without just falling in. P

It gave me the chance to look at many occupations that I

didn't really consider before.

I found out things about myself that I never knew before.

I feel as though I know myself better.

Unhelpful aspects:

Not enough time and I didntt care for some portions of Xlie

workbook.

I had already decided on'a career.

We didn't get to use the career center very much in class.

Too much busy work.

Some people failea to get involved.

It was a little too easy.

The textbook was difficult to understand.

.Not enough student-teacher interaction. Class discussion

was null.

I hate filling out charts, turning the pages back and forth

was a pain.;

I only At two credits.

I wouid have liked to have speakers for different job

areas talk to class. Needed time to taleto perspective

employers with specific questions.

I did not have enough time to explore all The different

aspects of occupations I,041fiqjcnow.,

\
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In order to obtain more specific information regarding the strengths

and weaknesses of the course, students were asked what thuy liked most

and what they disliked most about the course. A representative sample of

responses is presented here. A complete lis-t of all responses can be found

in Appendix T.

Liked best:

The-discussions and the interactions of the group.

The personal profile which helped me to determine certain
aspects of me which I didn't know.

It made me think more about what I want and not what pepple
want from me.

Watching myself cross off possible careers through logical
thinking.

How it reinforced my goals and the use of the workbook.

The way it followed the decision-making process step by
).

step.

CIS system.

Discussing other people's career goals and values along with
, mine.

The many worksheets, the variety of career information given.

That it was individual.

Planning a future in my declared major."

The decision-making process and establishing my values and
abilities. ,

There were discussions in groups which brought out views of
individuals and that enabled me td gain some ideas and to
correct my understanding of the course as well as helped me
know what I am and what I will be with relation.to decision-
making and my milieu.

Disliked most:

Not having enough time (class periods) to complete the
workbook and major and career investigations.

t 102
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Filling In the charts.

I did not grasp enough information on specific careers.

The films-Tthey seemed very juvenile.

It was not organized.too 'well for only being a 1 hour

class--would prefer a 2 hour cla.gs.

Tenaed to be general and boring a few times.

Rushing through the book.

In order to obtain outcome information, students were asked what

happened to them as a result of being in.the course. A representative

sample of responses appears here. A complete list of All responses can

be found in Appendiic U.

I did decide to go to school, if only for one year. If

I had not taken the course, I would have tried to find

any sold job.

I am better able to understand and make decisions.

I know basically what I want. I was uncertain about

what I could get from.college, now I realize how

important edgcation really is for me.

I. became more aware of myself, and I learned many things

concerning the world of work that I did not know before.

I made the decision to pursue a career, an option I had

avoided because of an inability to imfge what careers

were available.

It helped a lot in planning courses to take to get

training for that job..

I have a fuller awareness,of my career goal and how to

reach it now.

I have Confirmed my choice of major and decided to

declaie my major.

I leained what is available in the world of work and

that I'm not necessarily tied to anY decisions I have

to mlike. Therefore, I want to become a social worker

(but/ I might change my mind).
,

tt.VP4'61.114rt*?*-41.4-',.
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I gained a great deal of knowledge and was finally capable of
putting together my interests, goals, and aptitudes into a

constructive career goal and outline.

In evaluating any course, it is important to know.the extent of

student participation: whether materials were read, activities completed,

and the extent of class involvement. Eighty-nine percent of 233 students

responding indicated they read at least half of the text, and 67 percent

read at least three-fourths of the text. Ninety-four percent of 236

students responding indicated they completed at least half of the text

activittes, and 75 percent completed three7fou'i7ilis'or more of/the activities.

Table,SS provides a cOmplete summary of the student responses on course

involvement.

?able SS

Summary (in Percentages) of Student Responses to
Course Involvement Questions

I.

Questions

Approximately what percent of the
test did you read?

Approximately what percent of the
activities did you complete?

%/N Responding
0%* 25% 50% . 759e 100%

01/2

01/2

10/24

.05/13

21/50

19/44

37/86

34/81

30/71

.41

41/96

Regarding class involvement, 98 percent of 232 students responding indi-

cated they, usuUlly,,almost. always, or always came to clas. Eighty-five \

percent of 234 students responding indicated they usually, almost always or

alwuys, participated in class discusSions. Ninly-sevc?n percent of 235'

students responding indicated thity usually, almost always, or always came.to
e

AvPie r ^ 7,ste ^
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class. Table 56 provides a complete summary of the student reaponses on

i
classAnvolvement.

Table.56

Summary (in Percentages) of Stud t Responses to

Class Involvement Qdestions

Questions Never Rarely

%/N Responding
Almost

Usually Always Always

I was generally attentive
in class.

0/0 02/4 22/50 47/1.08 30/70

I participated in class
discussions.

02/4 13/31 34/80 23/53 28/66

I completed humework
assigninents.

0/0 03/6 25/59 34/81 38/89

%.

I came to class. 0/0 02/4 12/29 51/119 34/80

Completion of a number of course activities required student use of

career information resources. In order o determine the extent of use of

the AEL Career Tnformdtion System and other career resource-materials,

siudents were asled to indicate the approximate number of times each

refetence was used. A number of. instit.utions did not have all 4the CIS

materials.

Table 57 provides a Summary of student use of career resource

materials. The Worker Trait Group Guide was the material used most often;

the keysort deck was used least.
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Table 57

Summary (in Percentages) of Student Use of Career
Information Resource Materials

81

Material

Material
Not

Available

%/N Responding

None Once Times

More
Than 3
Times

WorkAr Trait Group Guide 01/2 01/2 05/13- 29/69 64/152

School Subject-OccUnation Index 03/6 28/64 31/72 30/68 08/19

College Major-Occupation Index 02/5 19/42 30/66 35/79 14/31

:Technical Major-Occupation Index* 13/28 53/118 15/33 16/35 04/8

Occupational Outlook Handbook 01/2 19/49 19/48 31/79 30/76

Encyclopedia of Careers 06/13 29/66 29/67 26/59 11/26

Dictionary of OccuAtional Titles, 0/0 02/4 28/55 37/72 32/62

Vertical File of Career Briefs 13/27 34/79 24/54 17/39 13/30

Worker Trait Group File Content 10/21 35/73 27/57 17/3( 11/24
Notebook

Alighabetical Index to Occupations 08/17 36/81 21/46 24/53 12/27

Worker Trait Group Index to 04/10 25/55 31/70 .26/59 13/30
Occupationaf Information

. s
Keysort Deck 14/31 53/120 20/44 10/23 03/7

-

Other (name) '0/0 24/9 24/9 30/11 22/8

*Only available at institutions having 2-year programs.

Student Objectives

In addition to the information obtained from student on the ACDM,

Student-Surveyt'and Student Evaluation Form, a random sample of 58 textbooks

was collectfd to determine achievement of student objectives. Criteria fof

i1/4*

1 06
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objectives attainment consisted of succbk:pful completion of activities in

the textbook. Table 58 provides a summary Of siudent objectives achieved.

These objectives are listed by unit under each unit goal.

Table 58

Percentage of Students Meeting Unit Objectives for the Career

Planning and Decnion-Making Course Based on Random

Sample (N=58) of Student TeKtbooks*

% of Students
-Meeting Objective

(N=58) Unit Goals and Objectives

88

83

59

80

Unit I Goal: will apply the concepts of ,

career" and decis on-making dimensions in

examining their own experience.

Objective 1: Students will be able td list their

definitions of career.

Objective 2: Students will be able to identify

their career theme.

Objective 3: Students will be able to discuss

the three,dimensions composing a decision situation.

Objective 4: Students will be able to apply the

decision-making dimensions to a decision of their

own.

Unit II Goal: Students will establish occupational

preference by integrating knowledge of self and

work.

97 Objective 5: Students will be able to list their

occupatiqpal, educational, civic, and home ,

activities.

97 Objective 6: Students will be able to relate their

interests to the 12 Career Areas.

f

*Criteria for meeting objecctives,based onlron textbook responses.

til!..VAii147.t7,916034.,,X09PlcrIlttf AI,: ,1,1,7TY.47
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Table SR:*(Continned)

% of Students.
Meeting Objective

(N=58)
k

Unit Goals and Objectives

91 Objective 7: Students will be able to differentiate
the Worker Trnit Groups and Career Areas they want
to explore.

93 Objective 8: Students will be able to recall their
experiences in each of the ten types of-work
activities.

43 Objective 9: Students will be able to rate their
preferences for ten types of work activities.

90 Objective 10: 4 Students will be able to identify
those work activities they want to include and tbose
to exclude in their careers.

93 ObActive 11: Students will be able to recall their
expeadences in each of the ten work situations.

P3 Objective 12: Students will be able to rate their
preferences for ten work situations.

86 Objective 13: Students will be able to identify
those work situations they want to include and those
to exclude in their career.

95 Objective'14: Stu-dents will be able to estimate their
aptitUdes in 11 areas.

84 Objective 15: Students will be'able to compare
their aptitude self-estimates with the key aptitudes
related to eath Worker Trait Group.

74' Objective 16: Students will be ;Me to list-the
titles of aptitudes they want to include pd-those
to excLude in their career.

78 Objective 17: Students'will be ible to recall their
preferrecr school sub j ectS .

76 Objective 18: Students will be able to
fhe Worker Trait Groups relatea to their
school subjects.

108
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of Students
Meeting Objective

(N=58).

78

76

72

64'

64

),-
78

11 I.

71

69

^+; 55

41

Table 58 (Continued)

Unit Goals and Objectives

Ob,ective 19:. Students will be abke to list school

subjects they want to include and th9se to exclude

in their,careers.

Objective 20: Students will be able to choose

Worker Trait Groups to explore based on positive

factors listed on their Personal Profile Chart.

Objective 21: Students will be able to rate their

reactionS to each Worker Trait Group description

and qualification profile giyen their ability to

use the Worker Trait Group Guide,

Objective 22: Students will be able to list those'

. physical demands, working conditions, porker functions,

general educational development, andireparation and

learnihg they want to include and those to exclude

'in their careers.

Objective 23: Given their completed Personal Profile

and Worker Trait Group Chart #2, students will be

able to identify Worker Trait Groups they want to

explore at the occupational level.

Objective 24: Stutents will be able to compose

career value statements, given their completed values

checklists.

Objective 251: Students will be able to prioritize

their career values.

Objective 26: Given the-Workectl.ait Group Guide,

students will be able to sélect for exploration,

occupations from the Worker Trait Groups identified

bn.their Worker Trait Group Chart #2, Column 10.

.

Objective'27: Given the Career Information System and .

the ability to'use it, students will be able to'complete

one Occupational Information Summary.

Objective 28s: Given the completed Occupational Infor-

mation,Summary and Worker Trait Group Chart #3, stu-

dents will be able to differentiate those oqupations

which best meet their career vallies. -r

A: 1
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Table 58 (Contisnued)

% of Studenis
Meeting-Objective

(4=58) Unit Goals and Objectives

59 Objective 29: Students will be able to summarize
tieir current occupational preferences.

Unit III Goal: Students will identify tentative
. career goals by learning to project personal values

into the future.

81 ObieCtive 30: Given the completed Personal Profile
an CbjeCtive 25, students will be able to evaluate'
their present activities.

7

66 Objective 31: Students will be able to contrast
their present activities with future preferred
activities.

81 Objective 32: Students will be able to formulate
their ecareer goals.

66 Objective 33: Given completion of Unit II, students
will be able to revise their career theme.

A Unit TV Goal: Students will develop a detailed career
plan based upon their goals, knowledge of college
options, and personal criteria related to ,their
values.

60 Objective 34: Given their completed Worker Trait
Group Chart #3 and career gofal statement, students
will be able to differentiate those occupational
preferences which relate to their career goal.

53 Objective 35: Students,will be able to locate in
their milieu the general and specific competencies
and credentials which are required to'enter the
occupations related to their cveer goal.

Objective 36: Given Objective 35, studpnts will
-be able to appraise those competencies and
credentials they do not have.

64 Objective 37: Given the Field of Study-Worker Trait
Group Chart and Objective 36, students will be able
to identify the fields of study,related to their -

, preferred Worker Trait Groups.

22
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Table 58 (Continued)

% of Students

Meeting atjective
(N.58) Unit Goals and Objectives

64
Objective 38: Given the College Major-Occupation

qulex, students will be able-1-6-determine-rhTTUTlege

Mir ors and related occupations they want to further

explore.

SS Objective 39: Given Objective 36, students will be

able to determine the.means their institutions offer

for acquiring needed credentials and competencies.

67
Objective 40: %Students will be;able to formulate

options for reaching their career goals.

62

31

Objective 41: Students will be able to evaluate

their career options to determine their most'desir-

able option.

Objective 42: Students will be able to develop their

career plan.

Unit V Goal: Students will demonstrate the ability

to decide and act with respect to the steps of their

career plan.

Objeetive 43:, Students will be able to work

through a decision situation.

Objective 44: Students will be able to formulate

the steps (actions) necessary to implement their

selected optipn.

Unit VI Goal: Students wiliIomprehend planning and

deciding as an ongoing proces and the means of'

controlling and shaping career.

Objective 45: Students will be able to apply the

decision-making process to their daily lives; i.e.,

coufse selection.

Objective 46: Given new information about themselves

awl-their mi1ju, studWs wilrbe able to state

their reasgWi6sea career goal.

1



0 Table S8 (Continued)

% of Students
Meeting Objective

(N.58) Unit Goals and Objectives

31

34

Objective 47: Given their reassessed career goal,
students will be able to update and revise their
career plan:

Objective 48: Students will be able to identify
how dieKnowledge and skills learned in the CPDM
course increases control over their lives,

* Five classes did not complete Unit V before the term ended.

** Six classes did not complete Uhit VI before the term ended.

These findings provided valuabib formative data on which to base

revisions of.the CPDM Instructor's Guide and Student Text. Specifically,

those objectives which at least 60 percent of the Students had not achieved

(Objective,3, 27, 28, 29, 35, 36, 39, and 42) were the focus points for

review and revision.
(

Data 1-,:)m instructors was collected on five instruments, The results

obtained from each instrument will be discussed ip this section.

-gnstructo'r Survey Pretest

Responses on the Instructor Surv,ey Pretest revealed that:

Arthe majority of the field test instructors hhve a formal
background in.the counseling and guidance field.
'Seventy nine'percent (N=11) have degrees in counseling,
guidance; or psychology; two have degrees in education;
one has a degree in Criminolegy.

eigHt instructors have experfence teaching a career
development.course; five did not.

' .
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the majority of instructors identify themselves most
closaly with the careler development theory cq)
Super (Nwp) or Holland (N.6).

Thble 59 contains a listWhich Identifies r each instructor the

theory of career development with which s/he most closely identifies and

(-the instructor's definition of career development. In soMe cases, the

instructors' definitions of career development do not refli,ct the theory

identified. The list is.dividea into two groups: group 1 instructors

were not previously faMiliar with the CPDM course, group II instructors

I

had previous experience with the course.

Table 59

Theories of Career Development with Which CPDM Field Test
Instructors Stated They Most Closely Identified Them-_

selves and the Instructors' Own Definkbions -

of Career Development

Theory

b

A

Definition of Career Development

Super
Tiedeman

Group I*

An ongoing process in which i4erests, values and
abilities are analyzed and brought together with

-

.sopportunities available in the world of work.

Parsons Lifelong process of choosing, planning, etc. all
Super of activities pf one's life relative to work,-

jobs, occupations, etc.

Tyler A lifelong process of Identifying personal, Work
and leisure.needs and motivation of the individual
set.against the ground of his experiences.

Holland

I.

Involves .one's lifelong process of growth related
to paid and nonpaid work, lifestyle choices, and
educatipn/training.

Ginzberg A pirt of human developmentthe movement from aware-
Hblland, neis,mploration to preparatJon of the world of work.
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Theory

Super

Super

Hollan

Table 59 (Continued)

Definition of Career Development

Holland

none ib

listed 1

Process by which students grow through investigation of
self and the world of work.

A lifelolig process of knowing how to assess your own
unique qualities, how to gather information about your
alternatives and how to implement a strategy.

Starts at birth and takes in all life events that shape
a person's values and needs.

An ongoing process which allows individuals the opportunity
to expiore their personal development and changes and
explore career opportunities consistent with them and will
give opportunity for growth.

Group II**.

A process of explorg one's interests, values, arititudes,
ahd weral ability in deciding and planning one's career.

none Process of gathering information about .yourself and tho
-listed world of'work, so as to make positive decisions conceTning

your, career and life goals.

i

Holland process by 'which a person,fits a cgrrespondence between
Super ielf and work which is compatiple and satisfying*.'
Perry .

Super\ Closely allied with self development and ensompasses_
t' the totality of an individull'i life (work, leisure and

family life4.etc;)--it involves the sequence of activities
*related to this area.'

Kruaiboltz

;1 I

Process which includes learning about one's self terms of
abilities attitudes, and interest and learning about the
world of wor within the-curriculum, which is appropriate
for-that parttular age group. These'two aspects are
integrated as the student gains additional information.:

., Ongoing process in which one develops through'a series of
developmeni stagds and implements his or her self concept
by abtillg upon and choosing opportunities from the milieu.

* Group 1 instructors were not familiar with Career Planning and Decision-
Making (CM) course mateials.r.

.
:

fr** GrOuti II ilistruciors had previous exPerience with 'QM course materials.

Alfp `0470,,
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In describing steps which should be involved in the decision-making

process, instructors were-in agreement on intAusion or ,,everal tilep.

60 shows the steps most frequently cited by the 15 instructors.

Table 60

Career Decision<Making Steps Most Frequently
Cited by Field Test Instructors

Instructors Citing Step

Step

weigh alternatives and decide 14
(

93

gather and analyze information 11 73

define decision or prciblem 10 67

---

generate) altern tives 9 60

explore self ----cl. 6 40.

develop strategy or plan 5 _33

evaluate decision (after implementation) 5 33

imp l ement l an 4 27

identify goal 20

explore environment 3 20

decide on decision-making criteria 2 13

When the same criteria used for scoring the decision-making process of

students wer6used to score the processes identified by instructors, results

revealed that the 15-instructors identified a mean of 2.7 decision-making
VX

steps (s=1.1595).

.Instructors indicated a variet'y of learner outcomes they expected

from the CPDM course. Group I expectancies were expressedby instructors
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not familiar with the CPDM materials. Croup IT expectancies were exprc,,ed
/\

Ilkinstructors having previous experience with tAIN materials.
..... -.

.
.. Group I:

ai6,--

To be able to make intelligent decisions based on the
decision-making process taught in the course.

1

Define their unique qualities, know how-to gather career
information, know what kind of information is relevant to
a career choice, understand a decision-making strategy.

Have the tools to make realistic career choices.

Make sy?tematic decisions (personal and career).

Help students understand the dynamic changing growing nature
of themselves in relation to workto enable-students to be
able to understand the process of lifework planning in order
that thPY may reapply this during their lifetimeteach them
skills.

Develop'a system for ctareer planning and decision-making to
use for their life work planning and develop a plan of
action for use in the here and pow.

Make their own dbcisions relative to careers and life
planning, based on both expressed and inventoried interests,
abilities, aptitudes, environmental factors, etc.

111Better understand themselves and.the options-available
to them as far as majors and career possibilities arbt,
concerned.

A better.understanding of themselves and the realization
that iheir career development begins with themselvesand
is a continuous proCess. .

Group II: '

.,Make decisions using a formalized approach, know how to
usq the CIS, be able to repeat the whole career decision-
making procqss If a definite change in values occurs, or
a handicap of some nature develops; and.declare a major
which Will lead to the..occupition.

To define or-refine their sense of direction in their
-future life.

11
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.

To reflect about options and possess a mean.Othrough which

they can apply those reflections tdecision-making).

Possess the skills to explore potential occupational areas,

be able to identify traits which'relate to themselves and

certain occupations.

To be able to make sound career decisions based on knOw-

ledge of them5elves and career information.

-Increase both their self-understanding and world 15f work

understanding, realize and appreciate that career develop-

ment is ongoing, learn decision-making strategies.

Instructors were also asked what benefits for their institution they

expected from the course. .The following expectations were stated:

Group I:
4

gore direction and feeling of security foir students who

decide not to declare a major, l would hope thatNtheir

search for a major and a career would be more realisitic

and clearer as a result of the course.

A.more informed student "body" whose members can identify

career goals, make course selections or educational decisions

which are appropriate to their goals.

Lessen attrition, motivate students and faculty to work for

common goalts of achievemeni relative to identified-ne ds,

have a defipite impact on the economy giving future'

generations of employees the power to influence the work

situation,, allow manpower and human resources to be more

productiVe and correctly placed in jobs (selection,

Performance appraisal, and compensation systems all

effectively working tog ther).

More motivated students, more realistic decision-making,

more satisfied students, possibly reduction of attrition

(may also increase attrition though), less frustrated

faculty if they have more motivated students.

A systematic course content that can be taught by the

counselors, a new approach to career counseling--

instructional in nature.

More realistic student goals,4%sulting in fewer major

changes and higher retention.

11 7



Less student attrition due to uninformed course selection,
bettor uso of student services (i.e., financial aid office
and advisemont centpr as components in "strategy," career
center and library as components in "Information gathering,"
etc.

More student satisfaction and, thus, better, enrollment since
word of mouth information by current and past stuldents is
our biggest recruiting tool.

-A logical structured experience will permit students to
investigate themselves and the world of careers, the
professor will have an opportunity to follow through with
one complete series of materials.

Group II:

Higher level of student satisfaction; higher level oftself-
responsibility assumed by student; improved academic
advising, greater campus-wide awareness of career develop-
ment, possibly'a reflection in lower attrition rate.

n

.

Helping student, make career decisions, helping students
reaffirm career decisions. ,

As a result'of purchOing the CJS, I hopll that the college
will develop a Career Exploration Lab to be utilized by
all stddents of the college.

Providing another way of serving students' needs, providing
a "useful" educational experience, providing another way
of fulfilling the research mission of the tiniversity in an
applied sense. , 4

A reduction in the humber of times a person changes his/her
major, increased satisfaction among students with their
choice of major, could lead to greater ease in implementing
placement functions, this course could lead tc,k, permanent
offering of such a course; thereby meeting institytional
as well as studenttneeds.

Parents of prospective students could be encouraged to send
their children even though the students are undecided, students
can identify possible majors and, thus, remain in school
as opposed to becoming frustrated and either dropping out
or choosIng i major at randoll, helpful to the.student-
athlete many of whOm are not familiar with what college ha's
to offer, general satisfaction of students served which is
theh.shared with other students and potential students, and
results in students remaining and being attracted to the
,institutioR.

. 4
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Although many institutional benefits percelved by instructors were

specific to their college, a number of benefits were noted by more than

one instructor. These are presented in Table 61.

Table 61

Instructional Benefits of the Course Perceived
by Field Test Instructors

Instructors Citing Benefit
13enefit N -%

- increased student satisfaction 5, 28

les attrition ,s11- 5 28

increased Orettion in 4-eer planning 4 . 22
_
w

more reaListic career goals 3 17

less major changes 2 11

,

increased student motivation 2 11

The Instructor Pretest required the names of individuals 'responsible

for getting'the CPDM course implemented at their institution. All but 'one

instructor indiCated they were instrumental in course implementation.

In responding to why 4heir institution was offering the course, 50

percent (140.9) Rif the instructors stated the recognized need for a career

planning and decision-making course, 39 percent (N=7) stated the number

of students with undecided majors, and 22 percent (14=4) stated the high

rate oliitrition (responses are not exclusive). Other reasons were also

offered toy instruCtors and a complete list of responses follows:

t)
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Group I:

Became of the large numheT of undecided students.

Undecided stuidents have a high attrition rate, Also the
mission of a community college is to give students a
second chtincesuch students,are better motivated If they
understand more about themselves and their altehiatives.

Obvious needstudent services.

There is a greater need to reach larger numbers of
students in the career planning, the.course will
make it possible.

To provide a large number of our students assistayte
in important area prior tO their making costly
mistakes due t& inadequate guidance.

Because it is needed-by our students.

The institution is not offering this as a course, however,
the counseling center is using the experience to influence
institution decision-makers to offer such a course
,becatise a.dgreat number of students need the structure,
informatioin, and cognitive elements such a program provides.

Primarily to assist undeclared majors in making a choice
of majors within four semesters.

To help stuslents in their academic as welllis their
career planning.

To counteract the yast amount of misinformation given
to students who enter Home Economics by counselors
(high school and college) and t ereby reduce the
incidence of student attrition.

More and more students, are deci ing to enter college
without majors--we hope to help them quickly understand
the options open to them in lig t of their own aillities,
interests and values, this shou d reduce changing of
majors and help retention.

need, an office was created
The college did not give a t course, adults expressed
it help on a daily basis,'
adults needing career awarenes1.

,;'t,f,.1.'1
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Group. 11:

This course is being made availabe to prospective

education majors, with the shrinking job market for

teachers, the college is interested in exposinved6-

cation majors to other areas so that students will

be aware of other options.

To provide undecided students. with the opportunity

to explore' themselves- and various career and academic

options.

We believescareer guidance is fundamental to occupational

education which is what the community college is all

about.

Helping students make cafeer decisions, helping students

reaffirm career decisions.

High percentage of undeclared Majors, high attrition

rate.

To determine if course will meet the needs of undecided

students.

Data was also obtained on the content topics instructors felt should

be included in a career development course for college freshmen. Eighty

pexcent (N=12) of the instructors stated they would include knowledge

of self in a career development course for college freshmen, 67 percent

(N=10) would include knowledge of the world of work, 40 percent (N=6)

.woUld include the decision-making process, and 20 percent (N=3) would

include generation of alternatives.

Instructors were asked their reasons for teaching the courge in.an

attempt VO gain soine'inWication of their motivation. Ninety three percent

(N=l4) of the instructors' responses revealed motivations to teach the
_

o
course. Only one indicated teaching the course because he/she

"hired to teach..." The
rationalrin-s-tructors gave for teaching the

course-are:

'/A-'1.
.4,

_
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Group I:

It is very important, it will help me academically (I'll learn
more), it will help students at my institution. 1 think it
will be fun to do.

Need for giloup experiencesstudents to share career related
experiences% logical progression of career development
process, opportunity fo reach more studOts with information,
better use of administrator's time working.with groui) rather
than individuals, learning experience for me as Well as
students.

Because in working in a four year college previous to my
current job I saw the need, there it wasn't being addressed
so I those mrcurrent position because they were wanting to
implement the course.

I teach two career related courses as part of my counseling
contract, I have chosen to teach your course because I am,
always looking for better-ways of doing things and I am
iffipressed with your materials.

I believe career/develepment is'a problem in human develop-
ment that needs more systematic procedures for dealing
with this problem.

Because.I enjoy the challenge of finding new ways to help
people de ae/w1 ith their life\situation.

A

,

I have a personal and professional cdmmitment to better job
satisfaction and placement if we are to preserve the free

i enterprise system.
1'

Staff development of counseling staff and to assist unde-
clared majors in making a choice of majors within four
semesters.

Because I enjoy working with students who learn through
the element of self discovery'mbich is so much a part of
this course. It is both exciting and rewarding, I feel
I have both the background and skills and am delighted
with this 7new" approach.

To counteract theovast amount of misinformation given to
studentl who ()ilex* Home Economics by counselor (high
school and college) and-thereby reduce the incidence of
studeAt attrition.
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Because I firmly believe that fpw students come,to

college prepared to decide on a major. I find jt

exciting and rewarding to assist them in their career

Tianning.

Group II:

Primarily because of my.connection with AEL, with-out

such a connection, someone else (hopefully) would have

Atught the course. My interest is strong as I know

college students need and desire the type of experience

that this course affords.

I'm interested in human development and career education,'

the-commitment to some guided efforts along theSe.lines,

Ipart of my assistantship as a doctoral student.

I was hired to teach, 'develop, and evaluate all career

planning classes at this institution.

To assist stiidents in exploriog their interests, values,

and aptitudes in relationship to career choices.

I enjoy working with students who have these concerns,

I believe strongly in its importance, keeps me growing

N and attuned to needs of youth.

I enjoy the course because of my graduate training, my

own rather wide work experience, mjr people orientation,

my inteiest in problem solving, and my interest in

kk, being involved in something new that works,

Instructbr Survey Posttest

AfteMpourse completion, ten instructors completed and returned the

. .

posttest: To permit pre-post comparisons, several posttest items were

identicai to items' on the Instructor 'ilitvey Pretest completed prior to.

the course. Because of the small number of posttests returned (N=10), only

descriptive analysevould meaningfully be peiformed.
.'.

Whereas,priorP,,th courpt, the,majority orinstructors identified
4,40 . .

dt
themselves most closely with the career development theories of Super

,
,. A 1

.
% -' .

.

and Holland, insfructors identikied themselves most-closely.with Super

r :
3.

4



and Tiedeman after teaching the course. Table 62 shows the pre and-post

theory preferences of field test insfructorc.

Table 62

Career 'Development Theory with Which Field Test Instructors Most
Closely Tdentified Before iind After Teaching the Career

Planning and Decision-Making Course

Theory
Identified with Most Closely

Pre-Instructor (N=l8) Post-Instructor (N=14)*

Ginzherg

Halland

1

.. 5

1

2

Krumboltz. 1- 1'

Parsons 1

Roe 0 0

. .Supel' , 6 5

4.-

Tiedeman ,o)
1 3

Tyler 1 0

- Other 2 2
1 A .

\Some respondents indicated more than one theory.

Posttest results revealed a mean score of 3.900 (s=l.l005) on

instructor processes of decision-making. Table 63 shows the comparison
A

a

'scores for decision-making pre and 'post-instruction.

124
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Thble 63

Means and Standard Deviations of Decision-Making Steps of Field

Test Instructors Most Closely Identified with Before

and After Teaching the Career planning and

Decision-Making Course

Pre Instructioh 2.700 1.1595 15

Post Instruction 3.900 1.1005 10

Gain 1.200 10

Prior to teaching the CPDM course, instructors expressedc mean of ,

2.700 decision-making steps based on criteria derived from the course.

After teaching'the course, instructors expressed a mean of 3.900 decision-

making steps. This represents a mean gain of 1.200 steps during the

instruction of the course.

The p

%
st survey also obtained instructors' definitions of career

develdpment. These definitions are listed below:

It is an ongoing process that integrates knowledge about

the world of work, knowledge about one's self, knowledge-

'about philosophy of the good life and knowledge about

decision-making.
t,

Career deveAopme0 is a lifetime process whereby persons

ehgage in certain activities and assume varioui roles in ,

order to achieve their-goals. This demands that persons

continuously evaluate both What they.want to do and "whmt

actions will enable them to obtain their goals.

Knowledge of self in relation to the world of work.

bngoing-continubus ptocess, continuing throughout life

which includes formation, translation, and implementation

based On'self concept--begins early in life and continues

until death.

12
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-The process of making life choices as they relate to education,
worK, ana leisure throughout a person's life span.

A lifelong process of developing work values, crystalli2ing
a vocational identity; learning about opportunities, and

Arying out plans in part-time, recreational, and full-time
wOrk situations__

Definition of one's self. through continuous decision-making
and choice of work experiences relpted to one's values.

The lifelong-procpss of setting goals related46 one's
career and constantly reevaluating and setting new goals,

,while moving towards these goals.

sing what you know to get what'you want.

strategy information values

(

I 0 I

Implementation of self-concept through life roles,
competencies in occupational role, family role,
citizenship role, and leisure role.

Post' survey questionsAalso focused upon instructors' recommendations
r

regarding (1) ipstructor qUalifications neede'a for teaching the CPDM cdurse,

(2) the type (required, elective, preferred) of offering for the course,

and (3) the optimal.student level for offering the course.

All respondents mentioned CPDM instructor's qualifications should

include some counseling background. Thei'r complete responses are listed

here:

Some counseling and group leadei.shiP, expertise, knowlede
of a systematic approach (such as AEL) of the world of
work.,

. Preferably a counsilor but. with appropriate in-service,'
could be taught by,an interested teacher. (In-service
should be available fdr. counselors as well.)

Counseling and teaching training background and experience.

1.26
11.
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Credentinls--cou'rse graduate degree in counsel'or education%
vocational counseling, guidance and counseling, occupational/
vocational career planhing, career education
Work experience
Ramiliarity/Training with DOT, .00H, FOC, etc. also decision-
making, sincere interest and great deal of objectivity in
working with people.

Thorough knowledge of career development theory and
practice; comprehensive awareness ot world of work;
group facilitation skills; previous experience with
teacking career planning course would be helpful; althotO
not required; counseling'skills.

The instructor shoAd be a counselor or a person with
counseling experience. The instftictor should have at
least one-two successful years of teaching on the post-
secondary level. An understanding of structuralsand
process approaches to career counseling is necessary.
The following are other necessary background knowledge:

1. Background in vocational student identification
and analysis

2. Understanding of development task--tasks that are
common to various age groups (developmental
psychology)

3. Group procedures in counseling and guidance,
. 4. Program evaluation skillls (process and produdt

, evaluation)
5. Vocational guidance curriculum development skills

A masters or higher in guidance and counseling. Also,

the person should be well acquainted with all its
institution's educational options as well qs the' employ-
ment needs of the surrounding community.

A commitment,to the area of career guidance. A willingness

to be open to 111W ideas. Being able to function more as

qa facilitator than as a teacher.

Familiar with student backgrotinft and needs, strong
counseling and facilitating skills, background in career
planning approaches.

4

Counseling background, vocational/career information
knowledge, genuine pking and appreciation of the students,
genuine respect for importance of_materiaL

Three instructors felt the CFDM course.should be offered as a required

course, one instructor felt the course should be required for undeclared

ss .
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students. Six.instructors felt the ciillrse should be offered Es an

elective and two felt it should be taught to referred !;tudeuts

Eight ofnine respondents supported teaching the course the

freshman IleVel: two recbmmended freshman year, first guar ; four

q recommended freshman year, second quarter; and one recommended fre9hman'year,

fourth quarter. Two instructors indicated the optimal time shoula be during

the first quarter of the sophomore year and one felt the critwoia should be

student readiness rather than class level.

The remainder of the information obtained from the p6st survey pei,tained

to additional career planning ai allksion-making activities needed, and the
lb

imPortance of other career development tasks for students .completing the

CPDM course.

In respdhding to what else, in addition to the codrse, .&eir

institutions need to facilitate continued career planning and decision-
\

'making behavior,.instructors presented a variety oi needs. These needs are

lisid below: I

Familiarize advlsors with What fhe system can do for the
.Student. t

Provids..training in job finding and job keeping sidlls;
provide printed information (pamphlets, catalog, etc.)
relating majors to job (both Vocational and academic);
provide meaningful work experiences for students.

Having career planning, AO placemen office--CIS resource .

center in progress.

Comprehensive career development pro ram to incitua:N\
career planning center; individual and group co*Iseling;
cooperatiye education prograM; job placement servicev
Aloneredit'uorkshop or 'pertinent topics, i.e., sheets
identifying assertiveness training, etc.

-\

128
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Better communication between myself, the academic/advisors

and placement people.

At the'present time I amhin the.process of identifying the
requirements of a truly comprehensive career waidance
approach. to.implement such an approach would require:
intake diagnosis, the availability of various types of
career Asources, follow-up. I plan to purchase a tom-

,

puterized guilrnce system.

Up-to-date career information which is ea ily accessible.
Good student,services referral system. 'Individual

counseling.

?Metter academic advising.

In rating the importance of career development tasks which may occur

subsequent to the course and prior to graduation most instructors rated

planning for employment and developing employabili y skills asithe most

important.. Table 64 presents a summary of the i.nstructor ratings.

Table 6:1

Instructor Ratingfof Importance Of Career Development Tasks Which May
Occur Subsequent to the Career Planning and Decision-Making

Course and Prior to Graduation

Ratings of Individual Instructors
Of Of ,.._ Of

Very Some Littp . No -

Career Development Task Important Importance Importance Impottance

Adjusting to college 4 ..
5 1

, enuironment
,

Plannirt for employment 8 I 1

(fAmily considerations,
inconle,-location)

"Develoing employdbility. 6 3

-skills (resume writing,
intIrviewing)

129
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Table 64 (Continued)

Rating's of Individual Instructors
, Of Of Of

,Very Some Little NoCareer Development Task 1Mportant Importance importance ImportancEl

,Becoming employed-:4411 3

negotiating work agree-.

ments (salary, work
schedule, benefits)

Adjusting to employment 5: 4 1 0(skills for keeping a

job)

All instructors responding (N..9) in4cated it would be very helpful to

their institution to have a handbook cooidinating the Career Information

System an0 Career Planning and Decisig king course with services provided

.by,Ilecruitment, Acadelac Advisement, ai4 Placement Staff.

Eight of ten instruVors respondi,g indicated it is of great impoctance

for student personnel workers, placement personnel, academicodv sors, and k4

college cOunselor,s,t6 be aware of the courte concep4 and the career nnin
. 4

and decision-making process in which students have been involved. ,Two
,

instructors indicated it was \Si-some impOirtanCe.

Iiltructorsvntre also as bd on the post survey if the Career Infprmation

Systemlos-set up at their, institution. 'Seven responded yei and three

responded no.

,Instructor Evalulation Form Results .)
Alta;;.

A

The I structor Evaluation Form provided for instructor reactions based,

on their expeiience teaching thACPDM course. TIA. information obtained from

,this form and the,evaluation (Regions addressed will be discussed in this;

r.

,section.

nH,,4

:
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1. Is the course rulyoTriate for colleye students?

Table 6S shows the responses of instructors regarding the

err

appropriateness of the course for college students (items 1 and 2). All

instructors responding agreed that the course was appropriate for colkege

students in both two and four year institutions.

2. Are the,' urie-strategies effective?

Table 65 shows the response's of instructors regarding the effectiveness

of course strategies (items 3-9). All instrutors agreed that

students seemed interested in the course

instructional strategies used in course materials are

effective in teaching the intended skills and

,knowledge to students

the course prompted career planning and decision-making

behavior by students

major competencies are attainable from unit completion

4
course content is comprehensive in,terms of the career

planning and decision-making process

actiyities are appropriate for teaching the course

condepts

All but one instructor agreed tat the language and concepts presented in

the course enabled students 6 more effectively understand and discuss

career concerns. Disagreement s based on instructor's rtitionale 9at

Some students were not able to grasp.the concepts enough to apply them.

3. Are advance preparation andTlannins activities appropriate and

idequate for teaching the.cOurse?

Ntblii 65 shows the/esponses of instructors regarding the

e

appropriateness adequacOof advdhce preparation and planning

actiyes (items lp and)11). All instructors responding afteed

131
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I

that the equipment and materials needed for activities were appropriate 1!

and available. All but one iwAruetor ;tgiecJ the planuing and preparatitm
1

activities were adequate for tenchinp, the material. Disagreement was based

on the instructor's rationale that the itistructor's guirte,woii be more

effective if it were coordinated more clearly with the student textbook.

4. Overall, are instructors pleased with the course?

Table 65 (item 12) reveals that all instructors agreed that they were 40

pleased with the CPDM course.

Table 65

Agreement of Career/Planning and Decision-Making Course Instructors
with EValuative Statements About the Course

-Number Responding
Strongly Strongly

Statement Agree Agree Disagree bisagree

The course is appropriate for
college freshmen in four year
institutions.

The course is appropriate for
college freshmen in two year
institutions.

Students seemed interested in
- the course. ti

Instructional strategies used
in the course materials are
effective ineteaching the in-
tended skills and knowledge to
4tudents.

\The course promoted careerrl
'plannifig arid decisiön-maki4
behavior by students.

,*c

3 4 0 0

3 4

3 4 0 0

4 0 0

,
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Table 65 (Continued)

Statement

Major competencies for each
-unit were attainable from unit

completion.

Course content was comprehensive
in terms of the career planning
and decision-making process.

Language and concepts presented

in' the'course enabled students
to more effectively understand
and discuss career concerns.

Activities were appropriate
I

' for teaching the course concepts.

Equipment and materials needed
for activities were appropriate
and available.

Planning and preparation
activities were adequate for
teaching material.

\Overall, I am pleased with the
ICPDM course.

Number Responding

Strongly
Agree Disagree Disagree

Strongly
Disagree ,

0 7 0 0

0

2 4 1 0

.t.

3 4 0

-)
, 4 3 0 0

, s

3 2 1

5 0

5. Is the Instiuctor's-Guide acceptable for instructors-teachin the

CPDM course?
,

Tab e 66 shows instructors' opinions regardingthe acceptability of

/various spects of the Instructor's Guide.

s],



Table 66

Inctructor Opinions Regarding the Acceptability of Various Aspects
of Ihe Career Planning and Decision-Making Instructor's Guide

Areas
Number Responding

Acceptable Unacceptable

Format 6 3

Appearance 7 1

//
Filmstrip discussion questions 6 2

Suggested activities 7 1
,I.

Class management techniques 6 2

Mhjor compéténcibs for each unit 8 0

Orientation to course materials 7 0

IlIngth of activi0.es , 7
1 ,

These findings indicate the majority of CPDM instructors found the

'Instructor's Guide acceptable in terms of format, appearance, filmstrip
1,

discussion question, suggested activities, cla§s management techniques,

major unit competencies, orientation, and length. Reasons given by

instructors for finding some aspects of the Guide unacceptable were:

Since I taught the ,class once a week in'three hour blocks,
I found'it.hard t :hold some actiVities to the prescribed
time allotments and we ran out of time at the'end of the
semester causing us to have time only to glance over
Units 5 and 6.

My major concern about the course is that in a two hour
semester course we did'not have enough time to complete
all the activities. Thus, we did not have time for any
of the suggested activities.

1,
..`

t
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Organization! Time frame, ,lengthy,

Technical editing errors
Cumbersome--had to read and read to

organization.

-r

drawn out

find out needg better

I would suggest a listing approach such as:

In Class

Unit 1, Activity D
Unit 1, Activity E
Handout decision-making sheets

1.

Prepare

Prepare 9lecision-maklng handout

for next4 class period

In other words, a brief listing of the day by day aCtivities

and preparation needed to be made ahead of time such as

when to put books on reserve in library, when to prepare

handouts for class,, etc; The narrative(format is good, but

does not provide ht a glance a list,of things to do.

Filmstrip guide to evaluate answers to all questions should

.be included. For the sake of time, questions should be '

kept to a minimum.

6. Are there an biases resent in the course materials?

No instructor responding indicated any biases in the course

materials.

7. What are the course benefits for the institution?

Instructors listed various institutional benefits that the CPDM

course provides. These benefits incpde:

Ns.

Intense-dir cted guidance.servfces.

The course'Somewhat provides "legitimacy" to our
requiremehts that.all students in two year programs

take carder planrilne
1V,

Course appears to give students a greater sense of

direction--this institution can benefit from more

goal oriented students.

Informs' students .aboutiuniversity programs (majors).

Services as a source of information for students who

would not go to counseling center, serve as a resource

for advisor.

t-%
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Studenitsatisfaction/retention, more use of'career
center, more realistic decisions,

Offered a course which eyeryone felt was needed.

I feel I.get betteir results than I usually got
from the formats used previously in these classes.

As'a community college we seem to.attract many
students that were not academically oriented in
high school. We also get a lot of housewives coming
back to school. These students have a 'lot of questions
that a course like this able to atiswer.

IS. What problems do instructors encounter in teaching the course?

Instructor-identified problems were varied, but the most common

problem appeared to be time limitations. The problems identified by

/ instructors were:

Time limitations--adjusting some of the activities for
two year students. Student evaluation was very difficult.

:.

4.

Time for presentation at end ofAuarter, I had'td really
push in some areas, but the students did not appear to
suffer.

'kGetting students to come to class prepared and staying
current in their workbook.

TOO much material;.some students felt it was "high
schoolish,l'I others that it was to mechanistic at times,
and a few that'lt was "pushy" or rigid towards end.

Time it took to coordinate Teacher's Guide with student
text.

I was unable tO complete tblp course (workbook)'within
tho acadeMic time frame; I am using the material
again this quarter and -havi been able to better allocate
the time' activities.

AS mentio44 previously, we ran short of time at the end
of .the*emesteri ,Also,:as Wprevious.times when I've.

.10,Ught"tateerpiannitigdOurieS'several students dropped
after the:first session: *ler Holland's theory; most of
these people probably would be .identified as conventional
.or realis c. I've-attached an article I received
recentletfiat supports this.theory as to why conventional
Yot te0iStic types maYfiel Uncomfortable in a Class lik6,

sq.
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9. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the course?
_

The various strengths identified by CPDM instructors responding were:

Wstematic three phase approach to career counseling

.-incorporated.

Students' responses were verypositive to the course,

this is a strength.

Decision-making activities, tying all.occupations into

one system, self evaluation activities in Unit'2, group

discussions.

Well designed, model is functional., recognize results

when obtained.

Students comfortable with structured format.

Truly comprehensive, Unit 2 'is such an excellent

exploration tool,fhat it makes the textbook worth

purchasing.

WTG charts and support documents were among strengths.

Also small group exercises.

Weaknesses identified were:

Referring from chart to chart--if there is a simpler way

/to bring the charts together, it should be used.

Filmstrips generally below level-for this group of

of students.

Filmstrips least successful, some felt too much was.

asked for at times.

Repetition at end-,--course preregistration took place- .

before Chapter VI. Foi.mat of tudent teliktog many

charts spread out--have to flip back and girth:. 4

More help on classroom management, listing of day by

.day activities.

,
Students felt it got repetitious at time, length of

,COUTS .
Sr,

94'.clear CoordinAtion between student workbook and

teacher's guide.

StuVnt evaluation is very dikficult. AEL should

offer suggestions to teachers tn this area.
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10. What unanticipated benekits resulted from the course?

lhenticipated benefits identified by CPDM instructors were:

Having alTeady taught courses similar to this, I pretty
well knew what to expect. I thought the students would
enjoy it and they did.

Action iS being taken to get approval from the curriculum
committee to include this course-as a permanent offering.

Widespread word of-mouth advertisement, of course.

Some spreading of the word about our center; students
with career goals liking andbenefitting as much as
some did. Confirmation process. -

Many students chahging majors, transferring; etc.
see as benefitinstitutiommay not_

A number of the 'students change(' part-time *jobs, that
related more closely to their goal.

11. What tue of students benefit most from this type of course?

Although some instructors felt freshmen and sophomores would benefit
\

.most from, this type of course, other instiuctors felt all types of students

would benefit if they were willing to invest the time and energy necessary.

Alsci, several instructors felt undecided students wou1d benefit most.

12. What type of students benefit least from this,type of couise?

Most instructors indicated students who were not open and motivated

to examine themselves and their plans would benefit least from a course

like CM.

13. Would instructors familiar with the CPDM co;rritmmend it lor

helping Students in their career development?

All CPDM instructors responding (%1=8) indicated they would recommend'

the course for helping students in their career devlopment,

-

;
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1 4 . How does the CPDM course compare wi th ot her career deve 1 onment

courses?

Compared with other available career development courses, six

instructors rated thelCareer Planning and Deciston-Making course a

great deal better, and the reamining two instructors rated the course

somewhat better.

15. Hdving taught the CPDM course, ar instructors interested in teaching

it ajoin?

All eight instructors responding indicated they were interested in

teaching the £PDM course again,

16. How would CPDM instructors teach the course differently?

A number ofinstructors indicated that they would improve class

1

management techniques in teaching the course again. The various ways

instructors indicated they would revise the course tb reflect their own

priorities and desires are:
44

Adjust some of the sactivities such th Lthey4ertain to
the concerns of vocational and two yea tudents. For

example, 'Activity B, Unit V, page 1lIwld change

the decision situation. None of my students were

concerned with declaring a major. Most two year
students have already pretty well decided on a major
when they enter the program. Also, I deleted Activity

B, page 90--Educational Directions. I think there

are shorter ways to obtain such information. Attempt

to come up with a student evaluation scale that was more

objective. I would probably have students write a
paper on*the bccupation of their choice after completing
Unit II, and.have them present this paper orally to the

class.

4.
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I would place greater emphasis on definitions of
interest, values, and aptitude. During a post-course
interview, I discovered that students were able to
identify Oeir personal values, intvests, and
aptituddi but could not, in moW-ta4es, tell me what
these terms Meant. NOTE: ,Charts in students' workbooks
related to activities in Unit II were cumbersome'for
students to use. They should be located closer to the
activity the students are required to perform.

am improving my class management in the area of grading
and keeping students up-to-date on thekr work.

Limit 'enrollment more time in career center.

Rasic-theoretical frabework is excellent:-Unit II is
heart, -of cburse, for cognitive inputsome of rest
is flowery or filler type. (1) Take more time for
Unit II, (2) Put Unit II where it 'coincides with
OreregAstration--end of course is too late for most
college calendars,.(5) Give Strong-Campbells, DAIs, .

Otis Lennon's etc. at beginning. Each student should
have' WTG Guide when needed. While nOt used all the time,
'when needed hard to share. Kelsórt decks more useful
for secondary than post-secondary. Some activities are
received as busy work--students don't like "workbook
activities in class,"vtefer to do Outsidehave guest
speakers. Prefer decision-mfking approach in secondary
program--hard to follow foi,some.

I would spend,less.class time on activities, i.e., students
doing' exercises in-class, I would eliminate some.of,"
filmstrips, again to sive.class tine for discussion.
would substitute'an.apiitudetest (probably GATB) for.the
aptitude self-assessment:in the workbook. Students'have
not been realisfic in tsseising their own aptitudes.

I-gave the GATB to,the class this quarter after the
students had completed,the self assessmentwe Came
up.with ione larte differences. (I then converted

. standard scores to percentiles and assigned"level 1-5
and followed through the'activity.)

. I'm goinOo teach 1 *ectflon in one hour class segments
.toisee if.this bless enables the to budgiat class time
better. ANsop I think I hay.' a better feel for which
AmtilrAir*es4Te likely tO bOg.down. I'm going to try
and, be more'selective illscreening students into the lr

'progrtm and'possibiy add a Midterm and final test to
insure that all students that take the course woI, a
little harderto 9omplete%the prescribed activities.-
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College Major-OccupatiOn Index yvaluation Form

In order to evaluate the College Major Occupation Index component of

the CPDM course, instructors were asked to'complete the College Major-

Occupation Index Evaluation form. The 1Iformation received on these

forms and the evaluation ques.tions the information addresses will he

presented iN th1s sectiOn. Instructor estimates indicatq that over 90
41,

students usJed the Index: ThislOstimite is based on the c1a7§ses of the

five instructors who completed and returned the evaluation form.
k,

x
1. Is the College-Mpj4r Occupation Index adequate in terms of

represent6tion of the relationship between co
)1

1ege and occupations,
-

diretionq for uste format, appearance, and usefulness?

\
Table 67 shows the individual instructor responses regarding the

adequacy of the Index in04ese areas. 'llesultrindicate that all

instructors responding found the Index adequate in terms orNpresentation,

directions, format, appearance, and upfulness.

Table 67
#

Ili ,
/

Adequacy of the Cdllege Major-Occupation Index Evaluated i4r Cit(reel

Planning and Decision-Milking Course Instructors

Area Evaluated
Number Respond ng

Adequate . Inadequ te

Representation of the relationship between
college ed cation and occupations

0

Direction for using the Index C"-
5

Format of the Index 0

Overall ppearance of Index 5 0

Potential usefulness of content of the . 0

Index



2. Are students able to effectively use the Index"

In dt ermining effective use of the Index, Instructors responded to

student derstanding of the Index, ability to follow directions,

inbse46 nt career planning, ability to ,Icate lesired information .based.on

Index ontent, and subsequent movement toward'more specific career Koals or

plans. Table 68 shows a breakdown of instructors' agreement with these

facets of.use.

s.Tabl 68

Career Planning and 4Decision-Making Courae Instructors' Agreement
with the Usefulness of Aspects of the College Major-

Occupation Index

atc.

Aspect
Number Res ng

Agree a ree

Students understood the Index 5

8tudpnt16 were able to follow directions in 5 0
the textbook for using-t e index

Exposure to the Index proMp ed furthei 4

,cereer planninrbehavior; i.e., use of
àd4itionl resourcek

Students werej1ale to locate desired 5 0
inf nation in heir college catalog from

ors and occpatiOns listed in the
Zoo Iege Mlijor-Occupation Index

, The Index helped itudents move toward 4 1
more specific career goals/plans

1

a

4

in3trugtors responAng.indicated the usefulness of t.lhe Iltdex in

Aivtiirms of student's (1) understanding the Index, (2) bein ble to follow

di ctions in the student text tor using the:index;-and 3) being able to
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loc'ate desired information in theq,collepe catalog from majors and

occupations listed in the Index. One iinstructor did not agree that

7.

exposure:,tofthe index prompted further career planninl h9havir. The

rationale for disagreem.ent was based on the instrrctor's obser ation that

i

although the majority of students did use the Indx as an exploration tool,

several used the Index for making a college major choice. The samelr.`-,

instructor also disagreed that the Index helped students move toward.mo e

specific career goals/plans indicating that although one or two students

"moved toward.a more specific Career goal/plan, the majority were still

moving towsird the tentative exploration period."

3. What problems do students encounter in using the Index?

The only problem observed by instructors was not having a sufficient

number of Indexes for student use.

4. Are the majors listed in the Index representative of the majors

offered at various institutions?

All but one of,the instructors responding indicated the majors listed

in the Index were comparable to majors listed in their institution's

catalog. The one instructor not indicating comparability stated, "since

we're a community college, we are concerned primarily in tailor-making

a transfei studevit's 'prokram for the school,he will transfer to, but maJoi4

here as defined by the Index really don't'exist." For the same reason, this

instructor indicated inability to relate his/her institution's specific

acadeilc m'ajors to the majors listed in the Index. All other instructors

4

resp6nding indicated th4 could relate the majors.

"re
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S. fio instructors of the CPDM course support the validitr of the

relationships rween the occqations and majors defined in the

Index?

All instructors responding (N,z5) indicated the occupations listed in

the Index did relate to.the academic majors as defined in the Index.

6. Is the Index an a )ro riate )roduct to belp students establish the

relationship between majors and occupations?

All instructors responding (N=5) stated the Index was an appropriate

product to help stLidents establish the relationship between majors and

occupations.

7. What are the unalcipated uses of the Index?

Instructors were asked in Aat ways other than directed by the text

did their students use the Index? Instructors stated the Index was used

by students in general career resource center use during individual

\\.... counseling sessions and supplemented the institution's own gV.de for

10

,

college major. Potential uses instructors generated, in addition to

the prescribed uses listed in the Index, included using the Index (1) as

the basis f6r.developing in-house bibliographies on particular career

fields, (2)in the development of ourriculum guides listing appropriate

, .

career options fhi particultir -College majors, and (3) in workshops.for

academic advisors.

.8. Are the prescribed uses of the Index considered feasible by CPDM

instructors?

All of the Prescribed uses of the Index were considered feasible by

the instructors responding'(N.5).

.
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9. What problems do CPDM instructors experience with the Index?
/

4110The only pro em cited by an instrnctor was differentiati4 between
I

alloof the numberst -Dictionary of Occupational Titles nuTbers, Worker__

Trait Group numbers, and Higher Education General Information Survey

4

numiters.

10. What types of improvements for the index do CPDM instructors recommend?

No improvements were recommended by the instructors responding.

Filmstrip Evaluation Form

Evaluative information op each of nine CPDM course filmstrips was

collected from instructors, counselors, and students on the Filmstrip

Evaluation form. The information obtained on each filmstrip and the

evaluation questions addressed will be presented in this section.

1. Is the purpose of the filmstrip clear?

Table 69 presents reviewers' opinions regarding the clarity of purpose

of each of the nine C1101 filmstrips.

Table 69
oe

9 Reviewers' Agreement with the Statement, "The Purpose of the Filmstrip

is Clear" for Each of the CPDM Filmstrips

Filmstrip Title

Strongly
, Agree

Number Responding

Agree Disagree

Career Interests 6

Work Activities 6 4 0.

Work Situations 4 4

What are Aptitudes 7 0

tN

I 45

Strongly
Disagree

0

0

CT4419



Table 69 (Continued)

Number Responding

Agree Disagree
Strongly
DisagreeFilmstrip Title

'Strongly
Agree

Career D(Tision-Making 7 1 0 0

Career Planning & [)ecision'L 4 2 0 0
Making: Part I

Career Planning & Decision- 5 0 1 0
Making: Part II

Career Goals
A 5 2 0 0

Career Progress 5 1 0 0,

These findings indicate the purpose of each filmstrip is clear. One

reviewer disagreed with the clarity of the purpose of Ihe Career Planning

knd DecisionrMaking, PartsII filmstrip stating the filmstrip seemed to

supercede Part I.

2. Does the title of the filmstrip accurately jrepresent the content?

Table 70 presents rvviewers' opinions reg rding the fepresentativene.

of the filmstrip titles.

Table 70
.0

Reviewers' Agreement with the Statement, -!'The Ti4oettcurately Represents
the Content" for Each of the mom Filmstrips

F*Imstrip Tit4p-

le Strongly
Number Responding

Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

Career Interests 6

6

1

146
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Table 70 (Continued)

) Number Responding

Strongly Strongly

Filmstrip Title Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

Work Situations 6

-_.
What are Aptitudes

I

. 7

Career Decision.-Making Sr-

Career Planning ani Deciion- 3

0
.1 0

0
( -A) 0

'1!4

- 11 0

3 0 0

Making: Part 4 114

Career Planning and Decision-
JI-

1 0 0

Marking: PT II

Career Goals, \.,
5 2 0 , 0

,.,

Career Pro ress 2 4 o o

-

I fr

J

,One

These

revie0er

indings support the representativeliss of the filn/qrip titles.

er felt the title, "Career Decision-Making" was too,
I broad and one

recommended changing the title, "Work Sttuations" to "Can You Adapt

to These Work Situations?" / /

3. Is ihe amount of extraneous materials in the filmstr mal?

Table 71 presentS reviewers' opinions regarding.the amount of

extraneous material evident in the filmstrips.

,10
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Table 71

Reviewers',Agreement with the Statement, "The Amount of Extraneous
Material is,Minimal" for each of the CPDM Filmstrips

1

lilmstrip Title
Strongly

Agree

Number Responding

Agree Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

Career Interests 5 3 0

-

Work Activities 6 3 1

Work Situations 3 3 1

What aTe Aptitudes 3 4 0

OP.

Career Decision-Making 5 2 1

Career PlAning and Decision- 4 2 0

Making: Part 1

Career Planning and Decision- 5 1 0

Making: Part II

Career Goals 5 ,2 0

Career Progress 4 2 0

1:13

r
di The data in, TabEe 7/I indicate there is a minimal amount of extraneous

material in'the filmstr ps. Ofethose disagrving, one reviewetresponded
. )

that studentAll grew restless during the "Work Activities" filmstrip and

d

somutudenti felt it was to general. One reViewer thought the "Work

Aituations" fyftrip be fgeruP around the card gamqe. One reviewer
1

indicated that in "Career Decision-Making," one character's situation takes

f)NA*

..,
,

. .
. . .

:filmstrip content for a college..student audience.
, .

'

wo.i., 01 ..,..

away from another.

.11"

4. Are the concepts.which are _presented appropriate for a college student

audience?

Table 72 presents reviewel's! opinions regarding_the appropriateness. of

A

.rtt-
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Table 72

Reyiewers' Agreement with the Statement, "Concepts are AppropOiate for

.a College Student Audience"
sq"

Filmstrip Title

Strongly
Agree

Number Responding

Agree Risagree

Strongly

Disagree

.,

Career Interests
.4

3 1 Q .
LI

/
Work Activities 6 3J 1 0

Work Situations 4 3 1 0

7'
What are Aptitudes 3 3 0 ,0

'Career Decis'ion-Maki0g 5 2 0 0

Career Planning and Decision- 5 1 0 '0

Mitking:. Part I

Career Planning and Decision- S 1 0 0

Making: Part II

Career Goals 6'" 1 0 0

Career Progress 4 2 0

These findings support the appropriateness of the filmstrips foi'the

college student target population. Of those disagreeing, one reviewer

stated some students found "Career Interests" too high schoolish; one

reviewer stated some students found "Work Activities" too high schoolish,

and one revidwer,faile4 to provide a specific rationale !or rating "Work

Situations" inappropriate for college studefits.

s. J the oftra al Of illustration of conce ts a ro riate fOr a colle e

student audience?

Table 73 presents.reviewers' opiniogs regarding the appropriateness

.

.

cOncelat portrayal in the filnistrips.
7

1

S. 41.
4 149
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Table 73 ,

410

Reviewers' Agreement with the Statement, "The Portrayal of 111mtration
of Concept:1 aPW Apropriate for a College ktudent Audience"

Filmstrip Title

Number Responding
Strongly Strongly
Ame,,. Agree Disagree Disagree

Career Intere3s 4 3 1 0

Work Activities 6 3 1 0

Work Situations ---- 3 3 1 1

,

What are-Aptitudes 3 3 )0 1 0A

Cah-eer Decision-Making 5 3 0 0

Career Planning and Decision- 4 2 0 0_
Making: Part I

Career Planning and Decision-
Making: Part II lp

Career Goals

Career Progress

4 2

5 1

4 2

0

0

Findings suggest that the portrayals of illustration of concepts are

appropriate for a collegit student aildience. Reasons given for disagreement

I.41 were the same as disagreement with the appropriatellss of content for college

students. In addition, one reviewer disagredd with the sta ement regarding

apl*opriate concept portrayalbecause s/he thought women were depicted in

stereotyped roles and one stated thb role models in "-Career Goals" were unreal

and students would have difficuiirtftentifring with them.

6. Ts the information prestnted accurate?

Table 74presents reviewers' opinions regarding acctiracy of informetion

prefld.in the filmstrips.

.Ant.
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4fable 74

Reviewers' Agreement with the Statement, "Inromition
Presented is Accurate"

Filmstrip Title
Strongly

Agree

Number

Agree

Responding

Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

Career Interest's
4

S 3 0 0

Work Activities 6 4 0 0

Work Situations . 4 4 0 0

What are Aptitudes 2 4 1 0
,

Career Deciion-Making 8 0 0. 0

Career Planning and Decision- 6 0 0 0

Making: Part I

Career Pranning and Decision- 5 1 0 0

A Making: Part II

CSreer Goals 1 , 0 0

Z.areer Progress 3 3 _ 0

-ks

Findings suggest thatthe informatOn presented in the 'filmstrips
7

,

are accurate. One reviewer disagreed with .the accuracy' of information

presented in"What are Aptitudes" because of a conflieting instruction

# .

in thp filmstrip compared with the textbook.

.7, Is the Ingptmation presented curren 't/

.e

Table 75 presents reviewers' opinions regarding currentness ,of

,

information presented in the filmstrips.
, ? 0

45,1



Table 75

Reviewer!--;' Agreement with the. Statement, "InPormation
Presented is-Current"

4

Stwngly
Disagree

C-.

Filmstrip Title
Strongly

Agree

NuMber

Agree

Responding

Disagree

Career _Interests 5 3 0 0

Wor4( Activities 5 0 0

Work Situations 4 4 0

What are Aptitudes 3 4 0 0

Career Decision-Making 8 : 0 0

,Career Planning and DecisOn- 4 2

Makiiig: Part I

Career Planning -and Decision- 4 1

Making: Part II

Career Goals 5 2 0 0
4'

Career Progress 0 4 0 0

FinAngs sUggest that information presented is current. All

reviewers agreed on the currentness of all nine filmstrips.

8. Does the filmstrip motivate student discussion and/or participation

4n follow-'up activities?

,Table 76 presents reviewers' opinions regarding the filmstrips'

ability tel motivate student discussion and/or participation in follow-up

activities.

152
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Tab1e 76

Reviewers' Agreement with the Statemeltt, "The Filmstrip Motivated
Student Discussion and/or Participation in Follow.:Up Activities"

Filmstrip Title
Strongly

Agree

Number Responding

Agree Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

\Career Interests #. 2 2 1 0

\

Work Activities 2 3 2 0

,

Work-Situatioons
v

1 2 1

t
0

What are Aptitudes 2 1 0 0

Career Decision-M ing 3 4 0 0tk
,-,

Career Planning XIDecision- 2 I 0 0

Making: Part I

,

Career Planning and Deeision- . 2 '1 1 0 0

Making: Part II

4
Career Goals 3 1 1 0

Career Progre4s 0 4 0 0

Findings suggest that the filmstrips motiyte student discussion

.t-
.

and/oVparticipation in follow-upeActivities. 'No specific

..."'"
.,

. N
given by the rOiewers who represent the five disagreements with the

motivational ability.of the filmstrips.

9. Does.the filmstrip enhance the material presented in the CPDM textbook?

Table P7 presents reviewers' opinions regarding the filmstrips'

enhancement of the material presented in the CPDM textbook.

15,3
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Table 77

Reviewers' Agreement with the Statement, "The FilwOrip Unlillace;
the Material Presented in the Toxthook",

Filmstrip Title
StroilOy
Agree

Career fnterests 3

Work Activities 5

Work Situations 5

What are Aptitudes 5

Career Decision-Mhking 5

Career Planning and Decision- 2

Making: Part I

Career Planning and Decision-
Making: Part II

Career Goals

Career Progress

4

2 2 0

Number Responding

Agree

3

3

2

1

3

1

Strongly
Disagree Disagree

1

/
o

Findings suggest the filmstrips enhace the material presented in

the textbook. One revipwer did not agree that "Career Interests" enhanced

the textbook material, but no specific reason was given.

10. Is the filmstrip acceptable in terms of picture and sound quality

ind length?

Table 78 presents reviewers' opinions regarding the picture quality,,

sound quality, and length of 40 filmsttips.

4
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Table 78

Reviewers' Opinions Regarding the Acceptability (Ac) Unacceptability (Unac)
of Picture Quality,-Sound Quality, and Length of the Filmstrips

Filmstrip Title
_

Picture Quality
Ac Unac

Number Responding
Solind Qualit)'

Ac Unac
Length

Ac Unac k

Career Interests. 8 0 8 0 . 7. 1

.

_

Work Activries 8 0 7 1 7 I

Work Situations 8 0 8 0 8 0

What are Aptitudes 7 , 0 7 0 7 0

-,

Career Decision-Making 7 0 7 0 7 0

Career Planning and Decision- 6 0 6 0 6 0

Making: Vart I
0

I

CareeN Planning and Decision- 4 0 4 0 4 0

Mhkingi Part II 0

Career Goals :7 0111 7 0 6 0

Aareer Progress 6 0 5 1 6 04

Findings suggest the picture quality of the filmstrips is acceptable.

All reviewers rated the picture quality acceptable.

The findings also suggest the sound quality of the "Work Activities"

as unacceptable because the tape was garbled and the frame advance was

impaired. One reviewer rated "Career Progress" unacceptable in sound
/-

but no eationale was provided.

The'findings support the acceptability of filmstrip length. One

reviewer found the length.of "Career Interests" unacceptable b4

reason statiad was "no minorities and no handicapped." A reviewer found

"Work ActiviOes" unacceptAble in length, but provided no rationale.



Are biases/stereotypes evident in the filmstrio?

Table 79 presents the biases/stereotypes that reviewers

the filmstrips. -

Table 79

CI

detected in

Biases Detected in the Career Planning and Decision-Making
Course Filmstrips'

7

Type of Bias/Stereotype Detected
1

Filmstrip Title
No.

Responding Sex Occ. Ethnic
Soclal

Class Age Other

Career Interests 8 0 1 2 1 3 1

Work Activities 10 3 0 1 0 0 1

Work Situations 8 Or 1 1 1 0 1 0

\,-
--,
What are Aptitpdes 7 /------ 3 I 4 0

..0
1

,

Career Decision-Making 8 0 0 0 0 0 1

Career Planning and 6 0 0 0 1 1 0

Decision:Making: Part I

reer Planning and 6 '' 0 0 0 1 1 0

ision-Making: Part II /

Career Goals 7 1 0 4 1 3 0

Career Progress 6' 0 0 1 1 0 0

e}.

Table 79 shows that of the eight individuals reviewing "Career
a

Interests," one detected occupational biases, two detected ethnic stereotypy,

one detected social class bias, three detected age bias, and one detected

.bias toward urban PopUlations, 'in explaining the biases detected,.

instructors commented that:

:5'1
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no Blacks were depicted

college students were portraNgvid as beiTig apys 13 :2
in range

nontraditional studehts need to be depicted

bias is evident toward middle class

sop= sex stereotyping is present in occupations
portrayed

Of the ten individuhls reviewing "Work Activities," thrle detected

sex bias, one detected ethnic bias, and one detected handicap bias. In

explaining the biases detected, instructors commented that:

; -females were depicted in traditional roles )

mostly while males were depicted in executive positions

the majority of occupations pictured males

handicapped weie not shown

Of the eight individuals reviewing "Work Situations,'" one detected

sex bias, one detected occupational stereotypes, one detected ethnic bias,

and one detected age bias. In xp1aiiing the biases detected instructors

conult. nted that:

'traditional male and female occupations were portrayed

. only one nonwhite worker was portrayed

no elderly were depicted
1

few women were talking about jobs

Of the seven individuals reviewing "What are Aptitudes?," three

A! detected sex bias, one'detected occupational stereotyping, four detected

; ethnic bias, and one detected bias toward urban populations. In explaining
ft*

4?"the biases detected, instructors commented that:

1 7
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only one Black was depicted

persons from rural and,' small toww, would not relate to the
urban settings portrayed

many examples of aptitudes were male

women for the most part, were portrayed in stereotypicatc.
occupations

Of the eight individuals reviewing "Career Decision-Making," one

detected bias against the handicapped explaining that no handicapped were

present i the filmstrip.

Of the six-indivtduals reviewing "Career Planning and Decision-Making:

Part I," one detected social class bias and one detectecLage bias.
,

Instructors provided no explanation of the biases they thought were present

in the filmstrip.

Of the six individuals reviewing "Career Planning and Decision-Making:
I

-Part II," ohe detected social class bias and one detected age bias. I.J1 )

explaining the biases de-tected, instructors commented that:

two year courses should also be covered

possibilities of changing from technical school to
universiy and vice versa should be covered

middle class bias exA

s-\

the filmstrip assumes students have not worked and are just
out of high school. /

,1

Of the seven individuals reviewing "Career Goals," one Aetected sex
4

bias, four detected ethnic'bias, one detected social class bias, and

three detected age bias. In explatning the biases detected,..instructors

commented that:

tbere were no Blacks int:the filmstrip

15.8
r
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no Solder students depicted

biases toward whites,
evident

middle (-Inc and vow h were

Of the six individuals reviewing "Career Progress," one detected

ethnic bias and one detected social class.bias. In explaining the biases

detected, instructors commented that:
\

no Nicks or other minorities were depicted

Ttddle class bias was evident

Table 79 findings indicate somC sex, ethnic, and age biases were

detected in several filmstrips. Litt1e7 if any, occupational, social

class, or other types of biases were detected in any of the filmstrips.

12. What are the perceived streneths and weaknesses of the filmstrip?

Reviewers identified a number of strengths'and weaknesses for each

filmsIrip.,' Their comments are,sumMarized in Table 80 Qn the following

page for each filmstrip reviewed.

13. What eprovements the filmstrips are recommended?

\
The most 'common recommendations by revieweks was to inclUde more'

minor

(

ties, hancticapped, elderly, and women in the filitrips and to

portray the sexes in nontraditional occupations.

.1,59
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Strengths ngd Weaknesses of Career Planning and Decision-Making
Filmstrips Identified bv Reviewers

Filmstrip Title St mlizt hs Weaknr.:.%r%

Career Interests

Work Activities

Work Situations

Mist Are Aptitudes?

Career Decisien-hialtlng

comhining.interests to relate
to career and use of leisuro.

activities as MeA115 of con-
fi nning interests

stweNtions to seek out new
experiences as mean% of
confirming interests
Interests shown since childhood

social orientation
totsil content

presentation of concepts and
information
not biased to occupations re-
quiring advanced education and
training
eleriy depicted
both sexes depicted as actors
and narrators
variety of occupations shown
graphics of each type of
activity

Blacks and,females well
represented .

plot
related well to life experience
social orientation
picture and.sound qUality
total content
reality of need to adapt
student desires to demands of
world of work
variety of work situations
portrayal of purpose

ago groups varied
examples of school activities
and every day life
specificity
took mystique out of aptitude
testing and shohed relation-
ship to Worker Trait Groups
Stage production as example
of different aptitudes

represeUte,d
introdOction to program
prompted lively discussion
picture quality and sound
social orientation
realittic information and'
content
reality of need for flexi-
bility in careers and
possibility of having to sell

A self after graduation -

nontraditional occupations
shown

1 6 0

nwle.narrator and actors
title not appropriate
age stereotyping

difficult to discriminate
between activities and
situations
repetitious and obvious
at times
hesitancy by narrator in
speaking at the beginning

distinction between activities
and situations
deals more with adaptive skills
and behaviors, not work
situatlons
hard to follow all types of
work sitgOttons

cxerpt from text too small to
read '

narration a little.too fast
character playing tennis pro
held racquet incorrectly
Elizabeth (main character)
never spoke
male narrator only -0

:4 voice of elderly man not
appropriate
narrator and music boring
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Filmstrip Title

Table MO (continued)

Strengths henkne%SyS
.----------

content complement% nnd
Career Planning nn0 Decision snmma e c text

Making: Part I clear purpose

emplin..is on compotencie% nn0

credentials
ahsence of sex and ethnic
bias

title confusing with film-
strip which follows

students could identify with no older students
mibject and decision making
process

middle class bias
malt narrator

technical quality some ot votabulai) might not
minortty depleted undeictood

Carcor Planning and Decision-
Making: Part 11

Career Coals

Career Progress

good overview of step% to
be taken

picture finality
length'
to the point

motivates one to think of
long range Roals
motivates student to com-
plete textbook assignments
prsentation of concepts
and information
social orientation
picture and sound quality
total content
absence of sex and role
stereotyping
help for women in seeing'
possibility of career and
home
use of spare and part time
work for confirming careor
goals
minorities and handicapped
depicted
introductory music

emphasis on early planning
use of.class assignments
to develop strengths and

importance of Making

Careeer d VelopmOnt-Its area of
growth 1ng opportunity t
change nd develop on day-to
day basis
contont
format
frame of minority and white
istudont.at beginning

might he difhiult for some
to follow

small writing on slips of
paper
title confusing with previous
filmstrip
male narrator
assumption that women must
value a husband and family
no minorities
all 18-19 year old students

male narrator and actors

dress of student actor
reporting for interview
balance of minorities-whites
m4le,narrator and actoTs'
several frames slight* out
of focus

e

16/
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Discussion and Conclucions

This section will provide a discussion of the results ddscribed in the

previous section and the conclusions based on these results. Discussion

and conclusions are organized according to the formative and summative

phases of the evaluation.

Formative Evaluation

Formative evaluation results provideV the CPDM course developers with

information on which to base revisions for course improvement. Formative

information was provided by both students and instructors of the CPDM

course.

Before field test results could be interpreted, it was necessary to

determine if the course was taught as intended and to what extent studens

'participated. Process monitoring in the Instructor's Guide revealed that,

for the'most part, instructors taught the course according to the prescribed

methods. Several instructors supplemented course activities with exercises

such as guest speakers, reports, and interest and aptitude surveys. However,

oily one initructor gave evidence of markedly deviating from course
?iL

procednrA, and the class involved was dropped from the evaluation study.

Montiortng of the studeAt text revealed"five of the fifteti) field

test clOses'did not complete Unit V prior to the end of the school term

and six Oisses 414 not 061flplete Unit VI. This information, plus student

And instructor evaluation comments relating to time limitations experienced

duringhe course, suggests a need for review and revision of time manage-

ment.
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Although the course was designed for college freshmen in academic

program-s, 56 percent of the students enrolling in the course were frc-diemen,

33 percent were sophomores, and the remaining 11 percent were juniors or

seniors'. Most of the field tests students (86 percent) were enrolled in

academic programs.

highty-nine percent of the students road at least half of the text and

67 percent read at least three-fourths. Ninety-four percent of the

students completed at least half of the text activities and 75 percent

Icompl eted three- fourths or more . In light of the fact that a number o

classes were unable to firri4 the course during the-scflool term, it is

felt that these percentages reflect an acceptable level of student

participation.

Regarding class involvement, 98 percent of the students indicated

they usually came to class, 85 percent usually participated in class

discussions, and 97 percent usually completed homework assignments.

These percentages itidicate.a high level of student involvement in the course.

It was concluded from the process monitoring that the course was

implemented as intended.

In interpreting instructor comments and resunses, it was helpful

for developers to know the background and expectations of the field test

instructors. The majority of instructors had formal backgrounds in

counseling and guidance fields and previous experience teaching a career

development course. Most instructors identified themselves most closely

with the career development theories of Super and Holland (prior to.the

course) and defined career development as an ongoing, lifetime process.
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Although one instructor's 4escription of course expectations seemed

too global to he rea.lictic: "to define and rAkfinc their :>en!>e of direction

in their future life," the other expectancies expressed by instructors

seemed realistic and appropriate for the course.

, Anticipated institutional benefitS most often expressed were increased

student satisfaction, less attrition, and in-creased direction in career

planning.

'All but one instructor indicated theY\were instrumental in getting

the course implemented at thecb,institution and all but one indicated

`GI^motivationi to teach the course_

It was concluded from these findings that-field test instructors

:were qualified and-motivated to teach the course and held, realistic
%

expectations for course outcomes,

As an.indication of aourse con'tent validity, instructors were asked
,g

on the pretest, what content they thought should be included in a-freshman

career development course. -Eighty percent indicdted knowl,edge of self, 4

67 percent indicated knowledge of the world of work, 40 percent indicated

a decision-making process, and 20'percent Indicated generation of

alternatives.' All of these dovains are included in the CPDM course.

.These findings provide support for the content validity of the course.

Formative evaluationS Were copducted on each pf the course components

to identify areas needing revision. These components are the CPDM

Instructor's Guide, College Major-Occupation Index, CPDM filmstrif)s,

CPDM student text, and the AEL Career Information System.

Intyuctor's'Guidt. In evaluating the CPDM Instructor's Guide,

the majoritof the field test instructors indica-fed:
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a

equipment-and materials needed for activities aro

appropl'iate and available

planning and.preparation -activities are adequate

for teaching material
-

format and appyirance of the) Guide are acceptable

filthstrip discussion questions are acceptable

suggested activities anAlass Management 'techniques

are ticceptable

,major competencie for each unit are 4creptab1e

orientation to course nifterials is_ acceptable

length of activities iskacceptable

Althoughthe majority of- illst.ructors indicated.the Guide is effective

in its field test form, some instructors identified Areas which could be

improved. Suggested improvements i_ncluded better organi7ation more

effective time Management,and guid lines for filmstrip discusSions.

It is .concluded from the field test results,that the CPDM Instructor2s

,

Guide is effective in its present form; however, revisions in organization,

time management, and filmstrip discussion guidelinis Would increase the

effectiweness bf the Guide.

College Major-Occupation Index. Instructors reviewing,the Index

'i :3.indielbre'd that.approximately 90*
students used the College f aj 1 r-Occupa

: Nei A
r . .. . - . k.) ,

Index. All field test instiuctors'reviewing-t e Index found it,adequate -
. %

.
,

in:

repreSentation of the relationship between tollege
education and occupations

.
,

directilons for use
/

format

overall appeaTantlek

e(
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potential usefulness of content

Instructors_also found the following aspccts of student use of the

I4dex effective:

student understanding of content

student ability to follow directions presented,in the
student text for using the Index \

exposure to the Index promoting further student c Yeer
planning behavior

4.00
-:student ability to locate desired information in their
college catalOg from mljors and occupati.ons listed in
the Index

helping Audents,move toward morespecific career
goals/plans

41

One,instructor disagreed with the effectlyeness of the Index in the

. third and fifth area listed."-HOwever, the rattonales provided supported,

iathei than contrindicated, effectiveness?:ift these areas.

Instructors indicated students encountered no pr.oblems in using the

Index. The Only recommendation given was to hive more Indexes available

for'stOdenI use_

'With the'exception of one community college instructor, all insti.uctors

indicated the majors listed in the Index are representativç ofthe majors

'offered in their institutions. This finding adds support to the content

validity of the Index. ,In addition, all instructors give support to the
0

validity of:sthe relationships between the occupations and majors defined

in the Index. Instructors also indicated the Index is an appropxiate
. ,

.

product to help students establish theerelationship between majors and
.

.occupations:
V

' Instructors-considered all of the prescribed uses ofthe Inaex

'feasible and cientified a number cxf-unanticipated Uses. Thwe include:4
,

. .
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7
use in Oneral career resource center

use during.individual counseling sessions

use as a suppleMent with an institution's own gt de

for college majors
\

Potdntial uses instructors generated in addition to the prescribed

uses include:

use as the basis for developing in-house
bibliographies on particular career fields

(
use in the development of curriculum guides
listing approprint'e career options for
particylar majors

use in workshops for academic advisors

Instructors provided no recommendations for improving the'Index.

It is concluded that the Collqge_Maior-Occupation Index is effective in

its field test f rm based on the evaluation questions asked and the field

test results obtained.

Filmstrips. Formative evaliwtion was collected on nine CPDM course

64%filmmrips during the field test. ,The resul\ inecate that:

.0 all filmstrips have a cleai purpose

6
all filmstrips have titles which accurately rel)resent
content

all filmstrips havetaminiTal mount of extran
material

filmstrips conin.soncepts which are appro ate

\for a college student audience

all filmstrips portray concepts appropriate for a
college student audience

3%

all filmstrips prosent accurate irfOimation

all filmstrips present current info mation
1

167
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all filmstrips motivate :,tudent discos!,ion And/or
participation in follow-np activities

all filmstrips ernce the material presented in the
trabook

s all filmstrips are acceptable in picture qualitvl,
sound quality, and length

some types of bias/stereotyping are evident in the
filmstrips

The biases detected most often in filmstrips were:

age bias in "Career Interests" detected by,three
of eight reviewers

g sex bias in "Work Activities" detected by three of
ten reviewers-

sex and ethnic 'bias in "What are Aptitudes," the
former detected by three, al0 the latter, by'four
of seven reviewers

ethnic and age bias in "Career Goals," the former
detecteckby four, and the lattei, by three\f the
seven reviewers

The inadence of bias in these four filMstrips suggests review and

revisions should be considered.
kk

Field test resul-t-s-a1J) revealed strengths and weaknesses af each

filmstrip. This-information (refer to Table 180) will be helpful for

developers in making final filmstrip revisions. In recommending improvements,

revievibrs focused on the biases detected.

The field test results on the CPDM filmstrips indicate that the nine

filmstrips are effective for use with the course with the exception of biases

present in "Career Interests"Work Activities," "What are Aptitudes?," and

7Career GoalZ" These four filmstrips should be reviewed for revisions.
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St udent t ex t hook Mont t or I fl aCt. lvii y comp! et I on In t he ;t udent text.
provided formative information regarding,difficuItis enk-ountered in cum

pleting text exercises and summative inf motion, regarding objectives

achievement.

In reviewing the random sample of student textbooks collected from

each field test class, it was evident that some exercises were not

assigned by instructors and some which were assigned were completed on

photocopied forms rather than written into the textbooks. Therefore, the

persent of students completing some of'the exercises designated as criteria

for objective achievement may be lower than actual performance. For the

yurpose of,revisions, those ob .cti,oles which less than 60 percent of the

target popularvion were abld to achieve were examinecL ln several instances,

it was determined that more.explanation in the instructor's Guide was needed

to assist instructors in explaining directions or emphasizing concepts.

In other cases, bettenkorganization of mateyial in the student text and

. .
clarification of content d procedures we e deemed as appropriate revlsions.

/PThe c ts which fie- fd test instructors rovided in their Guides were

helpful in termining revision alternatives.

Career Information System. To complete a number of the course

-
activities, students had to use career infOrMation resources. In order to

determine what types of resources were used most often; particularly AEL

Career Information Systtm materials, students were asked how often th4 411sed
dor

'513/ific rsoAx.ces. Results reireal that the Worker Trait Group Guide,

Dictionary ofibccupational Titles, and9Occupational Outlook Handbook re

used most often. The Keysort beck, Worker Trait Group File Content Notebook,

and Alphabetical Index to Occupations were used least. The percentage bf



students using the Technical Maior-Occupation Index is small becnnse this

index wx. 6nly available at institution!, whiLb li.ne, two Cal ploglams.

The high percentage of sedents not Wting the keysort deck is

surPrising in light of the popularity of the deck at work--lior: and training

sessions. n..ne possible explanation for !)...0 percent never ming the deck is

1

students not being inst acted in the Ilichanics of using t...he deck.

In addition to the component evaluations just discussed, formative

nformat i on was/ col I yet ed on t he course as a who 1 e Help fill and unlle I p liii

aspects and st-fengths and weaknesses of the course perceived by students

and ihstructors prAlkided valuable information to consider in making

revision decisions.
/-

In listing helpful aspects-of the coufe, students provided evidfnce

of re4c.ognition of their own growth duripg the course (see Appendix S).

Most indicated helpful aspects in terms of some personal impact; i.e.,

it helped me..., showed me..., allowed me..., provided me..., It appears

that students recogfize the course impact on themselves.

The unhelpful aspects of the coirse which were identified revealed

not only the common problems of time constraints and mechanics of chart

completion, but also the varied characteristics of the target group in
A.$

terms of motivation and ability: some students thought the course was too

hard and some thought it was too easy; some thought the text was.difficW04

to understand and some thought it was juvenile; some indicated theyeiad

!already d ided on.a career and some indicated they still.hadn't been

able to ecide on one.
//

In describing what they liked best about the course, most students 4 111'

again spoke in terms of perserigi-impact. However, in describing what'
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was disliked most, the majority of students expres.:ed specific components;

i.e., fIlling out the chart, or they expressed nonpersonal generalities;

i.e., course tended to be generaind boring.

Students described what happened to them as a result of being in the

CoUrSC and again provided evidence of growth recognition:

I did decide to go to school,if only for one.year. Ilf
R I had not taken the course, I would have tried to qnd
any old job.

l am better able tp understand and make decisions.

I know basically what I want. I was uncertain about
what I could got from aollege, now I realize how
important education really is for me.

I became more aware of my lf, and I learned many
things concerning the wol d of work that I did not

know before.

I made the decision to pursue a career, an option
,.. I had avoided because of an inability to imagine what

careers were available.

I have a fuller awareness of my career goal and how
to reach it now.

I have confirmed my choice of major and decided to
declare my major.

I learned what is available in the world of work and
that I'm not necessarily tied to any decisions I have
to make. Therefore, I want to become1a social worker
(but I might change my mind).

I gained a great deal of knowledge and was finally
capable of putting together my interests, goal's, and
aptitudes into a constructive career goal and outlSne.

Student.evaluative comments indicated three primary areasyhich Could

be improved through revisions: time Management, mechanics of chnrt

completion in the workbook, and clarity of instructions for completing

exercises. Also, since students seem to get bogged down in completibg
A



h.

1-c-.
all t he n h hself exploration activities i Unit fl, revisions wic won ielp

students see how the activities lit into the total course Irnmework would he

helpful.

Instructors also provided formative information on the course as a

whole. The most common problems instructors encountered teaching the

CPDM course were completing material in the tirlie Wvailable and monitoring

student performance.

Instructors perceived the strengths of the course in the desi)In and

model of a systematic and comprehensive approach to career development

curriculum. They felt that sophomores as wel as freshmen would benefit'

most from the course and particularly students who Were open and willing to

1.1'

invest the time and 'eniergy neces'sary.

Other than in-some of the filmstrips, instructors did not detect ahy

411
biases in course materials.

How would instructors teach the course differently? The most common
A

responses were impro time and class management and tailoring the course

in minor ways to accommods e instructor preferences.

In summary, the forma ive evaluation produced information on which

developers could base revisions of the CPDM course. The primary tevisions

indicated are:

sv .

kmoval of biases in filmstrips

improvement of time management

'1( mprovement of classroom management, including student
.7,valuation $

,

streamlining of mechanics for'chart completion in the
student text

increase clarity of ins ctions for student activities7
172
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!loth c,tudents and in!;tructors furiw,hed information ,;upportinp, the

adequacy and effectiveness of the components of the CPDM course. The summativet

C
evaluation section will present a discussion of the overall effeotiveness of

the course.

summative hvaluation.

The 5ummative evaluation was conducted to assess the overall

effectiveness of the program. Effectiveness wa viewed in terms of both

statistical and practical significance of course outcomes (impact).

Prior to discussing differences between CPDM and non-CPDM students,
pP

it is necessary to look at the comparability of these two groups.

Experimental and control student classes. were similar in age, sex, previous

work experience, and willingness to enroll in a 'career planning and decision-
.

making course.

Results of statistical analyses indicate that students completing the

CPDM course made significantly greater gains in the following career

development areas /hen compared with non-CPDM students.

Progress in selecting a college major.

Progress toward selecting an.occupation to pursue after
college completion.

Knowledge about college majbrt.

Knowledge about the relationship between college
majors and occupations.

Knowledge about occupation:4W interest.

Understanding of self in relation to work.

Quality of decision-making process.

Rating the effectivness of one's decision-making
process.
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Accuracy in defining the term.; "work" and "iareev."

Ability to identify criteria for evaluating career
information.

CPDM students did not make significantly greater gains than non-CPDM

students in the areas of:

Rational Style of detision-making

Intuitive style of decision-Taking
41

Dependent style of decision-making

Making and implementing the decision to atteL college

CPDM students made significant pre-post positive gains in Rational style

and predictive gains in decreased Dependent Style of decision-making durihg

the course. These significant gains and he evidence of higher CPDM gains

e'

,

)
as compared to non-CPDM gains, although ot significant at- the 05 level, d

sugget a positive iippact of the course on studentRational and'Dependent

decision-making style.

Although CPDM students decreased their intuitive deciqon-making styles

and non-CPDM students'increased their styles, there were no significant

changes durooing thelterm in Intuitive decision-making. This finding may

partially be explained by the existence of in itive dimensions in the

CPDM cdmrse. The decision-making process ta ght in the course consi,sts of

both Rational and Intuitive Style elements.

414-
'r

Regarding the area of making and implementing.the decision to attend

college, both CPDM and non-CPDM students maae significant gains during the

term. It appears that experiencing college may increase student progress

in this area. The findings did not support a significant impact by the
fr

CPDM course in student progress in adjusting to college.
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In addition to the statistical significance of course outcomes,

practical significance of outcomes was emphasized in determining overall

course effectiveness.

In this study, practical significance refer to achievement of course

unit objectives and student and instructor evaluations of effectiveness.

IkhT standard originally set for objectives achievement during the field'

test was that 85 percent of,the target population would achieve each

objective. Several issues arose during the course which make this level

of achievement unrealistic for basing decisions on course effectiveness:

%.1

1. ce criteria for meeting objectiveswere based only on
t xtbook responses, thosc1classs who were not able to
complete Units V and VI w -e not able to attempt com-
pletion of objectives for those units. The.aakilieftment

level for Units V and VI ace not accurate indicators
of student performange ba d on the course experience.

2 Because of time constraints, some instructors did not
assign completion of every course activity. Again,
the achievement level would appear lower for the
related objectives.

3. Some instructors requested that students complete
some activities on photocopied sheets of ihe textbook
so that these sheets could be collected for
monitoring student performance. The achievement
level for related objectives woul0 therefore appear
to be lower.

Sinc-e_Wpercent (N=8) of the 14 classes on which objective achievement

was determined completed all six units of the cours during the term, the

standard for the field test was revised to 60 percent of the target

population completing each objective.

Based 4 the revised standard, 71 percent (N=34) of the 48 objectives

were achieved at the level indicating elfectiveness. The 14 objective$;not

1,-

meeting the standard included all six objectives for Units V and VI aS

1;tiv
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as well a!; fourrobjectives from Unit lll, three trom Unit ll, and one from

Unit V. As discussed in flit? formative elfliitlal ion section, those objectives

for which the standard was not attained were reviewed and recommendations

made for revisions. Table 58 on page 82 gives the percent of students meeting

each objective. The 71 percent of objectives met at the level defined hy

the standard supports the practical significance of the CPDM course.

Another indication of practical significance is student evaluation of

their course experience. Ninety-eight percent of the CPDM student$ felt

that an important function of a college is providing experiences in career
4

planning and decision-Making. This finding adds support tg-the

appropriateness and need for a course such as CPDM as basic curriculum in

college.

Students indicated the course helped them develop:

a greater understanding of themselves

a greater understanding of the world of work

a caretr,plan taking into consideration self and milieu

increased awareness of their career goal and its
appropriateness for them

Students found the planning and deciding process taught in the course

to be personally useful and indicategthe course helped them gain a greater

sense-of control over their career. In addition to these self appraisals

of course impact, students indicated they were not only pleased overall .

with the course, but would recommend the courSe'to friends who wanted

careeerjuillance.

The'se findings indicate that students find the'CPDM codrse important,

helpful, and useful, and that they recognize the impact of the course on

their lives.
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Practical significance I s also supported hy instructor outcomes and

evaluations. An unanticipated'course outcome was the increase in quality

in instructor decision-making processes, criteria CPRM decision-

making process. Apparently, teaching the CPDM ;course influences the

instructors' decision-making prtcesses, enhancing the quality of the process.

Another unanticijtbçI instructoT outcome was the increase in the n4nber of

instructors identifying most closely with the career development theory of

Tiedeman, the framework on which the course is based.

Results from the instructor evaluations indicated the course is

appropriate for college students. Instructors supported the effectiveness

of the course indicating:

students seemed interested in the .course

instructional strategies used in the course materials
are effective in teaching the intended skills and
knowledge

the course prompted career planning and.decision-
making behavior by students

major competencies are attainable from unit completion

course content is comprehensive in fterms of the career
planning and decision-making process

acti ies are appreppriate for teaching the course
con _

1anguab and concepts presented in the course enable
students to more effectively understand and discuss
career concerns

Further evidence of practical significance of the course was provided

by tnstr uctor identification of institutional benefits. -Ire included:
2

providing intense guidance services

enabling students to become,more goal oriented
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providing information and guidance to !,tudent not
rii(hod by counseling centers

providing increased use of career centers

promoting increased. student satisfaction, and thusp
retention at the college

providing information and guidance for nonacademicallv
(technical) oriented students

In summarizing'their experiences with the course, instruceors indicate

that (I) the Instructor's Guide enables effective course instruction;

(2) materials are free of bi -; and (3) overall, they are pleased with ct.he

course. 'They rate the CPDM 4urse as being better than other available </

career development courses and indicate they woWd.rOkommend the tottrse

for helping students in their career development.

Summary

Formative evaluation results provided the developers with information

on aspects of the CPDM course which are effective and areas which may be Li,

improved by revisions. -The Instructor's
C
Guide is effective in s field

test form, but can be improved by, revisions in time and class management
f

.,. and provisions for student perforance evaluation. The course filmstripsiliAPI

can be improved by removing bfases detected and improving disdussion guide-

lines. The College-Major Occupation Index is effective in its field test

form and results failed to provide eVidence c4:areas needing improvement.

ihe siudefit text is effective in its field test form but canbe improved

1
by "streamliAng" the mechanics of chart completion and clarifying some

instructions
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4.1

The dec.-iuii cr t eri a itlent .1 ed 1i Tali 1 c 1.1, page 1 toi de (.C1111111111)2,

e ffect i veness of the Career P1 ann i ng and Dec i si on-Ma k ing course incl uded
IT

A meta eyaluat ton by an external reviewer in a ddi t i on to ctat i sti cal and

practical significance demowtrated. The meta evaluation summary can be'

found in App"Nidix V.
c.

Although the CPDM course wa s developed for use by co 11 ege under-

c la s smen , A' small. pprcent AF,e-of the field t est students were juni ors and

seniors who al so used the materia 1 s el feet i vel y :Mere waS not a
y,

sufficient 'number of juniors and _senior§ pa rt c ipa t img to al low evaluation

' of the course for Opperclassmen.

The summat lye eval uat ion resuit s provided evidence o f obj ect ives

achievement, picogram impact, and u$ability. The sthtistical and practical
.

N
. .,,=--,,' , . ,

significance-demonstrated in these areat__inilichte:thAt the'CPDM course is
.- ..-.,

an effective career-development curiculuvi for freshmen and sophontre

college students,

st:
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Co trol Sample Draft Letter
Pat-Test
ETSU/AEL field test
FP11 :,tationevy to bc u5cd

Dear

le, , would like to request your help in carrying out .search study
to examine the need to offer vrsu freshmen 3 conrse on c,reer pinnninp. and
decision making. The University is cooperating lith the Appaliichia
Educational Laboratory in the field testing or a course vf,this nature. \
The experimental design being used requires that a randomly selected
Amp* of students be identified to serve as members of the control group.
This group is.not to take the course but is to ;rye as the basis for
determining the effectiveness of the course. Data will be collected from
st ts in the control group during the Spring Quarter in the same
manner Nuts those students in the course. InformatiOn is to be gathered
on the experimental and control groups at the beginning and the end of
the QuaTter. Members of the control group you have been identified for
are being askV to contriliute about two hours of, time at the end of the
Quarter for tfie collection of this aata.

,

I would like to Invite you to serve as a member of the control
group. Please indicate your willingness to participate by filling out.,
and rettming the forin below. If your response is positive; you will
be contacted regarding the data collection schedule well in advance of
the proposed time.

If you have any questions, please contact (name) at

(phone number)._ . Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

(Signatuve, President of University)

4

( ) I am willing to participate in data,collection at.the
end of Spring,Quarter.

Or
( ) I am not willing toparticipace.

a ,

.4;

Return this form to;

name
#address

-phone numblr

t
1/0

'
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Control Sample Draft Letter
Pretest/Posttest

-la S
1.1.AEL field test of PS/CDM 4,\

FFSH stationery to he used

) Dear

T would like to request your help in carrying out a research study to
Acxamine the need to offer rrsu freshmen a coure on career planning and
decision making. The University is cooperating with the Appalachia
Edlicational Laborat6ry in the field testing of a course of this nature.
The experimental design being used requires tlat a randomly selected .

sample of students be identified to serve as !embers of ;he control grOup.
This4group is not to S-.ake the course but is to serve as the basis for
determining the effectiveness of the course. D ta wi I be collected from

studelts in the control group during the Spring uarte. in the same

mann r as those students in the course. Informat on is o.be gathered
on t 1 experimental and control groups at the begi
the Quarter. -Members of the control group you have

ning InItthe end.of
een idefified for

are being asked to contribute about two hours of time at the beginning and

at the end of the Quarter for the collection of this data.

I would like to invite iou to serve as a memlier of the control
group. Please indicate your willingness to participate by filling out
and_ returning the form below. If your response is positive, you will be
contacted regarding the data collection schedule well in advance of the
proposed time.

If you have any questions, please contact (name)

at (phone number) . Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely, .tri

tJ

(Signature,. Presitlent 'of University)

t,

( ) I am willing to participate in both 'tteftini sesiions:
'(beginning and end of Spring Quarter)

.( ) I am not willing to partioipata.

Return this fofm to:
0. _

name
.addtess

V
phone number

,

A

isf

4
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Experimental Sample Draft Letter
ETSU/AEL field test
ETSU tationcry to be 11..ed

Dear

You haVe been identified as a prospective member of a sample of
East Tennessee State University first year students to participate in
the field testing of materials for a special college course in rcareer
planning and decision making. We would like to offer you thq opportunity
to enroll in this experimental course. It will be offered during the
Spring Quarter at the following time: (day and time of course iteeting) .

Your participation as a member of a randomlyv,elected sample will'
enable us to evaluate the effectiveness of this proposed course before
establishing it as a regular offering. You will receive three quarter
hours of elective credit for'taking the course. In addi'tion, you will
be able to beuefit from the course experience itself.

T

t

'e purpose islito assist you in developing your skills in career

:$
plannin , locating altd evaluating information, and career decision making.
You should develop a greater understanding of yourself and of the world of
work as a basis for selecting a college major and other courses related

, to entering employment at the completion of college.

FTSU is cooperating with the Appalachia Educational Laboratory in
the field testing of this program. As part of the experimental design,-
the course is being offered to only the fleshmen selected in the sample.
We hope that you will take advantage of this opportunity for your own
personal growth, as well as to assist us in developing an effective
program.

Please telephoce (name and telephone number) to disct4s any
questions you may have and indicate your willingness to participate. We
need to knPw-whether or not.you.ean participate as soon as possible in
ordft to make arrangeMrnts for the course.

4P.

4

al .

Slygrely,

(Signature, President of University)

'
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Assessment of Career Decision-Making
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(Form B)
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Name

:eenrity Numher

ASSESSMNNT OF CAREEB-DECTSTON-MAKTN(1 11)

A. Marron, rh.D.

This questionnaire Is designed to help college _students assess their degree of
progress toward making and carrying out.decinionn affecting their care'er. It is n wny
of finding out where a person in in his or her career planning, and what a pernon's
present attitudes, feelings, need!1, or concerns are. This information will help you
determine what. kinds of help you may need in your career explorntinn and career
planning acOvities.

Since this is the purpose, there are no right or wrong answers to the statements.
Circle A (Agree), or D (Disagree) for each statement, depending on whether or not
it applies to you; that is, something you could or would say about yourself.

There are three separate parts to this questionnaire: Part I has to do with
your decision to go to collegle and how you feel about being in college; Part IT
deals with your decision or plans about your major field of study-in college; and
Part III assesses your decision or plans about your occupation. Treat each part
separately; that is, don't worry about being consistent from one part to another,
since each part assesses a different decision-making task: college, major, and
occupation.

ok,
PART T DECTOTON-MAKING TASK: COLLEGE

This part has two sections. For Section A, my Decision ArGo to College, think-
hack to before you'Oame to college and how you made your decision, as you remember
it or think about it now.

A = Agree
D = Disagree

Section A My Decision to Go to College

A D 1. I came to college because my parents expectedpme to.

A D 2. I decided to go to college when I realized that the careers I was
interested in required college degr'ees.

A rel D 3. I made my decision to go to.coIlege-pretty much on the spdl, of the
moment, without thinking puctrabout it.

mr

A D h my high school -0eachers kept encouraging me to go to college.

A -it Before coming to college,,I studied the college catalogues carefully.
/

Atlik
A 1D 4. my reasons for gbing to _collegerW01.en't very clear.

A D 7. I really didn't have much choice; going to college was just the
thing to do in my high school. -t

A D 8. my.friends wto were going to college ha'd a lot- to do Wlth My decision
to go.

N

.M19147;
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A P Q. 1 talked with my.guidance-clounselor (or tenche?.$) in high !Ich(li'l al)oni

going to college.

A p 10. Wlich L, L, 1 .hr.¶ I h, ilkv

ww; what I wanted to do,

4
A D 11. I cane to college because I felt thnt hnving a college degree wns

important An ordey tn he accepted.

A D 1:). (letting good grades in high c,chooi ww; impo r ,..aI n, 1 1
. ,,, Int brcItil!:(.. i

Inc! 1'0W ; 0 Illy tuicec, 0 I getl. lug to g,() Lo col legr,.

I Wimld

A D 13_ Before deciding to go to. college, I carefully considered'other alternatives.

A D lb. Wh made up my'rnind to go to college, it just-felt right inside.

A D -15. Befor deciding to go to college, I vil;ited the crumn1:; to rind out more

about 1,t.

A D 46. When I was ip'high school, I can remember daydreaming about how great
it would be to be a college student.

V

. A D 17 MY decision to p;"/kG1 college was pretty much an :intuitive of,e, not
carefully planned out.

, A D 18.

A D 19.

1- cane to college to

I chose my electives
most in college.

A D O. Everybody in ny family went to college; 1 itnit never questioned it.

A D 21. I don't think I had a reason for going to college; I just did it.

4.

please other people, not because I really wanted to .

in high school on the basis of what woilld help me

Section B How I Feel AboutBeing in College

For the rest of the questionnaire, all of the statements are in theApresent
tense. Mark the statement Agree only if you feel this way right now. .You may have
felt this way in the past, or 3ro4-could conceiyably feel this:104n the future, but
if you aren't Contemned about this right now, or if this is not relevant to you right
now,"mark it Disagree.

A D -22. I don't know what the instructors in my courses expect.

A D 23. f believe I've been pretty successful in adjusting to college.

Jt D 214. PeOple are starting to lisien t?ti; some of my ideas around here.

A D 25. I've been talking-smile of imy friends back home into going to college.

,A D 26. I'm trying 4p findut.what the people I live with want of me.

A D 27.- People here seem to .respect me and value my ideas.

A. 28. I'm just beginning,to feel a.part of things,aro here..,D

A D 29. I feel like we are ail helping each Other to accomplish our'goals.



A D 30. ThAs college BeCIMI to be meeting my expectntions nnd needs pretiy Well.

A D It's hard to know how h) nci at this school.

A D 32, I don't feel that I really helong here yet.

I've been trying to get some of my instructors to change their course
requirements around to fit my individual needs better

A D I'm trying to ,et other students invo\ved in thing, instend
sitting around.

A D 35- My parents are giving me more rope to be oThy own.

A D 36. The encouragement and support gottenhas helped me to try harder
to do well.

A D 37. I've been getting a lot of p6171'itive feedback from my instructors.

6A

f]

D 38. I'm less afraid to speak un in class when I don't agree with the
instructor.

A D 39. Most of the students here seem to have attitudes aild values:like mine.

A )10. My parents are tretaing me more like ull_adult.

A

A

D

D

hi.

)42.

Some of,my instruct)rs have helted me to get a more objective.picture
of myself,

I've had to chane- in some ways in 44-der to get alon with people here.

A D 13. I"m learning to be more assertive to get what I want.

A D hh. I won(e'rif furilter education is worthwhile for me.

A D 45. I'm pretty satisfied with the way things are working ou161- me here.

PART II DECISION-MAKING TASK:, MAJCiR

Whai I Want to Study

A D 116. I have a wdde range of course interests.

4
A D 47. I need to take a, lot of different courses to see what I like.

A -D 1i8. I like most of the teachers and students in my major.

'A D- 49. I'm pretty certain, dbout my choice of major.

(A D 50. It would- ake a ,lot to ?make me change my' mind about my major.
,

N.N



A. D 51. If I ehoose'the wrong major, *it could slow me down in getting through

college.

A I) T nerd lo considrr my intero!On in choo!tinp n mn.Wr.

A D 53. Itftn't know how to go about choosing a major.

A ,f_54. There just isn't anything else that.I'd rather major in..

A D 55. My past experiences In school should help mc decide on n mnjor.

A D 56. The more l think about a major, the more confused 1 gel.

A D 57. It's a relief to have decided on my major.

A D 58. I realize my major limits the kinds of future goals I can set for myself.

A D 59. Some of the advanced courses in my major look ftetty hard.

A D 60. I enjoy telling people what I'm majoring in.

A D 61. I need.to decide on a major.

A P 62. T've changed my mind about my major because of some of the courses I've

taken.

A D 63. I haven't definitely decided Oga.inst any major.

611. I've decided what I will major in.
Jo

A D 65. I wonder how/I will fit in with other students in my major.
/

. .

A D 66. My.ma -Oves me a sense of identity so that I'm beginning to know
,

.myse better. . ,

, / -
)

A '67. My major gives me a sen of purpod4srd direction.

) '
A D 68. I can't decide which of two or three possible majors to choose.

A D. 69. I knoCwhat major I want:but I don't know what I could So with it
L-

after I graduate. // /

2/
A D 70. I want to know what major I would be best at.

A D 71. T get pretty wrapped up in discussionA about things in my major.

'
A D 72;,/rI wish I knew whtit I wanted to Study.

4
A D 73. I don'tknow if I'm capable enough for the Majors I'm .1consid ing.

, .0'

A D don't know what coprsga to take next semester.
4

A D 75. Most of myofriendp are either in my majoror, a closely related one. ,

A

1 9



A D 76. my interents and attitudes are like mont of the students in my major.

A D 7Y. Courses in my major are ea;;y for me.

A D 78. I don't know what majors or programs are available here.
,

A D 79. I was wrong about my major, but it has elped me to see what I don't
want.

A D no. 1 'm looking r6rward to getting into the advanced courses in my nui,lt 'i .

1) 81. 1 need to choose my courses more wisely than I have in the past.

. A . When people know what your mai.14,1" is, they expect, you-UpApt in a certain
Way.

A D 83. I need several electives that eari'L he in my mnjor.

A. D 811. I'm looking forward to getting to know other students in my major.

A D 85. I don't know what minOr to takd with my major.

A D 86. I see some disadvantages to the major 1- am considering.

A D 87. I need to see an advisor ;An my major to qpian the rest of my program.
law ,

A D 88. There are just so many different kinds of courses I would likd To take.

A D 89. There are a number o r-S'whicti I have decided against.
1

D 90. I've looked o several but I don't k w what I'm really
looking for.

//
-/

A D 91. Lneed li\program teat is broad anti flexible.

t .92. Since choosing a major, my personality seems to be changing.\
.2P

A D 93. I really get involved in courses in my major.

$ PART III DECISION-MAKING TASK: PCCUPATIONS
.

Where I am Hep.ding After College

A D 914. What,I usea to think I wanted to become doesn't seem practic.A anymore.

j A_ D 95. Almost hny career seems appealing_to me.

.2 4

A D 96. I think I'll be happy with the careerhave chospn.

.-----"N

A D 97. I wonder what kindtof job I'll be able,to get in my field.

c./

..\ :

;PP
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A D 98. My attitudes and outlook are becoming more like the people I know

in my field.

A C() I two(I f..) p1 fu) !them] th, o
A P 100. I want a career that will give me the kinds of rewardn 1 need.

A D 101. I'm trying to decide between two or three possible careers.
.41110-

s. A P 102 . my plann fnr the fnturr arc tno indefinite.

A I) 103. I'm pretty certain about, the occnpation I will enter.

A D 10h. The occupation I have chosen wiIIa-ffect the kinds offriends I will
have in the future.

A D l05. I'm tired of waiting to begin worlc in my rieid.

A D 106. I w nt to know what field of work I'm best suited for.

A D 107. ThAre are several careers which I have already decided against.

A a 108. It don' t. know uhat T really want out of life.

16.11.NA D 109. 'A hope 1 can find a job In my field after I graduat'e.

A 15 110. I'm a lot happier now that my future ,eareer Js clear to me.

A D 111. I won't let anything get in the way to my rdaching my. goal.

A D 112. I don't have enough experienee for a job in my field. .

D 113. I need information about occupations.

A D 11h. The more I learn about things in my field, 'the more involved I become.

A D.415. I need-to find out what jobs are available in nw- field.

D 116. I've decided on the field I am going into.

A D 117, I'm interested in to2 manyfields.

A D 118. I've become more realistic in my thinking about pospible'careers.

A D 119. I've chan)ed my mind about What. I wanted to become, nov that I've

learned-hore about the field.

A D 120. I hope the people in my ffeld will accept. me.

A D 121. I'm more ce tain of the rields I don't-want than what I.do want.

A D 122. . I ued to ecide on an od'cupation.'

A D 123. I know what's impAnt to Me, but I don't know what kind of career
woad meet most of my.needs.

191
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A

A

A

D 121,.

D 1,").

P 1:6.

A D 127_

A D i8.

A D 129.

A D 130.

A D 131.

A D 132.

A D 133.

A D 13h.

A D 135.

A D.136.

A D 137.

A D 138.

A D 139.

A .D 140.

A D 11'11.

Po-

b

It's hard to know what to look for in a career.

1 need Co start Jiiinking about Job intervIew!:.

The career 1 have chosen ilts In with my pur!:(mnlity.

I,wonder if I will be succesafuldin life..

411

I need to know more about, the training required for BOMP of the
occupations 1- tin considering.

I will probably have to move away t`rom here to get. n slob in my field..

I expect to go a long way in my field.

¶ don't know if I have the right hind of personality for the work I'm
considering.

j don't know how to look for a job in m field.
.1)

I feel I can overcome any obstacles in the way of my goal.

1 can't decide on a career because py interests keep changing.

The people in my field have certain expectations of me.

I want to be trained for a specific job,

It's unlikely,that I will change my mind about my career plans.
-s

rdon't know how:to go about deciding on a career

Thgre a er-not many job opportunities in the field that I really like.

4
I'm loo ng,forward to getting ut of school and-getting sarted in
my eareer%,

I think I'm ready to ohoose a specialty within my chosen field.

,

,
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ASSESSMENT OF CAREER ,DECTSTON-MAKING

.Basic Information .

When you have rompleted the Assessment of Career Pectston-Making quesLionnaire,
please fill out this form. The information provided here, an well as your responses
to the questionnaire will be regarded an confidential.

1. How satisfied are you at this college? (Circle a miner on the scale below.)
,

1
r), 3 I, 5 6 7 8 9

Dissatisfied Satisfied

2. Have you made a choice of major? Yes No (If yes, continue; if no, leave
rest blank.)

3. What is your tentative choice of major?

How certain are you of thin choice? (Circle a number on the scale below.)

1 2 3 h 5 6 7 8 9
Uncertain Certain

5 How satisfied are you with thilvchoice?

1 3 5 6 7 8 9
Dissatisfied Satisfied

6. What is your tentative choice of occUpation?'

7 How certain tre you bf your choice?

1 2 3 h 5 6 7 8 9
Uncertain Certain

,

8. HoW satisfied are you with,this choice? (CircLe a number on the_scale below.)

I 2 3 -h 5 6 7 8 9
DiSsatisfied Satisfied

4
193
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APPENDIX C

Pre and Post Student Achievement Tests
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Part I

Directions:

Student Achievement Pretest

10-

The following section deals with general questions about your status
in college. There are no right oriWVOng answers. Respond to each question
in the best way you can.

1. How much do you feel you know about the college majors offehri;at your

school? This includes the area of study, course requirements, and
eventual employment opportunities. On a scale from 1 to 5 with 1 as

VERY LITTLE and 5,A LOT, indicate how much you feel you know about
college Majors.

1 2 3 4 5

very little a lot

2. How much do you feel you know about the procedures for declaring your
college major? This- includes people to contact, steps to follow, and-='
any paper work involved. Use the following scale to indicate how
much you teel you know about this process.

0

1 2 3 4 5

very little a lot

3. Where are you now in the process of se-lecting a college major? Read

the following statements and check the appropriate responsesprovide
additional information if appropriate.

I have not tkought a great deal about the selection of my
college major yet.

I have thought about college majors but am still undecided.
I am considering the f011owing areas:

I have decided upon my college major. It is

have already changed my college major. My original selection
was , but now I have changed to

195
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4. How much do you feel you know about the occupations and oliportunities

for employment.that relate to various college majors? Do you know what

occupations you could enter and what the ftiployment opportunities are?

Indicate how much you feel you know about this on the scale .

very little,

2 3 4 5

a lot

S. How seriously have you thought about your career and occupatiohs up

to now? Read the following statements and the corresponding scale.
'The mark should indicate how concerned you were at different. times.

0 1

I thought about ,

my career during
high school.

.

1 2 3 4 5

very little a lot

I thought about
t, my career during 1 '

2 .3 4 5

my first year of very little!' a lot

college.

I plan to corisider
my career during 1. 2 3 4 S

the next three very little a lot

years. .

I plan to consider . 1 2 3 4 S

my car6er after very li,ttle a lot

college.

6. What is your reason for going to college? You may have more than one

reason. Can you describe briefly what being in .college means to you?



7. Do you have an occupational goal? c_an you identify an occupation or
area of work that you are interested in? If you can, write the title
of the occupation here:
If you can't think of a specific occup4lon, you can identffy a general
area of work you are interested in? Wriie the area name here:

How se-17fous.are you about your occupational
goal?. Mill thelollowing scale to describe the importance of this
goal to you.

1 2 3 4 5

not very
important important

8. How well do you feel you understand yourself with respect to your.career?.
In the left column below are terms that relate to self and wbrk. Read
each one, think about how well you understand yourself in relationship
to work in each of the categories. Then mark the scale to indicate
how much you feel you know..

Occupational
Interests

Work Values

Carder Goals

Aptitudes

Abilities

Working with
People

Work Skills

1 2 3 4 5

very little b.

2 3 4

a lot

5

very little

1 2 3 4

a lot

5

very little

1 2 3 4

a lot

5

very little

1 4

a lot

5

very little

1 2 3 4

a lot

5

very little

2 3 4

a lot

very little a lot

..
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4.

9. How much do you feel you know about the world of work and opportunities
for employment in the future? For each statement in the left column mark

.the scale to indicate how much you feel you know about:

occupations
that interest 1

you very little
2 3 4

a lot

qualifications 1 2 3 4 5

for employment very little a lot

salary and 1 2 3 4 5

benefits very little a lot

future job 2 3 4 5

openings - very little a lot

opportunities
for advance-
ment

1 2

very little
3 4 5

a lot

colge prep-
aration for 1 2 3 4. .5

employment very little a lot

10. Frequently you must make career decisions. These decisions may relate
to your college woij,k or part-time or summer employment. How do you go
about making a de ision? What steps do you follow? Describe biiefly
'what you would o to reach.a decision.

a

-

How well do you make yOur decisions? Indicate on the following scale
how you rate your'decision-making skills, ,

1 2 5

just struggle I use a clear
along method for deciding

198



Part II

Directions: .

The following section deals with knowledge and concepts about the world
of work. Read the following questions aild.respond appropriately.

11. What does the term work mean to you? Can you define the meaning this
term has for you? What does it inelude Write a definition.

12. The term career is becoming more popular. What does the term career
mean to you? How does the term relate to what you are doing now; to
an occupation; to a job? Describe its meaning to you.

1 . There is a great deal of information about occupations and work in
our culture. Ard you aware of the basic ways in which it can be
organized? What factors do you feel are used to classify and
organize this informtion? List any you know or can think of.

14. For job openings, employers normally develop a list of the qualifications
to be met by applicants. Can you identify the types of qualifications

'generally used in hiring and describe the kind of evidence an employer
would be looking for? List them here.

'7
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15. Aptitudes are sometimes important in studying occupations. What

is an aptitude? Write your definition of aptitude.

Give some examples of common aptitudes.
?

16. Assume you need to have information,about occupations. Where would you
go to get information about the following?' In'the left column are items
about which information is available. On the line beside it write in
the name of the source you would go to for the information. Jt should
be a primary source and use the correct title for it. If you do not
know, place a mark in the column "I need help."

Information Source "I need help"

Information about
a specific occupation

Information about a
specific job

InfOrMation About
.salary and income

Information about
working conditions

Information about em-
ployment outlook

Information about
aptitude require-
ments

Information about 4

groups of occupations

Information about edu-
cational requirements.

Information about
training and methods
of entering occupations ,, 200
Information deftning a
specific occupation

2CfP".,, -.P*7**t":4""'-"14.



l7lOccupttional information can sometimes appear to be confusing and-
contrAdictory.- In fact the more information you have, the more
apparent this condition may be. It is therefe , riecessnry for
you to have some way to evaluate this'informatim. Have you had

is problem? Answer: yes no . When t is problem occurs,
w at criteria would you use to evaluate this inf rmation. Explain
how you would go about evaluating occupational in ormation:

201



Student's Name:

I.
Student Achievement Posttest

EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNTVERSITY

Social Security Number:,

These are posttest materials. You are being asked to respond on
this questionnaire as part of a study at ETSU on.the relationship of
college experience and career development.

Follow the directions for each Part. Similar questions may be
asked in the different sections. Do not let this concern you. You
should be able to move fairly rapidly4through the materials. Be
sure to consider each question before answering. Select the answer
that best describes your feeling about the question.

Special Instructions for Part I

Some of your earlier responses have been recorded in this
questionnaire for Part 1. This involves only questions 1, 2,
4, 8, and 9. Each of thepe questions has been highlighted by a
marginal note. - The diagonal orange line (/) on the scale represents
your first response. For these questions do the following:
(1) read the statement and decide upon your response--disregarding
your initial response. Mark your present response on the scale
using an "X," (2) then reassess your earlier response and mark the
scale with a vertical line (I) to show how you rate your knowledge of
the subject at the start of the Spring'Quarter.

JP
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Social Security Number:

Part I

Directions:

The following section deals with geAral questions about your status
in college. There are no right or wrong answers. Respond to each question
in the best way you can.

1.

Follow
4Special
Instructions

2.

Follow
Special
Instructions

-

How much do you feel you know about the college majbrs offered at your
. school? This includes the area of study, course requirements, and
eventual employment opportunities. On a scale from 1 to 5 with 1 as

VERY LITTLE and 5, A LOT, indicate .how much you feel you know about
college majors.

1

very,little
2 3 4 5

a lot

'How much do you feel you know about the procedures'for declaring your
college major? This includes people to contact, steps to follow, and
any paper work involved. Use the following scale to indicate how
much you feel you know about this process.

2

very little
3 4

a lot

3. Where are you now in the process of selecting a college majqr? Read

the following statements and check the appropriate responses-,provide
additional information if appropriate.

I have not thbught a great deal about the selection of my
college major yet.

I have thought about college majors but am still undecided.
I am considering the followlng areas:

I have decided upon my college major. It is

-

I have already changed my college major. my original selection

was , but now I have changed to

44*
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vecial
natructions

2

Howimuch do you feel you know about the occupations and opportunities
for employment that relate to various college majors? Do you Know what
occupations you could enter and what the employment opportunities are?
Indicate how much you feel you know about this on the scale.

1 2 3 4 5
very little a lot

How seriously have you thought about your career and occupations up
to now? Read the following statements and the corresponding scale.
The mark should indicate how concerned you were at different times.

I thought about
my career during
high school.

1 2 4 5
very little

Icgthought about
my career during 1

my first year of very little
college.

2

I plan.to consider
my career during 1 2
the next three very 1 tt e
years.

I, plan to consider
my career after very little
college.

1 2

4

3 4

a lot

3 4

a lot

5
Ot

a lot

6. What is your reason for going to college? You may have more than one
reasOn. Can you describe briefly what being in college means to you?

20 4
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7. bo you have an occupational goal? Can you identify an occupation or
area of work that you are interested in? If you can, write the title
of the occupation here:
If you can' think of a specific occupation, you cah identify a general.
area of work you are interested in? Write the area name here:

How serious are you about your occupational
goal? Mark the ioflowiiig scale to describe the importance of this
goal to you.

1 2 3 4 5

not very
important important

W. How well do you feel you ,understancl yourself with respect to your career?
Follbw In the left column below are terms that relate to self and work. Read

-Sp&cil each one, think about how well you understand yourself in relationship
-Thstructions to work in each of the categories. Then mark the scale to indicate

.how,much you feel you know.

Occupational
Interests

Work Values

Career Goals

Aptitudes

Yet

Abilities

Working with:
People .'

Work Skills

2 3 4

"As

5

very little

2 3 4

a lot

5

very little

1 2 3 4

a lot

very little

1 2 4

a lot

5

very liitle

1 2 3 4

a lot

5

very little

1 2 3 4

a lot

5

very little

1 . 2 3 4

a lot

r

-very little a lot

4
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9. How much du you feel you know about the world \of wolk and opportunities
Follow for employment in the future? For each statcmknt in the left column mark
Special the scale to indicate how much you feel you know about:
Thstructione

occupations
that interest 1 2 3 4

you very little a lot

qualifications 1 2 3 4 5
for employment very little a lo-f

,

salary and 1 4 5
. benefits very little a lot

future job 1

opehings very frale
ft

opportunities
for advance-
ment

1

2 3 4

a lot

2 3 4 5
very little

college prep-
aration for 1

employment very little
2

a lot

3 4 5

a lot

10. Frequently you must make career decisions. These decisions may relate
to your college work or part-time or summer employment. 116 do you go
about making a decision? What-steps do you follow? Describe briefly
what you would do to reach a decision.

How well do you make your decisions? Indicate on.the following scale
how you rate your decision-making skills.

1

just struggle
along

2

2 6

-5

use a clear
method for deciding



Part II

DI re cti ofis ;

The following section deals with knowledge and concepts about the
world of work. Read ihe following questions and respond appropriately.

11. What does the term work mean to you? Can you define the meaning
thir term has for you? What does it include? Write a defini0on.

12. The term career is becoming more popular. What does the term career
mean to you? How does the term relate to what you are doing now; to
an occupation; to a job? Describe its meaning to you.

'Jr

13. There is a great 'deal of information about occupations and work in
our culture. Are you aware of the basic ways in which it can be
organized? What factors do you feel are used to classify and
organize this information? List any you know or can think of.

'
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14. For job openings, employers normally develop a list of the
qualifications to be met by applicants. Can you identify the
types oC qualifications generally used In hiring and describe
the kind of evidence an employer would be looking for? List
them here.

15. Aptitudes are sometimes important in studying occupations. What is
an aptitude? Write your definition of aptitude.

V....A Si

Give some examples of common aptitudes.

.



16. Assume you need to have information about occupatfons. Where would you
go to get information about the following? In the left column are item-,

about which information is available. On the line beside it write in
the name of the source you would go to for the information. It !,houId

be a prinl,try sQurce and use the correct till(' fOr it. If- you do not

know, place a mark 4/7 in the column "I need heIp."

Information Source "I need help",/

Information about
a specific occupation

Information about a
specific job

Information about
salary and income

Information about
working conditions

Information about em-
ployment outlook

( Informatidn about
aptitude require-
ments

Information about
groups of occupations

Infoxmation about edu-
cational requirements

InfOrmation
training and meth ds
of entering occupations

Information defining a .

specific occupation .

17. Occupational infoi4ilation can sometimes appear to be confusing and

contradictory. In fact tho more information you have, the more
apparent this condition may be. It is therefore, necessary for you
to have some way to evaluate this information. Have you had this

,problem? Answer yes ,no Whan this problem occurs, what
criteria would you use to evaluate this information. Explain how

you would go about evaluating occupational information:
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APPENDIX D

CPDM 'Course Goals and Objectives
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,MISSION STATEMENT

The program will help student.; develop a greater understanding of

. a career 4s.a continuous growth process,and learn to manage their own

career development.

Lea miler Goa 1 s and Ob j ect ives

\
UNIT I GOAL: Students will apply the concepts of "career" and decision-

making dimensions in examining their own experience.

Objective 1: Students will be able to list their definitions of career.

Objective 2: Students will be able to identify theilicateer theme.

Objective 3: Students will be' able to disriss the three dimensions

composini a decision situation.

Objective 4: Students will be able to apply the decision-making dimensions

)
to a decision of their own.

UNIT II GOAL: Stud6nts will establish occupational preference by
"'

integrating knowledge or self and work..

4

Objectilie S: Students wAI1 be able tO list their occmpational, educational,
OP

ciVic, and home activities.

Objective 6: ktudents will be able to relate their interests to

, the 12 Career Arpas.

Objective 7: Students will be ible to differentiate the Worker Trait
.1

Groups and Career Areas they want to explore.

Objective.8: Stude ts will be able to recall their experienceS in each

of the ten types of work activities.

r
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Objective 9: Students will be able to rate their preferencCs for

ten types of work activities.

Objective 10: V.udents will be able to identify those work activities

they want to intlude and those to exclude in their etvers.

Objective 11: Students will be able to recall their experiences in

each of the ten work situations.

Objective 12: Students will be able to Tate their preferences for

ten work situations.

Objective 13: Students will be able to identify those work situations

they want to include and those to exclude in thAr career.

Objective 14: Students will be able to estimate their-aptitudes in

11, areas,

Objective 15: Students will be able to compare their aptitude'self-

dtimates with the key aptitUdes related to each Worker Trait Group..

Objective 16: Students will be able to list the titles of aptitudes

they want to include and those to exclude in their career.

4
Objective 17: Students will be able to recajl their preferred school

subjects.

'Objective 18: Stpdents will be able to distinguish tile Worker Trait

'Groups related to their preferred school subjects.

Objectivo 19: Students will be able,to list school subjectS they want

to include and those to exclude in their careers.
f

Objectie 20: Students will be able to choose Worker trait Groups to

explore based on positive factors listed on titir Personal,Vrofile

Chart.,



Objective 21: Students will be able to rate their reactions to each ,

Worker Trait Group description and qualification profile gilen their

ability tO U5e the Worker Trrait Group Guide.

Objective 22: Students will be able to list those physical demands,

working conditions, worker ftinctions, General Educational Development,

ansi preparation and learning they want to include and those to exclude

in their careers.

Objective 23: Giveli their completed Personal Profile.and WTG Chart

#2, students will be able to identify Worker Trait Groups they' want

to explore at the occupational 10el.

Objective 24: Students wila be able to compose career v lue stateMents,

given their,completed values chicklists.

Objectiire 25: Students will be able to prioritize their career

values.,

Objective26: Given the WTG Guide, students will pe able tç

select for exploration, occupations from the Worker Trait Gioups

°identified on their WTG.Chart #2, Column .1.0!..
. .

t_
Objective 27: Given the CIS and the ability to usit it, students will .

be 41e to complete one Occupational Information Summary.

ObjectiVe 28: Given the completed Occupitipnal Information Summary

and Worker Trait Group Chart , students will be able to differentiate

those occupations which best m:et theta* caper values.

Objective 29: Students will.be able-to summariz.e their current

occupational preferences.
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UNJT 111 GOAL: Students will identify tentative career goals by

learning to project personal values into the future.

Objective 30: Given the completed Personal Profile and Objective 25,

students will be able to evaluate their present activities.

Objective 31: Students will be able to contrast their present

activities with future preferred activities.

Objective 32: Students will be able to formulate their career goals.

Objective 3.3: .Given the completion of Unit II, students will be

able to revise their career theme.

UNIT IV GOAL: Students will devel'op a detailed career plan based upon

their goals, knowledge of college options, andrpersonal criteria

related to their values.

objectiVe 34: Given their completed WTG Chart #3vand career goal

Atatement, students will be able to differentiate those occupational

preferences which relate\to their career goal.

Obj'ective 35: Students will be able to locate in their milieu the

general and specific competencies and credentials which are required

to enter the ,occupations related to thylr career goal.

Objective 36: Given Objective 35, students will be able to appraise

those competencies and credentials they do not have.

Objective 37: Given the Field of Study-WTG Chart and Objective 36,

students will be able to identify the fields of study related to their

preferxed Worker Trait Groups.

Objective 38: Given the College Major-Occupation Index, students will be

able to Aetermine the college majors and related occupationsthey want

to further explore.*
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Objective 39: Given Objective 36, students will be able to determine

the means their institutions offer for acquiring needed crrdentials

and competencies.

Objective 40: Students will be able to formulate options for

reaching their'career goals.

Objective 41: Students will be able to evaluate their career options

to determine their most desirable option.

Objective 42: Students will be able to develop their career plan.

UNIT V GOAL: Students will demonstrate the ability to decide and

act with respect to the steps of their career plan.

Objective 43: Students will be able to work through a decision situation.

Objective 44: Students will be able to formulate the steps (actions)
4

necessary to implemenetheir selected option.

UNIT VI GOAL: Students will golliprehend planning and deciding as an

ongoing process and the means of controlling and shaping career.

--4jective 45: Students will be able to apply the decision-making process

to their daily lives; i.e., course selection.

-Objective 46: Given new information, about themselvesrand their milieu,

students Will be able to state their reassessed career goal.

Objective 47: Given their reassessed career goal, students will be

able to update and revise their career plan.

Objective 48: Students will be able to identify how the knowledge and

skills learned in the CPDM course increases control over their lives.

#
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Social Security Number:

Instructions:

(A)

1. A D

4. A D

7. A D

10. A D

13. A ibD

16. A D

19. A D

22. A D

25. A D

28. A D

31 .

34 .

37.

40..

43.

46.

.49.
, t

52.

55.

58.

ACDM ANSWER SHEET (Stde 1)

Circle "A" for' "Agree" and "D" for "Disagree"

PART I.

(B) (C)

2. A D 3. A D

5. A D 6. A D (A)

8. A D 9. A D

11.. A D 12. A D

14. A D 15. A D (B)

17. A D 18. A D

20. A. D 21. A D

23. A D 24. A D (C)

26. A D 27. A' D )

29. A D 30. A D

(D) (E)

A D 32. A D

A D 35. A D

A D 38. A D

A D 41. A D

A D 44 A D

V'
A D 47. A D

A D 50.. A 0

A
1-

D 53. A D

A D 56: A

A D .59.. A D

USED WIT111 PERMISSION AEL FIELD TEST

PART IL.

(F)

33. A D

36. A D

39. A D

4Z. A D

45. A D

48, A D

51. A D,

54 . A D

57. A D

60. A D
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ACDM AMWER SUELE (ilde 2).

Instructions,: Circle 4A" for "Agree" and "D" for "Disagree"

l'ART 111.

(G) (H)

61. A D 62. A D 63.

65. A D 66. A D 67.

69. A D 70. A 0 71.

..

73. A D 74. A D 75,
.

77. A D 78. A D 79.

81. A D 82. A D 83.

85. A b , 86. A .. D 87.
,

89: A D 90. A D 91.

93. A D 94744 A P 95.

97. A D 98. A D 99.

PART IV.

00- (L)

101. A D 102. A D 103.

105. A D 106. A D 107.

109. A D 110. A D 111.

113. A D 114.
.
A D 115.

117. A D 118. A D 119.

121. A D 122. A D 123.

125. A D 126. A D 127.

129. A D 130: 'A' D 131.

133, A D 134. A D 135.

137. A D 138. A D 139.

(1) (J)

A D 64. A D

A D 68. A D (c)

A. D 72. =A D

A D 76. A, D (H)

A li 80. A D

A D , 84. A. D (I)

A, D 88. A D

A D 92. A D

A D 96. A D

A D 100. A D

(4) (N) )

A D 104. A D (

A D 108. A D (K)

A D 112. A D

A D. 116. A D -(L) ..

A D 120. A D

A' D 124. A D (m) .

A D 128. ,A D

,. A D
rrt..v.,

A D

r

132.)

136.

A D (N) ...

A D
,

q.

A D 140. A D

..t
.

,
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ASSESSMENT OF CAREER DECISION MAKING

by

Vincent A. Marren, Ph.D.

PART I: HOW I MAKE DECISIONS

The first section of this huestionnaire is designed to find out how'you go
about mal$,Ing important decisions in your life. Some of these decisiOns', for
example, might be: to go to college or not; to decide oh a career; or to take
job X vs. Y. We believe that regardless of what the'decision is about, cacti-,
person has his or her own uniqde way of going about making decisions.. also
believe that there,is no one best way for everybody, and that you have prqbably T.

learned to rely on'a way which works best for you, based.on your past experience's.

Before filling out this svction,,think about how .you have made these Amppr-
tant decisions in the'past, or about how you are handlini; decisiorwith Ouch,
you are currCatly confrontedt -lry to get a picture oi how yoU typically Or
characteristically' make decislons. Then go ahead.ana'respond to the statements
belbw in terms of how.you feel. .Reme.lber,' we don't thihk there is a single best.
way for everybody, so there,are ot 'wrong" answers.

*, ,

On your answer sheet, circle "4" if.you Agree with the statemeht, or "D" if
you D1Sagree with.it, For a statemevt tp,be true of you, it doesn't tlways have
to 5;'*he 'Case, but more ofteh tharr.not: If you really ,can't make up your mind,
then Ieave.the item blank, but try not to leave*more than a few of them blank,
or the scores from the queStionnaire will not be valid:,

1. I am Very syetematicyhen I g about n;aking an important decision.

. 4. .

2. I often make 4 decision which Ts right-for Me Without knowing why I made
. ' the decUlion: '

.A.:. , . :-., . -r. ;'.
C, .

3.. WhenI-make a decision it.is important.to me what my friends ihink about it.
, .

4. tWely:MilkeLan important deeision without gathering all the informition.I
On:findk.

. .

5. Even on-important detisions I Make up my mind prettyAdickly.

6.- I like to-have someone to.steer me' in the-right rction-when I am faced
,wItkan.fmprtant.decision.

.

J .

.:*t, 0

k .

. .

liRken,URrake,a,,decip00,cOnsider its.consequenees In relation to deefsions.
I 1#111 have to make later on. ;:* r

4.14,
t4'

elm, Vincent A, Harrew:

.11

%,

o

0.
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8. When I make a decision I just truvt wy innel feellns and reaction.,.

fr,

9. I really have a hard time making important decisions without help.

10. When I need to make a decision I take my time and think it through carefully,

11. 1 often decide on something without checking it out and getting the fact!:,

12.. I often make lecisions basedron what other people think, rather than on .

what I would really like to do.

13. When an important decision Is coming up, I look far enough ahead so l'll

have enokigh time to plan and think it through hdfore I have to act.

14. I don't really think about the decision; it's in the hack of my mind for a

while, then suddenly it will hit me and T know what I will do.

15. I rarly make a decision without,talking to a close friend first.

16. I doublecheck my information sources to be sure I have the right facts

before deciding..

17. In.coming to a decision about something I usually use my imagination or

fantasies to.see how I,,wou,ld feel if I did it.

1. I put off making many decisions because thinking about them makes me uneasy.

19. Before I do anything important, I have.a carefully 'worked out plan.

20. '1 don't have to tiave a rational reason for most decisions I aiake.

21. I Seemeito need a 1ot of encouragement and support frbm others when I make

a decision.

V.
1 2. I don't make decisions hastily because,I want to be sure I make the right

decisions.

23. I make decisions pretty creatively, following my own Inner inE(tincts.

24. There's not much seilse in making decision that is going to make me

unliopular.

25. Often I see each of my decisions as stages in my progress toward a dop.nite
, A

goal.

. .

06.
I usually make my decisions based on how.things are for me right now rather

than how they'll be in the future.

27. I don't have much confidence in my ability to make,gctod decisions, so I

4sual1y rely on other's opinions.

4
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28. 1 like to learn 89 much as I ean about the possible consequences of a

decision before I make it.

29: A decisiom is right for,me if it is emotirally satisfying.

30. I usually don't have a lot of confidence in my decisiiiihs unless my friends

give me support on them.

PART II: HOW I FEELIABOUT BEING IN COLLEGE

For the rest of this q6estionnaire, all of the statements refer to your present
feelings. Mark the statement "Agree" only if,yon-feel this way_ right now. You

may hafe felt thiS way in the past, or yo6 could conceivably feel this way In the

future, but if you aren't concerned about this right now,.or if this is not
relevant to you right now, mark it "Disagree!'.

31. I don't know what the instructors in my courses'expect.

32. People are. starting to listen to some of my ideas around here.

33. I believe I've been pretty successful in adjusting to college.

34. I'm trying to find out what the people I live with want of me.

35. I've been talking some of my friends 'back home into going to ollege.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.
u

45.

46.

47!

Pet,ple here seem to tespect me and value my ideaS.

I'm just beginning to feel a part of 'things around here.

4
Some of my'instructors seem open to suggestions for improving their course.

I feel like we are allhelping each other to accomplish our goals.

It's hard to know how .to act at this school.

I'm trying toget other students involved in things, instead of just
sitting around.

This college seems to bt meeting my expectations and needs pretty well.

1 don't feel that I really.belong here yet.
rA.

T%often.talk to My instructors outside of class.

The encouragement and support I've gotten .has helped me tb try harder to do
well.

'

*-

Most of the stndents bere seem to have attitudes and values like mirie.

oenk iin class when I don't agree with the*instructor.I'm nt afraid to sp d
. II

t.

V.
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48. I've been getting a lot ot potItive teedhJek from my inA_Iuclou;.

49. I've had to change it) some ways in order to get along with people here.

50. I like to hang around on campus during my free hours.,

51. Some of my instructors have helped me to get a more objective picture of

myself.

52. I wonder 4,f further education is worthwhile,for me.

53. I'm learning to be more assertive to get what I want.

54. I'm prcttr satisfied with the way thiggs are working out for me here.
,

55. SoAe of the instructors here are pretty hard to'satisfy.

56. I really enjoy getting involved 1.11 group projects with other studepts.A
57. I feel a sense of working together or team effort here.

58. I've been asking other'students how they like it here.

59. I've been telling my friends at other colleges what a great place this is.

60. Some 0 the advanced students have helped Inc become more realistic.

PART III: WHAT WANT TO STUDY

61. I.have a widerange of course interests.

62. If f choose the wrong major, ii could slow me down in getting through college.

63. I'm pretty certain about my choice of major.

64. I 1ike most of!the teaChers 'and students.in my major.

65. I beed to take at_i_.7t of different courses to see what I like.

66. I need to consider my

j:

nterests in choosing a major.

67., It would take a lot to :)ake me change my.mlnd about my maj r.

68.. I realizeAir majo limits the kinds of future goals I can s t for myself.
. v

69. I don't know how to go about choosing.a Tajor:

70. My past experien in school should help pie decide on t major.
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71. There just isn't anything else thnt l'd rathel major in.

72. Some of the advanced courses in my major look pretty hard.

73. The more l'think about a malor, the more confused I get.

74. I've changed my mind about my major because of some of the courses l've
taken.

75. It's a relief to have deadedon my major!

76. I wonder how I will fit In with other students in my major:

77. I need to decide on a major.

78. I know what major I want, but I don't know what I could do with it aftei-
I graduate.

f
79. I enjoy telling people what I'm majoring in,.

80. Most of my f,riends are either in my major or a closely relate4,one.

81. I haven't definitely decid,.i against any major.

82. I don't know if I'm capable enough for the majors considering.

83. I've decided what I will major in.

44. My interests and attitudes are like most of the students in my major.

85. I wish I kneW what I wanted to stludy.

86. I need to choose my courses more wisely(than I hAve in the past.

87. My majbr gives me a sense of purpose1ind direction.

88. Wen people know what you major is, they expec4 you to act in a certain way.

89. rI don't knoW what courses td take next semester.

90. I see some disadvantages to the major I am considering.

911 I get pretty wrapped up in discussions about things in my major.

92. I need several electives that can't-be in my major. 4
4

There ard just so many different kinds of courses 1 would like to taie.

94. there are a mimber of mfijors which I have decided agai!tst.

95, I'm looking forward to getting into the advanced courses in my major.

. 96. I need to see an adviporin my major to plan the rest of my program.

4 f
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97. I've looked into several proglams, but don't know what 1.111 leally lookini;

for. f
98. I need n prograii that is br:oad arid flexible.

99. I really-get invedved in conrses in my major.

Ob.

100. Since choosing a major, my personality seems to be changing.

, PART IV: 'WHERE I AFTER COLLEGE

101. Almost any career seems appealing to me.

102. What I used to think I wantdd to become doesn't seem practical anytilore.

103. I ihink I'll be happy with ihe carcer I have chwn.

104% I wonder what kind of job I'll be able tb get in my field.

105. -My plans fOr the future 4re tOo indefinite.

- 106. I'm tryNig to decide,between two or three possible careers.

107. I'm pretty cortain about the occupation I will enter.

108. My attitudes and outlook are blcoming more like the people I know in my field.

109. I want to know what field of work I'm best suited'for.

110. There Are'several caTeers, which I have 'already okecided against.

1

111. I'm a lot happi.er.now tilt my fvture career is clear to me.

112. The occupation.I haveichw4en will affect ehe kinds of friends I will have

in, the future

113. I don't know what I really want out of 11

0
114. I!ve become more realistic-in my thinking about possible careers.

115. I won't let anything get in the way to mylkeaching my goal.

A

116. I don't have enkfilgh experi nee for a job in my field.

117.. I4`need ipformation about o cupations.

, x
118.' I've changed my mind about what I wan ed to become; now-that I've learn

more aboilt the field.
4

119. Tho more I learn about things, in my field, the more i lved I become.

120. / needto find out what jobs are availal2le in my field.

k.

121. I'm intereated-ia toko many fields.
21
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122. I'm more certain of the flelda I don't want than what I do want.

123. I've decided on the ffeld T am going into.

124. I hope the people in my field will' accept me.

125. 1 need to dpcidc on an.occupation.

126. I know what's important to Me, but T don't know what kind of career would
meet most of my,needs.

127. The career I have chosen fits in with my pcIrsonality.

"I need to start thinking about lob intepriews,

19. It's hard to know what to look for In a caree .

k
130. I need to know more about the training required for some of the occupatipns

I.am consiaering.

131. I feel I can overcome any obstacles in the way of my goal:

132. I will probably have to moVe sway from here to get a job in'irty field.

133. I can't decide on a career because my interests10!rp changing.

134. I don't know if I'have the right kind of personality for the workI'm
considering.

135. It's unlikelY that'I will change my mirld about* career plans.

136. The people in my fferhave certain expectations of me.

137. I don't know how to goa abou't deciding on a career.'

138. There are not many job opportunities in the ield that I really like. 1
Mt, v

139. I'm looking forwe0 to getting out of school, Id_getting started in my career.
4

140, I think I'm ready to choose a speeialty within my chosen tield.
44
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, CARLLR PLANNING AND DLCISIO,N MAKING STUDLNT SURVLY

4r

Social Security Number:

Age: Sex:

,

l. Why did you enroll in this course?

An-

2. What has been your work experience to this point?'

I have been a student and not worked.

I littve held part-time or summer jobs while attending school.

.1 have been employed full time (nare occupation)
-r---

Other (describe)

This survey is being administered to obtain information about "where you ar
now" in your career planning and-decision-making process.

/
The followinesectionNdeals with general queStions about yOur status in ,

co1legit and your knowledge of carqer. The're aretno right or wrong answers.
Respond to eaih question in the,best way you can.

3. Knowledge About College Majors

,) How much do you know about thek4ol1ege majors offered at-your scha61?
This includes the area of study, course requireants, and eventual .

employment opportunities. Check tht statement below that shows how
Much yoii know.

I know nothing about the college majors offered at my school./

XpoW verOittle,about the college majors offered at my school.

I know-littTe about .00 coller majors offered at my school..

I know somL abouqhe college( majors offered at my school.

PART I

gret,Amilabout the college majors Offered at my.school.

)
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4. Knowledte About :Occupations

How much do you know about the ccupations and opportunities for

employment that relate,to conk majors? Do you know what

occupations you could enter? .Ch (.1( the statement below that shows

how much you know.

I know nothing about, the occupations and opportunities fdr

employment that relate td-college

I know very little about the occupations and opportunities

for employment that relate to college majors.

Ijnow a little about the occupations and opportunities for

/employment that relate to college majors.

I know some about the Acupations and opportunities for
employment that relate to college majors.

I know a great deal about the occupations and opportunities

for employment that relate to college majors.

/
Dar items 5 through 9,,check the response that shows how much you know

`about occupations that interest you.

4

S. How much do you know about the qualifications for employment in

oocupations that interest you?

nothing,
very little
little
some
a great deal I r

6.. How much do you know about the salary and benefits of occupations ,

that interest you?

nothing
very little
little .
some
a great deal

7. ow much do you know about future job openings in the occupation

that interest you?

nothingl.

, very littfe
little ,

some
a great dea4

228



8. How much do you know about occupational advancement in the occupations
that interest you?.

4
'I nothing

very little
little
some
a great deal

0

9. How much do,you know about college preparation for employment in the
. occupations that interest you?

nothing
very little
little
some
a great deal.

(

10. How much have you thought about selection of a college major? (check one)

I have not yet Ihought about selection of a college major.

'I have thought very little about selection of a college major.

I have thought a littlejabout selettion of a college major.

I have thought some about the sel4tion of a college major.

I have,thought a great deal about selection of a college major. ,

11. At what point are you in deciding upon ri college major? (check one)

I have no idea about what my college major will be?

I have very little idea about, what my college major will be.

I have some idea about what my college major will be, but have
not completely decided. I am currently considering

4' t

I have decided upon a college major. It is

" 429
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12 , How many times have you already changed your major?

What were your previous selections?

A

fLr items 13 through 18, check the response that shows hpw well you

understand yourself in relation to work.

13. HoW well do you understa0 ylur occupational interests?

not at all
a little
fairly vT11
well
extremely well
I'm not sure what this means

14. How well do you understand your work values?

not at all
a little
fairly well
well
extremely well
I'm not'sure what this means

15. How wtll do you understand your career goals?

not th all
a little
fairly well
well
extremely well
I'm not sure what this means

16. How Well do you understand your aptitudes?

not/at all
a lftttle

f rly well
well
extremely_well
I'm not Sute'what this means

17. How well do you understand your work competencies?

not at all
a little
fairly well

4pell
eXtremely well
I'm not sure what this' iteans

30
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18. How well do you understand your work skilk?

not at all
a '

fairly well
well
extremely well
I'm not sure what this means

19. requently you must make career decisions. These decisions may
relate to your college work or part-time or summer employment. How
do you go about making an important decisiori?( What steps do you
follow? Describe briefly what you would do t4 reach an important
decision

On the following scale rate the effectiveness of your way of making
decisions.

1 2 3 4 4 5

very poor adequate good excellent
poor

20 What does the term work mean to you? What does it include? Write
a.definition.

21. What does the term career mean to you? Write a definition.

231'
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PART 11

0

AssuMe you need information about-an occupation. Read the following

situations. In the space to the rAght of each situation, write the

source you would go to for the information. If you do not know a

source, place a Wrmark in the right column

Situation

24. I w,ant .to get an.idea of what the
job market will be like for ocean-
ographers by the mid-1980's.

23. l,want to know what college majors
I can pursue to become an oceatl-
'ographer.

24. My favorite high school subject
was biology. I want to know what

groups of occupations are
directly related to biology.

25.- I want to know what occupations
would involve creative thinking.

Source

6

Don ' t Know

a Source

26. Where can I go to find occupations
which do not require high
mathematical abilities?

41

27. Occupational informatidp can sometimes appear to be confusing and

contradictory. In fact the more information you have, the more

apparent this condition may be. When this problem occurs, what

criteria would you use to evaluate information?

2 3 .

hr.



28. Read the definitions listed in the left column. Match each, definition
with the term it defines in the right column. In the space to the
left of each definition, write the letter of the term it best defines.

activity intended to produce something
of benefit to the individual or the
society

. .

'all of the tasks performed by a worker'

continuous integration of values in
relation to the milieu through work"

uSe of knowledge of self to learn'more
about the world of work and us.e,of
knowledge of the world of work to learn
more about self

quickness or ease with which people
can learn or develdp understanding
and skills

,

occupations which pivolve similar
worker characteristics

things people learn and the skills
they.develop

aChievemept of self-integration in
'relation to the milieu through
:knowledge of self and milieu

N..

activity undertaken for personal
pleasure

. .

overriding principle that gives
.structure.and meaning.to the sequence
of one's work, education and training
experienceS,

1,

233

a. career development

b. career theme

C. deciding

d. occupational group
arrangement

e. job

f, workr trait

g. occupation

h, occupational

i. aptitudes

leisure

K. work
,

group

exploration

1. 'career exploration

m. competencies

n. career goals

o, abilities
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CAREER PLANNING AND DECISION-MAKING STUDENT SURVEY

Social Security Number:

Age: Sex:

1. Would you enroll in a-career planning and deciion-making course if
lyne were offered? (Check one) Yes- No

4
2. What has been your wqrk experience to this poift?

1 have been a student and not worked.

I have held part-time or summer jobs while 71ttending.school.
a'

I have been employed full time ( a e occupation)

Other (describe)

This, suivey is being administered to obtain information about "where you are
now" in your career planning and decision-making process.

PART I

The following section deals with general questions about your status in
college and your knowledge of career. There are no right or wrong answers.
Respond to each question in the best way you can.

3. Knowle4e. About College Majors

How much do you know qbout.the college majors ied at your school?
Thi$ includes the area of study, course requi ements,' and eventugol
employment opportunities. Check the sfateM6pt below that shows how
much you know.

I know nothing about the college majors offered at my

I know veiy little about the college majors offered at

school.

my school.

I know little, about.the college majors offered at my school.

I know sow about the college majors offered at my school.--

I know a great deal-aboUt the college majors offered-at my school.

"



a,

b

-

1.

4. KnOwledse About Occupations

How much do you know about the occupations and.opportunities for

employment that relate to college majors? Do you know what

occupations you could enter? Check the statement below that shows

how much you know.

I.know nothing about3the occupations a0 opportunities for

employment that,relate to college majors.

I know very little about the occupations and opportunities

for employment that relate to college majors.

I know a little about fhe ocCupations
employment that relate to college majo

I knoW some about fhe occupations -and
employment that relate to college mhjo

know a great deal about the occupations and opportunities

for employment that relate to college majors.

and opportunities for
TS.

opportunities for
TS.

For items 5 thro4h,9, check the response that shows how riih ybu know

about occupations that interest you.

5. How much do you know aBoul-the qualifications f6T employment in

occupations ,that interest you?

nothing
very' little

little '

some
11great deal

'. ,

V.

6. . How much. do you'knol'about-the salary and ben$Its of occupations

that interest:you?

nothing
very little
little
somo
a great deal,

7. HoW much do you luitow about faure job openings in the occupations

that interest you?

mithing
very little
little
smile

a great deal 236



8. How much do you know about occupational advancement in the occupation-;

that interest you?

nothing
very little
little_ .
some
a great deal

#

9. How Much do you know about college pre ration for emploimentoin the
occupations that fnterest you?.

pothing
very little
little*
some
a grearf deal

-

10. How much have you thought about selection of a collebomaior?. (chcck ono)

r-

I have not yet Jugh t about selection of a follege major.

I have thought very little about selection of.a college major,

I have thought a little about selection of a college major.

I have thought some about OyeYselection of a college major.
ft 04

I have thought a great deal about selection of a.college major.

11. At what-point are you in deciding upon a college major? (check one)

I have no idea about what my college major will be?

I have very little idea about what my college major will be.

Yt.1 ,

iOU'itt4Itt!.

f:
I have soMe idea about what my college major will be, b(It

not completely decided.. I am currently considering

I have decid6d upon a college major.

237
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12. How itiany times .have you already changed your

What were your previous selections?

4

r items 13 through 18, check the retTonse that shows how well you

"Iand yourself in relatigen to work.

13. How well do you understand your 1cupational interests?

not at all
a little
fairly well

40'

well
extremely well
I'm not -sure what this means

1-1. How well do you understand your work values?.

, not at all
ia

fair,ly well

well
extremely well
I'm not sure what this means

15. How well do you undstand your career goals?

not at all
a little
fairly well
bell
extremely well
I'm not sure'what this meatill,

16. How well do you understand your aptitudes?

na at all

(i)

extremely well
I'm not sure what,this means

17. How well do you understand your work competencies?

hot at all,
a little
fairly well
well
extremely well
I'm not surewhat this means

,



18. Uow well klo you underst anti

not at all
a little
fairly well-A,

your work skills?

extremelyKwell
I'm 'not suTe what this means

19. Frequently you Must mitke career decisions.- Th
relate to your college work or part-time or su
do you go about making an imPortant decision.?
follow? Describe briefly what you would do to
decision.

e decisions may
r employment. How
lilt steps do you

reach an importantle,

On the following scale rate the effectiveness of your way of.making
decisions.

1
-

very
poor

2 3

poor adequate
4

good excellent

20. What does the telm work mean to you? What does
a definiti6h.

it include? Write

zq -

21. What does the term caree'r metutto you? ,Write a definition:

239
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PART II

Assume you need information about an occupation. Read the following

situations. In the space to the tight of each situation, write the

source you would go to for the information. If you do not know a

source, plle a Oelmark in the right column.

Situation Source

22. I want to get an idea of what the

job market will be like for ocean-
ographers by the mid-1980's.

23. I want to know what college majors

I can pursue to become an ocean-
ographer.

24. my favorite high school subject

was biology. I want to know what
groups of occup tions are

;
directly relate to biology.

25. I want to know what occupations.
would ilpolve creative thinking.

26. Where can I go to find occupations
'which do not require high
mathematical abilities?

1

27. Occupational information can sometimes appear to be confusing and

contradictory. In fact the more information y9u have, the more

apparent this condition may be. When this proWem occurs, what

criteria would you use to evaluate information?

6

Don't Know

v

..N
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28. Read the definitions listed in the left column. Match each 4efinition
'with the term it defines in the right column. In the space to the
left of each definition, write the letter of the term it best defines.

--16--
relation to the milieu through work

activity i ded to produce someIlikthing
of benefit o the individual or the
society --

all of the tasks performed by a worker

continuous integraticin'of values in

tile of knowledge of self to learn more
about the world of work and .use of
knowledge of the world of work to learn
more about self

quickness oy ease with which people
can learn or develop understanding
and skills

occupations which involve similar
'worker characieristics

things people learn and the skills
they develop

achievement of self-integration in
relation to the milieu through
knowledge of self and milieu

activity undertake for perfonal
pleasure e.

overriding principle that gives
structure and meaning to the sequence
of one's wort, education gnd training
experiehcesz

7

a. caeer development

1)\ career theme

c. deciding

d. occupational group
arrangement

*. job

f. worker trait group

g- occupation

h. occupational exploration

i. aptitudes

J. leisure

k. work

1. career exploration

m. competencies

n. career goals

44%. abilities

241
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CAREER PLANNING AND DECISION-TAKING GOURSL
STUDENT SURVEY

Soc I a I cier tir i Iv Number :

Age: Se):

e^

1. How prepared are you to make career.plans?

very poorly prepared
poorly propared
adequately prepared
well pre.pared
very well prepared

2. Having completedothe Att. Career Planning and Decision-Making course,
how much better preNired are you to make career decisions?

no better
a l,ittje better
guite(a bit better --

a g-reat dckal bettgr
y

fr

This survey\ s being administered to obtain information for evaluating
the Career-T anning _and Decision-Making course you have just completed.

PART I

The folllowing section deals with your current stafbs in college, your
,Jfrknowledge of careers, and how much understanding you think you have

gained from completing this courae. There are no right or Wriong answers.

Respond to each question In the best way you can.

3. Knowle0e About College Majors
- .

A. HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE COLLEGE MAJORS OFFERED AT YOUR

SCHOOL? This includes the area of study, course reguirgments,

and !eventual employment.opportunities. Check the stwiement
below that shows how much you know.

nothing
very. little

a little
, some'

a eat deal

.
213
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B. Having completed WS course, how much understanding have you.
gained about the college majors offerod at your school?

none
very little
a little
a moderate amount
a great deal

4., Knowledge Adtput Occupations/

,,Ie

A. HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE OCCUPATIONS AND I PORTUNITIES
FOR EMPLOYMENT THAT RELATE TO COLLEGE MAJORS? [ you know
what occupations you could enter? Check the sta ement relow
that showkhow. much you know.

nothing
very little ,

a little
some
a great deal

B. Having completed this course, how much understandin have you I

gained about the occupations and opportunities for eMployment
that relate to college Majors?

none
very little
a little
a moderate amount.
a great deal

//
liems15 WOugh 9 have two parts, A and B. Check the response In Part A
thatifshows how mUch you know about occupations that interest you. Then
check the response in Part B that shows .hcm much understanding you have
gained from completing this course. IP

.404'

5. 4. How muCh do you know about the qualifications for employment
in occupations that interest you?

-2/ nothing
very little ./ little
some. (

a great'clealaL
, mk

13. Having completed this course, how much Lerstanding have you
.gained about .the qualificatipbs for employment in occupatifns
that interest you?

none
very little
a little
moderate AOtptipt
a great deel

.iierel.44,4=mt
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A. How much do you know aboul the .,;alary nnd honofit.. of
occupalion5 illi.:inievest you?

nothing
very little
little
some

a great dead
vrIt

B. Having Completing this course, how muCh understandhe.hav6i.
you gained about the salary and !benefits of occupations fhai
interest you?

none
very little
a little /

moderate am/Sunt
a great deal

7. A. How much do yob know about future ob openings in the occupations
that interest/you?

nothing
very little
litAle
some
a great deal

B. Having completed this course, how much understanding have you
gained about future Job openings in the occupations that interest
you?

none'

very little --
.a llttle
moperate amount
a *eat deal

8. A. How much do you know about occupational.advancement in the,
occupations that interest you?

- nothing.
very little
little

moderate amount
a great deal

B. Having cempleted this course, how much understanding have you
gained about-occupational advancement in the occupations that.
.41terestif9u?

none. /

very little
a little
Moderate amount

. -vr-r,*4 a great deal 245
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A. How much do you know ohout collogo prop;IIntlim ft)1 cmploymont hi

the occupatiookthat interest you?
..)-'

Ilb

* noth 1 ng

very litflo A-
lithile '4

/
(.)rno

(141-. \ N--eTteat deal.
.

6,

B. Having coMpleted this courte, howditch understanding have you
gained about college preparation for employment in the'
occupations that interest you?

none
very little
a little
moderate amount
a great deal

10. A. How much have you thought about select-jou of a college ajor?

t44

I have not yet thought about selection of acolloge1ajor.
I have thought very little about selection 64 a college major.
I have thought a littl.e about selection of a college major.
I-have thought.some about the sel,ection of a colLege major.
I have thought a great deal about selection-of a college major.

B. Dur,ing this class term, .hcm much more have yotNhought about
settction of a colletie major?

nd more
very little
little
a moderate amount
a great deal

4

11. At what point are you in, deciding upon a,c(Illege major? (check one)

I have no idea abdut-what my college major will be.
I have very little idea about whaA my college major will Ile%

I have some idea about what my College major will be, but have
not completely decided. I qm currently co siOring

3

V

I have decided upon a coll4,ge ma o . It is

^

216
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5

12. Mayo you.changed your choice of major durFne thk -term?
;,

Yes No

If yes, slate your reason changing.

Items 13 through 18 also have two parts. Chock the response that shows
how well you understand yourself in relation to work (Part A). Then
check the response that shows how much understanding you have gained
from completing this course (Part ED.

13. A. How welludo you understand your occupationnl interests?

not at air
a little
Jairly well
well

; extremely well
I'm pot sure what this means

,

B., Having completbd this course, how much understanding have
you gained about your occupational interests?

pone
. very little

a little
,moderaV amount
a great deal

14. A. How well do you understand-your work values?

- not at all',
a little, .

fairly welr
wel
extremely well
I'm not sure what this. means--A-
V.

1/4

4yHavi94.completed this course, how much understanding have you
gained about your work values.?

4 nQpc4_

very Ittile
. a little

moderate apount'.
Eigreat de&

,

f A

.
a.



15. A. llow well do you under,Aand y6,411" career qoal',"?

not at all.

little
fairly well
yell
extremely well
I'm not sure what thi means

B. Having comifleted this course, how much cderstandly ha've
you gained-about your career qoals?

none
very little
a little
moderate amount
a great deal.

16, A. 'How well do you understand ydur aptitudes?

not at all
a little
fairly weLl
well
extremely well
I'm not sure what this means

B. Having completed this course, how much undestanding have you
Olnethabout your aptitudes?

none
,

very.litile
a little
moderate amount
a great deal

17. A. How well do you understand your work competencies?
3-

not at all
a little
fairly well

extremely' well
I'm not -sur7e what this means

C.

-B. Having completed this course, how much understanding haVe.you
gained about your work competencies?

none
very little
a little,
moderate aMount
a great deal

tf fe 7
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IN. A. How weLl do you undeli,,tand your work ,,kilk?

-
not af- a I I

a little
fairly well
well

extremely well
I'm not sure what this means

,m1p.

B. Having completed this course, how much understanding have you
gained about your work skills?

none
very little
a little
moderate amount ,

a great deal
'

19. Frequontly you.muSt make career decisions. These decisions may
retate to.your college work or part-time or summer employment. How
do you go OW making an important decision? What steps do you
follow? Describe briefly what you would do to reach an important
decision.

On the following scaie rate the effectiveness of your way of
. making decisjohs.

1 2 !*-11'03 4 .5
V very ...,../poor, quate good excellent

poor

On the following scale rate the effectiveness of your current
way of making deoisions COMPARED WITH YOUR 'WAY PRIOR TO THE
COURSE.

1 2 3 4 5

.much less as more much more
less , effective effective effective effective

effective

**I
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20 Whai ihe -tom work moan lo you? Whoi dt)w, it includtl? Wt

a definition.

,

1

21. What does thei term cr_q_ r mean to you? Writo a definition.

s

PART II

Assume you,neod information about an occupation. Read tho follpwing( "NN
situations. In the space to the right of each situation, write the sourc
you would go to for the information. If you do not know a source, place '

a.4,1 mark.in the right column.

Situation Source

22.
job market will be like for
I want to get an Idea of the

oan-
ographers by the mid-1980's.

23. I want to know what college majors
I can pursue to become an ocean-
ographer.

24. My favorite high.school subjct
was biology. I want to knowkwhat
groups of occOpations are
directly roplated to biology.

25. I want to know what occupations
would involve creative thinkinglit

4110
26. Where can I go.to find occupations

which do not require high
mathematical abilities?

Don't fnow
a Source

5 0
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27. Occupational informalion can ,;omotime., oppern- h) ho c(41fu.,ing iiiI
contrad acictory. In ft the mree Information yOu have, the more

/Ir. apparent this condition may be. When this problem occurs, what
criteria would you use to evaluate informalion?

28. Read lho (Jof iiii i RjflS listed in lho loft column. Match each
definition with t e term it (Wines in the right column. In

the space to the left of each definitiOn, write the letter of tho
term it best dines.

aclivity 1nt6nded to produce something
of benefit to the individual or -the
society

all of the tasks performed by a worker_

continuous integration of values in
relation to the milieu through work

Lite of knorqedge of self to *arn more
about the wirld of work and use of
knowledge of the woriolof work to learn
more about self .

41
quickness or ease with.whi'ch people
can learn or develop uriaerstanding
and skills

ocCupations which involve similar
worker characteristics

4
things people learn and the skills
they develop

, achievement of self-integration in
relation to the milieu through
knowledge of self and milieu

;.%.

activity undertaken for personal
pleasure*

,p

. overriding principle that gives
structure and meaning to the
sequence of one's work, education,
and training experiences

dir

251

a. career development

b. career theme

C. deciding

d. occupational group
arrangement

e. Job

f . worker trait group

g. occupation

h. occupational exploration

I. aptitudes

J. leisure

k. work

1. career exploration

competencies

n. career goals.

o. abilities
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CAREER PLANNING AND DECISION-MOING COURSE
STUDENT SURVEY

Social Slicurity Number:

Age: Sex:

During this term, have you talked with anyone enrolled in a career
planning/decision-making course? Yes No

If yes, did you discuss the course? Yes No

2. During this term, have you been exposed to any career planning
and decision-making_Baterials? lf yes, which materials?

This survey is being administer to obtain information about "where
you are now" in your career pmning and decision-making process.

PART I

fle following section deals mith general questions about your status in
coVlege and your knowledge of career. There are no righfor wrong answers.
Re ond to each question in the best way you can.

3. knowledge About College Majors

144/' IUCII DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE COLLEGE MAJORS OFFERED AT YOUR SCHOOL?
This includes the ared of study, course requirements, and eventual
employment, miportunities. Check the statement below that *shows how
,much youknow.

nothing
very little
a little
some
a great deal

,
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4. Knowledge About Occupation-,
_ _ _

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE OCCUPATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES

FOR EMPLOYMENT THAT RELATE TO COLLEGE MAJORS? Do you know what

occupations you cyuld enter? Check the statement below that

shows how much yop know.

nothing
very little
a little
some
a great deal

For items S through 9, check the response that shows how much you know

about occupations that interest you.

j

5. How muCh do you know about the qualifications for employment

in occupations that interest you?

nothing
very little
little
some
a great deal

.1

6. How much do you know about the salary and bene'fits of occupations

that Interest you?
/

,

/ /
,/

nothing ... , // )
z ,

,
very little t

1_
little_
some
a great deal

7. How much do you know about future job openings in the occupations

that intekest you?

nothing '4?

very little
little
some
a great deal



t^

8. How much do you know about occupational *dadvancemen( in the occupation.;
that .interest you?

notiiing

,vellf little

little
some
a great deal

9. How much do you know about college preparation for employment in the
occupations that interest yOu?

nothing
very little
little
somds
a great deal

3

10. How much have you thought about selection of a college major? (check one)
tit

have not yet thought about selection of a college major.

I have thought very little about selection of a college major.

\
I have thought a little abodt selection of a college major.

I have thought some about the selection of a college major.

'I haVe tholUghtia great deal about selection of Ccallege major.

11. At what point are you in deCiding upon a college major? (check one)

hate no ide abdut what my,college major will be?

I have very little idea about what my college major will be.

I have some idea about what'my college major will be, but have
(not completely decided. I-am currently considering

I have decided upon a college major. It is

+
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12. Have you changed your choice of major dying this term? Ye', No
If yes, state your wason for changin,!.

For items 13 through 18, check the response that shows how well you
understand yourself in relatiOn to work.

13. How well do you understand your occupational interests?

not at all

a little
fairly vell
well
extremely well
I'm not sure what this means

14. How well do you understand your work values?

not at all
a little
fairly well
well
extremely well
I'm not sure what this means

/)
15. How well dd you understand your career goals?

) not' at all

a little
fairly well
well,
extremely well
.I'm not sure what this means

16. How well do you understand your aptitudW

,
not at all
a little
fairly well
well
extremely,well
I'm not sUre'whatthts.rileans

/1.7. How well do you understand your work,competencies?

not at all
a little,_
fairly well
well
extremely well

not sure what this means

2 6



18. How well do you understand your work skills?

not at all
a little
fairly well
well
extremely-vell
I'm not sure what this means

19. Frequently you must make career decisions. These decisions may
relate to your college work or part-time or summer employment. How
do you go about making an important,decision? What steps do you
follow? Describe briefly what you would do to reach an important
decision.

4i

On the following scale rate the effectiveness af your way of making
decisions.

1 2 3 4 5

very poor ade4uate rod excellent
poor-

20. What does the term work mean to you? What does it include? Write
a definition.

What docl ,t4.,t.ern)::qa470/17, at7ap.. to .yol,q, iyyjte:A .4efilli,t ion,.
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PART 11

Assume you need information about an occupation. Read the following

situations. In the space to the right of each situation, write the

source you would go_dto for the information. If you do not know

source, place a OwIrmark in the right column.
Don't Know

Situation Source a Source

22. I want to g'et an idea of what the
job market will be like for ocean-
ographers by the mid-1980's.

23. I want to know what college majors
I can pursue to become an ocean-
ographer.

24. My favorite high school subjewt
was biology. I want to know what
groups of occupations are
directly related to biology.

25. I want to know what occupations
would involve creative thinking.

26. Where cab I go to find occupations
which do not require high
mathematical abilities?

27. Occupational information can sometimes appear to be confusing and

contradictory. In fact the more information you have, the more
apparent this condition may be. When this problem occurs, what
criteria would you u5e to evaluate information?

Olk

4e4

t V41?,
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28. Read the definitions listed intt.he left column. Match each definition
with the term it defines in the right column. In the space to the
left of each definition, write the .letter of the term it besi defines.

activity intended to prOduce something
of benefit to the individual or the
society

a. ca Fee r VC I (TIMM t

b. career theme

all of the tasks performed by a worker c. deciding

continuous integration of values in d. occupational group
relation to the milie6 through Work arrangement

use of knowledge of self to learn more
about the world of work and use of
knowledge of the world of work to learn
more about self

quickness or ease with which people
can learn or develop understanding
and skills

occupations which involve similar
worker chhracteristics

things people learn and the skills
they develop

'achievement of self-integration in
relation to the milieu through
knowledge of self and milieu

activity undertaken for personal
pleasure

overriding principle that gives
structure and meaning to the sequence
of one's work, education and training
experiences

259

or-

c. job

f. worker trait group

g. occupation

h. occupational exploration

1. aptitudes

I. leisure

k. work

1. career exploration

m. competencies

n. career goals

o. abilities
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CAREER pLANNING AND DLCISION-MAKING COUR;A:

STUDENT EVALUATI6N

In order to evAluerIe the Career Planninn and Decision-Making course you
are completing, ie:would like your reactions 1=6:the,coiirse. Please
complete this surveyand.return it to the proctor. Your instructor
will'not see the surveys: Completed surveys wilt by:mailed directly
to Appal.achla Educational taboratory,by your proctor.

.Class rank: fresgan . 1st quarter
sopfiomore 2nd quarter ,

* junlor 3rd'quarter
senior //lth .quarter

-

Program: awdemi (3%

vocatioflblItechnicar

Career Planning and Decision-Maiann course lnstructor:

11

PART I

. 4

B9sedupon your experience in the Careecs Planning.and Decision-Makings
coUrse','-respond to the following tatements by placing a check mark _GA
in the appropriate box.;

-

Statement

. M'oviding experientes in career
Planntng and deCision-making is
an importint fUnotion of a college.

The course helped Me deverop a'
grsoter understanding of myself.

3. TheJrse helped me develop
'gra1er understanang of the '
worrd .of work:

,

The coyrse'herped me develop a

'career-pLan tayng into'consideration
mjtse,l.f-and-my- milieu-

A'I' fOUpd7the'Plannin6'ar* deciding
;pr'..ocess-Jauglit,in the course useful
.for me."'

.

Strongly,
Agree ,Aciree

I

.044.

Disagree
'Strongly ,

Disagree

4

2 6

(cont'd)
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, V

,

s4

31.

4..

'741

. -
4.e. ,

Statement .61rin.2(1.Strd/4
,

.

Disagree
Strongly
0;48aree

.

.

.

:

.

Having completed:this course, I

am more aware of my,career goal
and its appropriateness for me. "

.

The coursel,helped me.gain a greater
sense of control over my career.

i

Overall, I vias very pleased with
this course.

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

.

____,

.

.,

____

I would recommend This course 'to
a.friend who wanted career
su1dance, . . -'+'

In'the space below, please comment on any statements with whicrl.you disagreed.

- 10.--When would be 4.14e te'st time to.t1,6 A course like this?

313

in Ogh school
-freshman year of c911,ege.;
sophomore year of college
junior year of college
senior year of college-

*: Please .complete the followin statements.
,

. - 11. I thillk the course was helpful because

.4

12. The course was not helpful because

13. The thing:1 liked best bbodt-the course 'As

0

I
t'5 ,

* .333,

t
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The tping I disliked most about the courso was

15. What happened to you as a rosuit of heing,in this c urse?

0

PART II

I order to eValuate the Career Planning and Decision-Making course you
Just completed, it is also important to have information about your
liWolvement in the course. Please respond to the following questions.

16. Appr'oxim tely what percent of the
te>'<t did y u read?

17. Approximate4y what percent of the
tekt- activities did you complete?

25 ,50% 75% 1 oof

18. Listed below are reference materials available
Information System. In the boxes to the right

in the Career
of each reference,
hat reference byindicate approximately typw many times yo usedi

ROCing a check mark (vl in thq,appropria bor

V

a. Worker.Trait'Group Guide

b. School Subject-Occupation'Index

c. Colleg Major-Occupation Index ,

Teetinic8l Major-Occupation Index

Occupational Outlook MandboOk

nqylcopedia of Careers

Dictionary,of Occupational Titles

VertiCal File-Of'Career Brefs

WOrker Trait Grotip File Content
Notebook.

J. Alphabeti.cal index to Occupations

Material
Not

Available
.)

None Onc

.

2-3
Times

More.

Than 3
Times

,

.. .

,

...

....

,



t

.k. Worker Trait Group Inde to
Occupational Information

I. Key soi-`t lAcIf

m. Other (name)

Materia -,

Not

Avilable None Once
2-3
Times

INre--
Than 3
Times_

t

19. In the boxes to the right of each statement below, i,,ndicate the
degree of your class involvement by placing a check mark in
the appropriate box.

a. I was generally attentive
in class.

bitil participated in clast'
discussions.

c. I completed homework
ass I gnments .

ie

d. I com+l_ta-c I ass .

#-

never rarely

/

usually,
almost.'

always wa s
.

,

.
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CAREER PLANNING AND DEC 1 SI ON MAK I NG com,T

Ins ructor Survey

For xmi.- evaluation of the Career Planuing and Dc!cir. ion Making courr;e,

it wood be he] pful to,hav,Anformation _from these who 'will bo teaching

the beurSo. informatIon requested below will help acquaint us with

your orientation tty Ard career planning and decision-maLing. Please take

n -few )1Finut6sfto con ete this survey.

Social Security Punthc. :

Institution:

Your Dogree:,-e

1. Will this course be taught on a semester or quarter system at your
1

institution? (Chock one)

Semest Cr Quarter

2. Have you road Or are .you familiar with the Insrmetor's Guide for

Career Planning and Decision-Making Course? (Chock one)

Yes No

3- With which theory of career ckveiopmont do you most closely identify

yourself?. (Check one)

Cinzberg

Krumholtz
Parsons
Roo
Super
Tiedeman
Tyler

,Other (name)



4. In the space below, describe your concept or deci,ion-nALiny. Mint

steps should be followed in mAing n docision?

k..11

5.1' In the spaco below writo your de.1-inition of careor development.

6. What would you like stude ts to be able to do as a result of this

type of course?

/41*
7. What benefits for your insLithtion might you exp:=ci from this course?

Ss

2 7
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8. What i fld V i- (hill 1'0 rcpons i hie for 'i j ot; t 11( I'1 ;mn:111!; ;!1:ti

DOCision-Making COILYSO illplWented at your institution?

Name:

Name:

Name:

Position:_

Position:

Position:

9. Have you ever taught a career developllent course? If yes, briefly

desscribe each one below.

10. Why do you think your institution is kering this course?

- f("`

0
List lyflcv the content topics (be sliacific) you uould include in a

course on career developr.lent for (;)Ilege freShmen . Then rani: the 4
ihportance of eaM topic by numbering from 1 to,N, dne being the ,

most important top c.

1-

12. tilhy are you teachini this courso?

4

4
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CARIIR MANNING AND PIMION-MAKING Cot116(

POST-INSTRUCTOR SURVEY

Since you hove taught the .CaroOr Planning and Decis4on-Making course, we
are Interested in your responses :to tho followin9 quwvtions. Thit infermolion

will help uS'evaltialethe 'course 'and determine the need for.other products.

.
.

Social SeCurity Number

Instilution

1. With whI01'theOry of,career development do you most closely Identify
yourself? (Check One)

1,

GlAberg_
Holland
Krumboltz
Parsons,N

Roe
Super
liedeman
Tyler
Other (name)

,

2. In the space below, describe yo r concept of .decision-making. What -6 )

steps, should be followed in maki g a decision?
\,

/

3. Inorthe below, write your definition of career development.

4. 1,16't quaNifications should an instructor have to tleach the AEL Careere
Planning and Decision-Making course?

2 0



5. Should the Career Plannin9 and Ducision-Moking coul!,e he 011w0(

a required course for siudents

a required course for undeclared student,.

4 an elective course
a referral course

6. At whal level do you ihink this course should ba offered for

maximum student benefit?

freshman
sophomore
junior
senior

-7'7717.

1st quarter
2nd quarter
3rd quarter
41h quarier

7. In add,ilion to ihe coucp,, what Oise does your institution need to

facilitate contihued carleer planning and decision-making behavior?

I

8. Listed below are five career development taskslipic% may occur

subsequent to the course and/prior to graduation. By checking.(e) the
--- appropriate box, indicate Adw important each task4is for students completing

the Cateer Planning and. Decision-Making course.

4.4

.

,

.

Statement

very
importanli-

of

Some
importance

of

little
importance

of
no

importance

1, adjusting to cbllege
environment

. planning for employment (family
considerations, income,

location)
/

Cageeloping employablyty skills
(resume writing, intek-yiewleg)

. becoming employed--negofiating
work agreements (salary, work
-schedule, benefits)

e. actjustitig to employment:
('scills for keeein a ob)

.

,..

,

.

,

!.

.

.



9. Howhelpful fo.your insliiulion would if be to have a handbook
oaordinating the Carelf Informafion Systipm and Cproor Planning and
Decision-Making cours?' sonvices provided by Recruitment, Academic
Advisomgnt, and Placefnent Staff.

.very helpful
helpful
not very holpful
not helpful at all

O. How Important Is It for studonf personnel workers, placement
personnel, academic advisorS, and-college counselors to be aware
of the course concepts and the career planning and decision-making
process in which students have been involved?

of great Importlnco
of some importance
of little importance
of no importance

1). Was the Career Information System set up at your institution?

a

Yes
No,

272
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CAfiCER PLANNING AND 15ECISION-MAKING counsr

INSTRUCTOR FVALUATION FORM

To determine the effectivvess of the Career Planning and Decision-Making
course, we need your evaluation comments. Please take, a few minutes to
_complete this evaluation.

Institution

The following statements address important aspects of the Career Planning
and Decision-Making course. By cheCking (0 the apreopriaie box, indicate
which response corresponds closest to your feelings and/or experiences.

$10femeni .

1. Overall l'am pleased with the
CPDM course..

2. The courso is appropriate for
college freshmen in.four year
institutions.

3. The courseripS appropriate for col-
toge.tfreshmen in two year-
institutions.

4.-Studonts seemed interested in
the course.

5. Instructionarstrategies used
in course materials are
effective in teaching the in-
tended skills and knowledge
to students.

6. The course proMpted career
planning and decision-making
'behavior by students. /

7. Major cofipetencies for ach

untt were attainabL9 from-
unit completión.

8. Equipment and materials needed
for activities were appropriate
and available.

9. Planning and preparatipn
agPvitieS were adequate for
teaching material.

m Course content was comprehensive
in terms of the-career planning

,and decision-making process,.'.

1. Activities.were.appropriate .

for teaching the course concepts.

12. Language and'obncepts presented 1

the courpe enabled students to
more effectively understandend
stuss coreee rtInitrn4

'Strongly

Agreo

Sirongly
Aoroo._ Disaareo

274
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"

I
I.

-

tk.

ln the space below, describe your reasons for disagroeing with any

of the above statements.

Questions 13.:20 concern the Instructor's Gu.ide.. By chegising (vf the

appropriate bdx indiCate the acceptabi I ity of the InStructor's Guide

1-In frach of the fol lowing breas.
9,.

, Areas \ 'Acceptab l e Unacceptab 1 e

13.

14.

15.

16 .

17-,

,

18.

19.

20.

.
.

Format ,

Appearance .-
.

H lmStr I pf d l scuss ton guesl:i ens

Suggested act i v i t i es

CI ass management *.echn i gueS*
,

Majoi-- competencie for each un'if
_ .

---

'Orientation to course ,materialsi

Length of actim4leS. ''

_

_

.

.

.

-0-
-

, .

_

.4.,
,

.

-.

I . . .

,

,
,

'

fhe spade below, comment oh any areas you ,thought %yere unacceptable,

4

%

i S .

, A

21.- List below any.st.ereotypieig you detected ins the coUrse. materials-.
.:

l'. .' .

0
/ RA spec i t i c - . . '.

_ -

ri-- . .
, ''

' A
.

.. .. .

. .

. ....

:'...4-/....m-xt --...v::.,-...4 An..1,. '''''=,,1 7,2>:1,.,. .,-..klitt: ..
:i...-1,,-0-:,.:A,"4;?-,...Ar':,4.-,1,...;:;-'.--.::.

:,
I -

it

9

"cr'

A

fr4c:

4.
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4

-22. List below the brefits of this course for- your-Amstitutien.

23. What problems...did you k7a.ve in teaching this course?

24. tist below the strengths and weaknesses of the course%
1.1

4

. ,

25. What benef iIs .o e-.course resulted which you had not anticipated?

"PS

it-

t

T

t"type orstudents benefit most.from tilisjtype of course?

4.

27. What type 9f. students benefit least from:this type of course?

V!).
_LI

iould you recommend this course for helping students in their qareer.
development?

Yes
No

A

0

^

5itatM,=-',,, !:..;7!L'ilt,51--511k6'.1
r , , r fl

1)
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V

COLLEGE MAJOR-OCCUP4ION INDEX EVALUATION (ORM

This form wds developed ID assist in evaluating th,) Collego Major-
Occupation Index. As Instructors of the AEL Career Planning and
Decision-Makinn course, you can provide us with valuablo.information
for revising this product. After your students have completed Unit
IV, please, take a few minutes' to complete this ov 1alual' form and

04
return if in the envelope provided. Keep in mind iha io college
Major-Occupation Index was developed for studenis aft idin:i or

fram,ferring io four year institutions, Pleajwovaluaro ihi Index-_ *--

4 N
Idas a product for that population.

INSTITUTION:

DATE:

NUMBER OF STUDENTS USING THE INDEX:

!Vcheckin.gehe appropriate box, ,indicate yottr opinion of the adequacy
of the Index in each of tho following areas:,

Areas Adequate

1. mr7oprosentation of the rolationship
between college education and occupatiOns.

2_ Directions for using the Index.

4

3. Format of' the Index.

4_ Overall appeasrance of Index.

5_ Potential usefulness of content of the
Index.

Inadekluale.

fr

For any area you marked inadequate, please provide suggestions for
improvement i

P
the space below.

Mb

, fr-

- 4



Based on your observations of siudonis using the College ftijor-Occoal.ilm

Index, indicale Our agreement with it msv) following ite by checking (.4

the npproprinte box below.'

Item

Students kinders.tood the Index.

Students were nble f follow di.roclions in !he

textbook fortriing the Index.

Exposure tci the Index prompted further career
planning behavior; i.e., use of additional

resources.

Students were able io locate desired infor-

motion in your college catalog from majors

and occupations listed in the AFL College Maj

Occupation Index_

10. The Index helped students move toward more

ecific career _goz.ilqplans.

_1

11
Alr,yf'! ) ' : (

Please commeInt in ihe spoce below on any items with which You (I isagreed.

Please respond 4p the folowing'question's-,

11. What'Aproblems jiid your studonis encounter in.usir 1 the Index?

1

'

12. Are the majors listed in the Index com:Aarablb-to;.majDrs listpd. in

your institution's cata)ogo? Yes No

or.

If no, in wha,t. ways tire they not comparable?
\

, I
44-
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4

4

I.

I 5. Do Tho ocTuOntigw--, I i sled I n 1 ho I nd(z 1-1:1,, I 6 I o I ii: ,,c,:'!-:9 h.

maj,)rs ns dnfIned in IhO Indox? Yes
. _

If ii,..), which occupotion!, du nol rui,i1c? S

Whbt occupations rolatinl to majors nre not I isted in thY)
Index?

14. Is 4 ho Index an appropriate product io help. stud9nts eslabI ish
the relationship tefwoon mnjors and occupations? Yos No

If no, why?

S.

Can you relaie your institution' 5 specific academic majors to
the majors fisted in the l.ndex? Ye; No

41 no, what .probloms did you encbuhter?

'What; majorS did you have diff iculi% relating to the Index?"
,

-16. In what' ways other than directel hi the -10.:1- did the s-ltrci,ntsuse
the Index?

-o

Aft

,`,0!+*:, IvA ,

V4I

.4280

t)



I/. Pagus 6 and 1 of '1 ho 0)1 1 e(p.: -0(.01;),-) Ind I i 1

potoni la! uses. lako,..) eq rninulue, to rood I 11,-)

t !, 7y potorrt i '1-,;) ifi p)t) d I I I:i

ark-i foasibh.

st below any. pole!) 1 iol i(.1) ore no: I i!;ted.

18. -In the space below, please comment ton any problems you' experienced kliith

the Index dr any suggesi ions you have for itS iylpro\ikdint.

-o

,
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Filmstrip,Evaluation Form 4
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CAREER F4LANN INC; AND DFC I fl ION-MAK IN': PROCPA'l
t-lit415TR IP [VAL LiAl ION I OW

Your feedback would be vev helpful in evaluating the filmstrif
Career Planning and Decision-Making program and in making filmsirip re-
visions. Affer revielljno the parlicular filririt) designated below,
complete this evaluation and return it in the evelop(7' prdvided.

TITLE OF rwisi-PIP 10 DE

NNIE. OF RDIEWE41:

DATE OF EVIEW:

Based on yo r review and use of the filmstriP, indicate your anreement wii
the following items by chocking (Li) the appropriate box below.

Item
Stron-ly-
Ac ree A(rPe Disa(ree

Ctrowsl 7
Dica,.ro-,J

1. The purpose of the fIlmstrip
is clear. ,

,

2. The title accurately repro-
sents the content.

3"- The amount of#extraneous
material is minimal.

4. Concepts are appropriate for a
,

college student audience.

5. The portrayal of illustration ,

of concepts are appropriate
for a college student
audience.

6. lnformalron presented i

accurate.

7. Information presented iS
curr'ent.

4

8. The filmstrip motivated's-ft--

dent discussioh an,d/or.Vart 1-,
cip6tion in follow up.

ctivities. \

9. The tilmstrip enhances the
material presented in the
textbook.

,

.
..

1

.

,

s

,

4

.

A

.

,

, .

,

'

.
,

.

.

'0.1

f
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In the space below, pleNse comment on any items wirth whfth you di!.1!r,_,

By checking ( the appropriate Pox below, in it lhe oc«TldHlif.
ef the filmstrip in the iollowimi art).14:

Area illik AcCentable Unaccrta if,.

10,

11.

12.

Ouality of pictures

Ouality of sound (cassette
...a.-

Lennth of filmstrip

tape)

,

*

.

,

In the space below, please comment on any area you foand to be

unacceptable. Be as specific as possible.,

1P

Place a check mark ( ) lo the riahl p1

filmstrip.

any bia-,es 1/.4,\detected in t'he

Sex stereotypinn 16. !-)ocial class bias

114 ccuOation ereotypinn 17. Ane stereotyping

15. Ethnic stereotypingt lf;. Other (specify

Please explain the basis, for each bids you checked, including 5pecifi(
examples from the fi.lmstrip.*

4

In.the space belo w,. please list the stfenotbs and weaknesses 0 the
IfilmStrip-and yousuggeistions.for iollorovement .

4Grj

4

0 1

0

<.\\Ir1
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Memorandum to Experimental Group Student Proabrs
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41EMORANDUM

TO: Proctors for Student Evaluation Forms

Sandra Barker, Ph.D.

SUBJECT: Administration of Student Evaluation Forms

Thank you for agreeing to serve 'as proctor for theadministration of the Student Evaluation Forms. You have beenasked to administer, collect; and seal in an envelope these \forms to assure students that their responses will not be seenby the course instructor.

Please hand out the forns, collect them when completed, \pnd seal thearin-the enclosed envelope. Return the sealed envelopeto your instructor for mailing.

Appalachia
Educational
Laboratory
Prist Office Box 1348

Charleston
West Virginia 25325

Thank you for your stance n the evaluation of -elleCareer Planning and Deci ng course.

MS

4aclosures
-a3

7e-

',286
. Appalachiaf.ducatidniI Latroratory. Inc. Diyit.iqn of Carr Gitidance.

101 Ottani (tr Street PA.). tiqx 134fIVIlartiii:ton, West Virginia 25325.(304) 344-8371.
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Control Group Debriefing MemorandUm
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TO:

T).

,/

MEMORAND

Students Participating as Controls for CareO;\
Planning thd Decision-Making Course

FROM: Sandra Barker, Ph,D.

SUBJECT: Career Planning and Decision-Makin Course

Appalachia
gducational

aboratclry
Post Olft( t. Ei()A: 1348

It.stor)
wf.s1 vif'0,r1Itt

Thank you for 'your participation as a control student
for .the evaluation of the Career Planning and Decision-Making course
being taught at your institution. The information you provided will
assist us in determining if this course is an effective program for
helping college students with their career planning and Aecision-
making. A

'Many of you indicated on the pretest that you are interested
in enrolling in stitil a course. The instructor named below is teaching
the course at your irikitution thn term. Please contact him/her.
for inforplation regarding future offerings of this course.

Ms

* Again, thank you for- ur. participation.
-

Instructor

v
Sp,

4

-.4_
. Appalachia Educational Laborat&y, Inc Division of eareer Guidance

1, "-, 1: :,.... ,. , .1031 9 vpryler $treet/PtO. Box 1348/Charleston, West Virginia 26325/(304) 344,8371
, . ,

44,:ely:*:,st*,..:, 2t.s.,t.t.,14.4:ki:, XII,' f r ,.' ' , ' '', ,. ''' :,01"%ft t ' : .fr*'-'t .-'2 '' '' e . W. , 4*4 - 4 \
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l-
In the space below, lease comment on-any statements with which you-
disagreed.

I am still a little Vague over what my exact career will be and I would
recommend a ofriend to talk to a career counselor-before taking this course.

The course seemed to be very general--there was not enough wOrk on values
and goalS.

3) We never went out in the world of work to see what goes on. It

was discussed briefly. It'should have been discussed in more detail.

1) I am still not sure what the best field for me is. My career.goals
are many. I would have liked to have been able to narrow it down
further.

I feel I did not get into specific careers in depth enough. Likes and
dislikes in courses, hobbie,s, etc. seemed to,be stressed more. 1 have,

not yet decided on a career, but my chOices are being narrowed down:

The book wa good in that- you went step by step in order to reac4,1our
career goals and objectives, but, upon completion of the book I was

still unable to Identify my career goal.

This course actually confused me more. Ihere was not enough time spent
on particular things. My career pllon is still up in the air.

I feel the course needs some changes because it seems to me that the
book is set up for someone who alrdady knows what he wants to do. Maybe,

if more.interest tests were given or more value tests, it would help an
individual find himself.

v.

The courSe helped me but I still don't have a definite career chosen.
I've narrowed it down but cannot set up a specific one.

I didn't think this course made me understand the world of work the
may it Mould have. It should have emphasized worker-employer relation-
ships more and made the.student more aware of the competitivenes's of
the work world.'

I already had an understanding'on all the things 4 disa e d ori, all ihe
course did was organize my thoughts.

This course has opened my eyes; I Was thinking of majoring in business,
but after completing this course my views have changes. Although I

. am not definitely sure what I want to go into, I am still investigating
other career goals and opportunities. ,

290
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I ddn't disagree with any of the statements. The course was good.

However, it might have been better if the course was a emester instead

of a quarter.

No ,matter what you decide on as a career, you never really have control,

no matter how hard you want a certain career or how well trained you

are for it. There are a lot ofWintangibles involved and you boys ought
* 4

to khow that by now!

#3, the course did not give you an understanding of work, it really only

guided and showed you the careers in which you could go into. You did

not actually experience any of the careerr

The course helped me to find out.what areas i was interested in but beyond

that I don't feel it has helped me develop a career plan or gain control

laver my career. I stilt feel that I haven't narrowed my choices down
enough to a specific area I can deal with.

This course did not help me develop a greater'understanding of myself.

The records of values and what we like was'very tedious work.

I felt it was hard and confusing to fol4ow the workbook at times.

I am still not sure about what career j want to go into.

I still am not sure what I want to do but the course did give me

some ideas.

Actually,_I'm more confused. I do understand some of the areas I

sfiould avoid though.

Too much paper work and library work--some of us couldn't spend much

time there becatise of other,important factors.

1(

.

I still don't know what I want as my care .

k
I have not acted directly upon any of my decisions made in the class yet.

I was just econfused. I guess'Edidn't put enough time in it. It is

a lot of busy work.

I am very itubborn and had already made up my mind.

c

The course was unrealistic, it lead you to believe that the W.T.G. was

the answer to every question. The_course was very boring, but 1.didn't

really devote my time to it,

As a senior, this course could not change my mind on what I've already

planned to do. As a result, the course could not determine any of the

goals that have already been s.k.

291
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I would not recommend to a friend because there is entirely too much
work.'

1, felt the course was too much outside budy work.

This course was very confusing and was nothing more than alot- of
busy work.

There is too much busy work in this class. Also there is too much
work required. I've put more work in this class than any others.

I didn't enjoy the course. (busy work)

I didn't disagree with any-lbut I feel as gif each student that 'takes
the course should.441 better informed just exactly what is included
in the course.

4-6-7. I inn not exactly sure what I want to do for a career, hut I

have(decided ona field of study.

There's not much to be planned or decided that hasn't already been.

The course was pretty basic, should be titled "Values Clarificatiop."

The teacher didn't go into detail on the decision process enough.

The career in, decision-making workbook I would not recommend. Everything
is repetitious.

B cause the textbook we had was very disagreeable with me. It is hard
t ,understand and you couldn't do the exercise right. The cla is

ine but the textbook was horrible.

. The class was not what
and not so repetitious
instructors were good.
were chinged.

I-expected. If the workbook were made clearer
the course would have been momenjoyable. The
I would recommend the class ifWthe materials

It wasn't really what I expected. I learned a lot but the workbook
wasn't very clear.

I wasn't pleased because I already had an understanding of my career
goal and occupation. To me this class was very discouragipg.

I don't think the course is worth reoommeding to a friend.

I don't have a greater sense of control over my career. I was not
pleased with this Ofurse becau;e it was taught too simply.

292
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I expected more field research (going to.business) and tiilking with the .

employees to find more direct informatio4 of the career I had in mind.

Before I entered this course I pretty well understood myself and

what I wanted out of a career.

Did not go into actual Worktended to get boring.
0

The course didn't help me understand myself better.

The Career Planning and Decision-Making workbook should really be reviewed

by AEL. This was very inappropriate and insulting for the college

student. I would discourage anyone I know from taking this course as is.

I thouiht this course was a TOTAL waste of time and I was highly j.nsulted

by the Career Planning and Decision-Making workbook. .I felt like I was

in 2nd grade. I feel that the workbook was totally inappropriate for

college students.

I am very pleased with this course; however, the last few chapters of

the book were just a rehashing of what had already been covered. The

last few chapters should have covered topics suclyas resume writing,

how to properly seek a job, hovti,/to dress and act for a job interview--

.hence job skills.

I found that the course material wa-s geared more for people in a two

year program or high school: Also, in regard(to statements 1-9, if I.

got the leasebit benefit from any isAue staied I put "agreed." There

were not any occupations talked atIout that I wanted, I wanted to

explore and have the book discuss professional occupations like

psychologist (dr.) or any'thing else that would require graduate level

of education and/or doctorates level.

I have not reached'a career goal at this time. At points I became

confused and Aiscouraged. I have Learned some valuable information
but have not reached the decision I had hoped for when I entered the

course_

The world of work was not expressed enough; there wasn't enough time

spent on work traits. Most of the exercises in the Workbook were

useless.

4I thought that the workbook was very little helpWto me.

r-
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This course would have been more henefici_al if we did not Wive to go
through so %any pages of filling out. It wag frustrating and I began
to lose interest. I felt like a kindergartene'r that had to be fod
step by step, but it took. a peniu,; to keep up with the round about
way to approach it. Giving us the information would have bqen best
then doing in in our own style would have been more understAndable by
the person doing it. You had too much control. It stifled my aim
and bogged me down.

It seemed superficial and inadequate.

2. The course didn't help me with much that I didn't already know.
4. 1 was-already working on a career plan.
7. t simply did not.
8. It was very boring for the most part.
9. I really didn't like this course much at all.

I waS not pleased because it didn't really,help me reach a final conclusion.

didn't feel like this course made any major changes in the control
of my'career goal. However, it did make me set goals that I can look
forward to.

Although I did learn much from this course, I did not develop a full
career plan.

I was already aware of the wofld of work, but I did not feel that this
course presented work situations; it was more geared toward education/
planning.*

%

Don't know if I have any more control over my career but I feel like I

have more direction and plans.

There were sOme I could have gone either way on. I think it was a
little redundant. I could have learned the same with less time spent
in class hind on "busywork."

I did not find out enough to Make the covrse profitable. I think the
fact that I was taking 20 howrs this quarter had a lot to do with it.
I just.didn't haVe time.

None--except I helieve the workbook could have been set up toward
college students--it (at times),'seemedllo edge towards.high school--
it may be toward freshmen more.than high school. Some of the filmstrips
were repetitious.

./

I have held-job5 before and I didn't learn anything about working that
I didn'i'already know.

I still have not completely decided-upon a certain career I would
like to go into. (J,

6. I'm not sure it

t
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The course is too slack, it dragged from the beginning, if was not

specific enough. Need better correlation between workbook and Worker

*.Trait Group Guide.

Too much screwilig around, didn't get to do much research until last

week.

I don't like working in the book.

The books made the class seem mechanical. I felt it could have been

more interesting--speakers, field trips, movies, etc.

1. We.never had the chance for outside class to havethe chance
to talk to the working, managing people,

2. 1 have my bwn way of decision-making.

The teacher didA't organize class discussions well and there weren't
enough speakers, we shoUld have learned how to handle an interview,,

.to get the job we are after.

1
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t STATEMENT:

I think the course was helpful because.:.

ItSPOItE:

it helped me clarify my goals.

it helped me to develop my values and my goals and examine- careers
which apply to them.

it helped me to decide.on at least two careers I want to go into.
Helped me to make decisions.

it made me really think about what I like.

it made me realize how I make py decisions.

I now know what I want to do with py life and what I want to contribute
to society.

it taughi me to put things in the right order.
0 r

I learned some about making decisions and about careers 1. was4nterested
in.

it helped me understand myself better and make decisions. It gave me
Alp greater insight ilito my career possibilities.

4.

y familiarized me with the materials available to aid me in making
my career decisions.

did help in decisJon-making.

it did have good realistic concepts and it does open things up.

showed me how I should go about making decisions.

it showed me the resources op>to me in the world of careeTs and
helped me learn a decision-making option.

it forced me to think .0-t diffeient options in life to do.

it gave me an Mimi. of what I want out of a job or occupation.
-

I-
it gave me a better understanding of myself.

it allowed me to..think abput,vhat I am and what I am not.

,

'
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I learned a few more of my own values that I didfi't know were relevant.

it reinforced my choice of a career and proved to me what my dislikcs

and likes were.

I had never received much guidance in high school and this broadened

my knowledge about careers.

it made me look at mv values and things which I like doing and focused

them on differv4* careers which were related to them.

I became more aware of my vaIngs and goals in my career planning.

I organized my thoughts.

4
it helped me put my interests, values, and goals into perspective.

I could look at them objectively.

it made me aware of my values, interests, andether things that I took

for granted.

it gave me tips on how to plan my career.

I knew the field I wanted to go into--it just helped me narrow down

my choices in the field.

it allowed the opportunity and the means to explore career options.

it reinforced my ideas and goals I had for my career and pointed to

some other' directions I could'follow. -

it made me more aware of the choices available to me and the requirements

that must be met to enter the various career fields.

I-learned about many other jbb areas in which I thought T had no interes.

itrf ally let me know how -to go about my career goals:

it showed me4jobs and occupations related to my.interests.

it made me think about my life'and goals.

I found out what I thought I would like as a career and how I could

go about it.

it made me aware of my personality type and helped me to rule out

some areaS that would not be tolerable.

298



it gave me different relate job in one sont of occupation.

it shows you about the different kinds of jobs and courses that you
would want.

it helped me to know what kind of person T am. It-also gave me a
method to make-decisions.

it got me to think more in-depth about a career.

it showed to Me that there is not/just one job I can go into hut a
field of _Ohs.

,

/

it
/
taught me a lot about myself/in-id what I could do to better myself'

in order to get the job T want./ ,

it cleared up And answered a l4t of unanswered questions I had:
l /

it provided me with fresh insfight into the world of work and helped me
to fOrmulate a plan for re/IC/ling ,my desired career goal.

/

it-gave you a bettei?knowlOge of how to go about selecting a career%
)/

,

I know what career fits m0.

it helped me to narrow c wn my care
one I chose.

tions and how to develop the

it made me think in c crote terms
,
about my major, choice, etc.

in some units helped ou to find out about choIn careers.
/ 1

helped me decide th/ngs I wasn't sure of.

because it helped e understand my career.better.

it helped me to Oalize all the alternatives I have open to me.

it gave guidancr in how to go about in deciding on a career.
_

gave info on where to find outlook on careeis.

now I -know more about my career.

I gained an understanding of my occupation.

it takes an in-dept<look at careers.-

helped me decide exactly what I Wanted.

it made md/more aware of different alternatives concerning my career goal

it made me understand work.

it helped me vee more alternatives in choosing a Career.
.

299
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it taught me to make decisions with all posihle information and
alternative without just fallinp, in.

it helped Te decide on 3 career.

1/1

1 fc d where I can get information.

being.able to use the materials in the library is very important and

helpful.

it giveS you h SySteM in which -von can orr.ani:e your thoup.hts.

it helps pu to see what alternatives you cdbld take in whatever career
you are going into or plan a career.

it gave yo6 a better understanding im your career values.

it helped me realize some of my values and pick a career that I'm

suitable for and interested in.

it helped me to realize what my values and goals sre, and what type of

field I could excel in.

it made me more aware of the world of woi:k_

it helped me to understjand my values and goalS and apply them fo,deciding

on a career.,

I learned a- lot about myself.

\Ok

of the outcome. I now have a career goaa-and I learned much about myself.

it taught me a lot about myself and about *le job world.

it helped me take a 'better l04 at myself and what I would be kerested

yl
for a career.

if pointed out where my values lie.

'it gave you an _idea of where the job were and'how much money is to be

made in that certain job.

it pointed out a lot of my strong points .

it helped open doors to occupations we might not_think had existed.

I learnd more about job market.

it helped tç match careers to.personal goals--gre,pter understanding of
reiationshij between what I think and what I do want.
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I learned a' lot about my career I didn't know.

it helped me define my values.

it developed my interests.

it helped me.to.clarif. my'values antpoint me in the direction of some
possible 'career paths.

it introduced me lo areas of strength that I thought never existed. It

gave me a few choices in pickiing a new college major.

The lectures were very useful and answered a lot of,que%tions.

I now understand a lot what I'want to btcome, I now.understand what
-jobs are available, I never knew what a social worker-aid before
now I know, I want to becomeone!

it opens up information available to §tudent.

I found out what I really liked and diAliked.

it brought out things one would not-think of otherwise

pelped you to look for the kind or work you want

it enabled me to stiitelMy values and interest and relate them to my
careet.

it helped me find all of the information I need to know about my
career.

I learned about different kinds of occupations from the Worker Trait
_Group book.

it helped_me to clarify some of my goals and decide on an occupation.

I learned a littJe more about myself.

it did help me understand myself a little bit more but as far as detision
making and career direction, I now/realize that only I can bring this
about.

it made me see what my major actually required.

it taught you more about your interests and ideals inirelation to a
career of the future, the you thought you knew.

1-

it helps a person toopen their Aies and face reality.

.1
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helped you learn more about yourself.

it clarified my goal ' .

it helped you.identify the career proce1,7, and career.. good for you.

it gave me the chancel() look at many occupation5 that I Oidn't really

consider before.

I learned morel, about majors and their related occupationr

it aided me in the decision,making procesces that I had to undergo

as a freshman in college (major, courses, trivial decisions as.well).

I was fhrced to-think about what I am-and what my needs are and how
I can obtain them.

it allows you to explore different occupations within yourinterest and
values.

gave me Mbre inforMatiOn about the career I had in mind.

I learned So much.-aboutmyself and career decision-making.

it helped set me on the right track as far as a career goes.

it helped meto specify my goals (career) better.
. .

it gave us info about how to-find knswersto our questions.
14

It really gave me an understaridih and dqection to go wi411 my interests
bejrig narrowed down-made many decisions4bour myself.

, 01

At showed me more than one Possibility Tor my career.
.

I found out things about myself that, I,never knew before. I feel as

though I knoW myself better.

it shoWed me the many fields in the world of work. But more important,
it lAowed me how to find oui mpre about specific fields.

_

,1 can look up occupations and know how to find them better.

1tude You look at your career.

it opened my eyes on exactly what is going to be waitillg.for me when

. I finish college and get out on my owiri.

it bade you reall-Wnk about your career goals and y4r outlook

of life.-
//

it assured me (4 NT career goal and strengthened my knowledge about

it.
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it hetped me decide my majo4-.

it helped me to decide on the rip,ht majoi and to help plan thinr..

it provided 'me with a better tindertandinp. or Illy 1',1111(". 1111 01-0',1
and in helping me make decisions.

it helped me clarify my goals and interests. It also reinforced my
interest teward my major.

it seriously made me think about thv present and the future. Thc
course showed me how to Ovn my career, and how to look at myself
and my career objectively.'

I decided on a major that suits me.

it helps you to understand how to make decisions.

I have a better understanding of my future.

it haS guided me toward making decons in a better aspect. Planning
,a future and understanding My values':

it made-one think of the steps needed for a Eatisfyinp career.
Ar

` I became a better decision-maker.

it herped me in making decisiods better.

it helped-me see things as they really are including my own feelings.
And it helps you evaluate for a logical, pleasing decision .

it made me more aware of what 1-wantedio do in my career field.

it helped me make up a career plan, which I have not thouglA of really
until I,got in this class.

the instruMents used helped me gain a more organized and detailed
understanding of myself and the work worl&

it helped me to clarify my interests and gaveme some alternative ways
of getting gainful employment.

it gives direction to a life.

it helped me not only in my present;career but also taught me how to
gb about changing it.

4/first showed all my personal values and ihen related it to the field
of work.

it gave me a positivelsense of activw,

it encouraged me to examine my interests, abi14ies and apply these to
career_decisions.

'
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you get as much out of (it) as you pnt into it .

it had a ihrealth of Information and taur,ht me how to look up tob

descripttonl,.

it helped me set my goals.

it showed me how to make decisions and helped me narrow down and even
change my career ideas.

I needed to learn more about deilsion-making and the world of work .

it\ made sources avairable for research.

it helped me learn a few more things about different iobs.

the teacher is a good one.on one counselor.

gave me a few ideas of. which way to go.

it has shown me the difference in the many cpreer,and it has

A'
it did start'yxhinking in the right direction toward a'goal.

. ..
,A

it was more-klf-acceptance towprd work. And emphasize0 the need to

set-goal and mainly decisions.

I became more'aware of different career opportunities open to me.

.it exposed me to several different occupations.

it helped me to understand why I came to college. I know it.may
sound dumb, but I've really changed my mind about what I want to do.

it broie major occupations down into minor fields and gave details
4

ofJeach.

it defined a career plan for me to follow.

thought I knew*O-Career goal in advance, the course prMded me
with a firm coAmitment.

found out more about my perspective career.

it taught me to plan my work and make better decisiOns, and let
me 4e what I had to do to better plan my career.

it helped me to take steps in a definite direction.

it helped me UnderstindWHat my Imals were and ho4'I could best

achieve them%

it helped me in understanaing which career goa4 was best for me.
41elpeeme 3.* understanding joh openings too.
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it gave me a chance to :t down and think about my career and research
the opportunities I hay(

I learned how to make deci,.iow. in a more organl...ed manner and where
I can go tor career into.

I saw aiew.sides to my career.

It gave me an opportunity to examine my value,' And my deci,,ton-making
process.

it gave me infornmtlon about the world of work and what career., are
available.

it let me investigate many career goals.

it made me make decisions--as much as I hate to do it.

I was undecided about a definite major but now I know where I am
going.

it made me more aware of my interests ani.abilities.

it gave me time to work on my job interest.

it made me aware that I need to plan something about my life work
right now and then get it accomplished today!

it has htlped me to make decisions on what I will take as a career
and it has also,eiven me the view of_ my future.

v.

it helped me set a short term goal.

it did telp me what I had to do for my majcil:.

.it helped me understand what I can and Can't do for a career.

it made me make decislons.

improved knowledge about special Insterest areas.

it directed me to a career by taking into consideration my abilities,
aptitudes, and past experience.

I got an easy thTee credits.

it taught me that a career is not necessarily just one job.

:this at least has given me an idea of my aptitudes, interests, and
qualifications.
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I found out about more career and what they were about.

it shows wheat -one linq to do in order to !et the iob he wants.

)It' he l lied me I ook Int e t lie oc cupid ww-, I want rd t o know

it gives a broader look of the occupations yon might like that you c

didn't know of.

STATEMENT:

The course was not helpful because...

RESPONSE:

some material was to involving.

by the.end I haa come full circle in my thinkingbut then that could

be helpful. ,

not enough ;ime and I didn't care for some portions of the workbook.

-I was net really interested-in careers.

it'Insted longer than the original time allotted.,

it was too rong, repeated things over and over; got boring.

Ives the only,man in there besides the instructor, all students were

woinen.

I felt it wasn't helpful when I got confused on the.exercise, in the

wdrkbook. ''
.

1

when we did chilcillh things in class like drawing.our"crest, recc4ding

our values ftnd recording what we are not.

e-
it did not help me.to decide specifically what field of work I'd like

to ,gd into or specifically hOw to go about getting there.

I haa already decided pn a career.
(

,it WWs only one quarter and the second half was ctit from the schedule;

:thereforq, didn'tigo as far as I would.have liked.

(.it'kent through too much bull--oneY. I think-it .could have,gotten the

jobdOne.with.iless and more interesting work.

it covered too broad an area.

Cl

4
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i still don't know what my major is.

it d dn ' I give me any spec i t ic 1.,now I edge o f t will. Id cf wo a I ' In :.1111
not ';nrc whcrc I'm going cal.ccr

I think i4 was written for high school level and should be taught there.

the book seems to beset up for someone who alrefrdv knows what interests
he has or values.

I. fee 1 10uld he given at 0\vounger grade level.

r.

I am a college senior and I am in my last semester/so it is too late
to change my maNr.

4
I have not yet found my direction.

givc me an .t.L1:af what jobs Ilikod yere all 'aboult.

it seemed it wa mostly geared to people alio already k4w rhat career
they want. ft

I did not get a chance to clarify my carecir goats or values.

much of the work semed repe(itious and so It got boriiig.

only spent tW4 class sessions in'th'e Career Center.
, -

we didn't get to use the career center very much-1n class.'

we were not given enough time, everthing was too hiirried.

it went too fast:

1

I was not "le to make decisions tut that, was my problem not
the course.

'

it didn't get too much about the impqrtant facts.

we didn't spend,mor timelooking,in different wo it fab--.

l,,,,

it was desig
i

d for students'out of high school./-Was hard to,
,relate to so situations, i t.

redon't have no comment because I liked the class and ,it was very
helpful.

we were sho of time. J-think the class shoultisirkw two hoUrs.

the homeWork was not clearly understood by,me until the next class when
we would look at it very quickly.

a



there was way too much busy paper workneedless!

it was husv work.

too much busv work .

it had too much busy work.

I didn't really care about it, from the start.

r.

too much busy work, not enough help.

I was boiwd sometimes because I had already made A deciston.of career.

I before this 'class.

t-

too much filling out time consuming forms.
,f

ha( already decided, however, if I had taken his course when l Was

a fr shman I could have saved a lot of time.

it was unorganizedneeded more explanatijC;

I didn't learn anything new about my career.

too much busy work, would confuse a freshman.

it was a lot-of-busy work that could have boon skipped.

,a

Jt was a_little to easy.

thp material covered was too great for,one quarter, IOU was too'hard for a

freshman lVel vurse, thus defeating its purpo.se.

some of the areas noted on Our worker-trait group chaI oved to be

weak, when all along they were strong areas rye succeeded in.

I think it should be taught in early high school years instead of

collegp.
t

well, I'm no closeYto picking a major. That was not your goal, but it

wasimine. -

15ocame ery bored with text--did not go into detail of thapters at all

'In ci ss--Miduld have more class discussion.
40

no direct results,
.40$

d. er

J4klrea4y had a caree\plan in mind 4Pefelt As though I was pressured_

to vinsider, something else. ,.
is

-



'some people failed to get involved.

0 g h *irkit didn't P. ye a Wit t 0 put al I /he mat ("` r :1

I am still not set on a major.

too much busy Orkl-high. school stuff.

the material wasn't_very,, clear; I tended to get very confused as I

provessed.

material was not clear.

the tex;hook was daficult to understand.
'

the,materials were not very clear and the hook WS too repetitious .

hard to unArstand instructions.

the wofRbook wasn't v

I alrady knew'about-whe Iant to major in.
.

: ,.

.
,

. i .
1 feel-1 Should have had it'sooner in my life.

I thought that many of thR exercises were a waste of time(

I dtaillav,e no idea what 1 %Ant to get int6.

fi.
.

,

we reallk didn't learn that much and we fieemed to waste an awful lot

M

of time with numbers.
,

wiis a jittle too genei'al.

I hate filling but charts, .tirning the pages back and forth wAs.a pain.

I'm still somewhat undecided if -1 can do, in, tiie fiLtur-e whgt "I rdally

want to do:

not enough student teacher eraction class discussion was null.

of the wa :the workbook Jots se up.

sections II and III were too confusing.

'it real didn't allow Much field experience.

too muc needless instrurion could haye been completed in less time.

it sho 0 of dealt more with,tripx,

of that stupid workbook. The 161e format was ridiculous and I think it
WaS a aste of my time to fin in Any of it.

0



if avoided the topic of job seeking and job skiW.. (resumes,
'-

= interviews, etc.)

I only pot two ervaits.

I think it consisted of too MCh Writing and some of t.tie quest ions

were not explained well.
(

/

itkept repeating the same exercises and kept asking ror the same

information in each exercice. 11 didn't give a clear view of iohc

available later or salar.ies for tbe job,;.

Me were somewhat rushed--only two hours a week to complete this course .

the book instructions were notjfully understandable.

only the student didn't use it.

. I+

-at times rather boring tests and gtoup discussions' that dtdn'A help.

/
X

.becaps-eA_lot of the occupations that were in the workbook were of

a low stanliard 3 for thos.c only wanting a lowAajary or nonpro4ssi,onal

occupation. For example the occupation on pages 67169A/ere to vague

and not any much of the "high paid professional" orimpations.

p

eing an Older student, my nee4.0eemed to be different and less

concrete to the younger students. ':.'1.

: .

t didn't stresswork situations, functions, and just work detail.

', aled with primarily backgroundactivity.

in the same boat As I was when I started.

idn't understand a:lot of it and I couldn''t concenfrate,in class

it Irgged me down on that craiyworkbook. I,never did hOve enough

time to investigate allpossible job careers. The instructions were

not clear and too strung out. I'm disappointed. I still did not

choose a career. I put down something just to get through it.

11(7, quarter was too short for all.the work kn the book.

not enough ime involved-6o much repetitive material'.

no information on military or government positions. 0

./

there seemed to be too much to it in a short time and the books ate

very disorganized.

T

z
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it didn t.1*11);)L make a final decision.

we really didn't have sufficient time to complete vverything.

I did not have time enough to eNplore all the different a,Tect.i of
occupations I don't know.

.
.

'_____ the iithructions in the workbook were not clear sometimes and Made
it hard to get everything out 404the.activity.'

.

)

it was done too quickly. We needed more time anil a little more
,individuta help.

the only area with which I experienced trouble Was with the'out of
class work. This probably could be associated Kith the factthat 3.'m
taking 18 hburs.

,
I

it is more appropriate for igh4school students.

not really sure about aptitudes.
c.

at times it--made me feel I was unsuccessful because 1 couldn't
come to detisions in a matter'of a day or two,.

the text is long in sae places where it is not necessary 'and short
where it should be long, and the directions were difficult to understand.

/(

it got boring.

45didn't find out anything new I didn't make any great new decisions.

(if was).

, it didn't say much about working conditions jobs.

there was too much paper work filling out the same kinds of answer
questions each day.

I woutd of liked to have speakers for different job areas talk to class.
Needed time to talk to prospective employers with .specific questions.

orNthe way the workbooks were set up. I wanted more guidance through,1
the instructor.

it did not ,really give me a secure feeling about what I want to do.
.\

thTrasn't enough time to do'it all.
1

too Much workbook not enough research.
-e



4

A

it was a little'(Weak in places, not enough specific information could
be used.,

it wa,m't of colleve calOwr, should have been taken in gth vrad .

it did no,t'point me in any specific directi6n.

it didn't really tell me, anything that I didn't already know .

went to slow.

it did not spend enou0 time on Jooking

it didn't have ahy speakers in.

into career!

it d i ' t rea 1 p me p i npoi nt a cert a in caree r .

4.
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APPENDIX I

Student Comments: Aspects of Course Liked Best and Disliked.Most

A
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STATENCNT:

The thing I liked best about the cour,,e

RLSPONSL:

getting to know others have the same indecision have.

the "jam" sessions where we each discussed our values -wlwit we wanted
.from life. Very usiful even for other ivsyw;e', than CarcVr and colle)le
decisions.

it didn't make any real demand 011 us. We Sould sit and discuss problems
that didn't concern any other class.

the people in my class. We were very compatible and I enjoyed their
cbMpany and our teacher .

get to know myself and m
friends.

future better and getting to know some great

the wp, r instructor handled the class and the way the material was
-presOnted. 'The teacher and 'the other people in the class were Great!

r'
it taught me hr toipake decisions, which.1 couldn't do before.

the people-and teacher.

the discussions and the interactions of the group.

discussion time.

the teacher, Ms. Stubbs. She was a very good teacher.

)' decision-making process, using DOT and Career encyclopedia.

meeting the people in cla'ss.

the self image evaluation. I liked discovering what I really like
and dislike.

learning thirigs-about myself thEtt I was.not awareof:

it.was basically contained in/o;I: book.

?,
° in-ciass\discussions,

researching_ differenf'careers.
441416

the persogal profile which helped me to determine certain_ aspects
of-me whia I didn't know.' %



I now ein see I have many different careers I can enter which would meet

my values and career goalsA

4'

it was only half a semester and it made me thitik more about what I

want and not what-peopie want from me .

meeting some new kOpie in the class..

the instructor. Ms. Stubbs-is understanding and eager to help sttlefentS

explore new ideas.
- .

(1) the exerct-e on what type of decision-maker you are, and (2), the

co(re of arms in-class exercise. .

the way in which it helped me discover new things about myself.

watching myself cross off possiblo careers through logical thinking.

the specificity of the WTG text and the knowledge of the,instructor

how it reinforced my goals and the use of the workbocAK.)
1

that it'forced me to think about possible careerS..

4% learning of many other iob areas. The Worker Trait Group book.

that so many of the jobs are interrelated that I never knew before.

the neWthings I learn about.Myself.

that it helped me. understand more clearly my goal.

the career center and what it had to offer you as information on the

job I woul-d like.

that jt gave me.information into a number of job's.

-that now I have some new ideas. ,

the insights I got about myself.

the Worker Trait GrouP boOk: filmstrips .

looking at different related work traits in one certain field.

the interest, aptitude, and personality testi ere very,interesting.

talking about thelaifferent golifgoe. to thecareer center, and
talking out loud. .

ihapi ,

4

the different personality tbits, and the introduction to solhe of

the services -at the areer.cbnVer.

a,
21,
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being.ahle to chart out,mit plans for a future career.

the way it followed the deciion-making proce qtep hv

a lot about myself and career.

learning about the different occppations.

it's,over.

it reimforeed that I am in the right

4

relaxinv-although busy.

the group discussions.

the discussions.

CIS system.

other students.

the'group discussions.

discussing other pe4p1e's career goals

no pressure.

and values along with

Its instruction-to the CIStand career plan.
6

it was fun,

the,insiructeir. .

I t.

. .theAnteryiews of people in -careers of our interest.

the44scussion type atmosphere. ---,.._
.,,;
--

it takes you stop and-think about
-are the Uactivitiest_Csituations
like. ,

your career.Will you
what you would *It of

s*

panel,discussions, value system.

- the inst'ructor's concern and.patience.

the Many worksheetshe'Variety of caieer

discussions..
".,

mine.

be happy,
the job you

information giVen.
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you could work at your own pace more or lqss .

the different activities, guest panel, lab day, small group 4iccusciou,

self searching activities

the things we did outl?de of class.

Some of the work sheets and extra assignments we-were given in class.

.
the emphasis on values anti prior happenings.

( N--
video tapes and most lectures, also group discussion.

having guest speakers cope and talk to

new information.

actually realizing what careers are available and understanding the

function of each.

learning about different fields.

Career Lab Day. f
the lab day, along with the taped interviews and the aptitude testS.
All were valuable and helpful.

reading material in the lab.

the way the course was set up was very helpful,but the instructor should
have tied in the decision-making process with the work fields.

finding out more, about the occupation.1 was interested in.
. ,

the.discussiong in class.

finding out which way you could look for a job.

the chance to interview someone in the field I was interested in.
14'

going tcOhe libxary and looking at the DOT and finding information.

) Worker Trait Group book.'

discovering, what, in terms of a'career,.what is right and what is wrong

for me.
.\

it was an easy,three credits, and it didn't tax my brain.



the relaxed and open atmosphere. l wish more classes were structured
4 tpis way because I believe it is much more beneficial for the student.

the easiness of it.

getting to work with the WorKer Trait Group Guide, the DOT,- etc. all
the career decision-making- materials.

. that it was individual .

us i iig the Worker Tra i t Group Gm de.

4pei-sona I prof i le.

taking the aptitude test and getting results.

the use of the ROT--that info is very valuable.

all the new things I learned about myself.

the instructors and the clarification of my interests, values and goals.

,the fact that I finally learned to set down some basic and alternate
goals.

learning how.to use DOT, 0011, Keysort deck. Also, learning about myself
and how I wotild relate to different jobs to plan my carper.

the unit on how to.make'a decision.

Ms. Blecharczyk's attitude, tests, and personal intereSit. I am
grateful for her and the opportunity I had to gain so much useful
information. ,

its,.tfp4n style and the subjects we covered.

the exercises we did to see what jobs we'd enjoy--seeing how it all
came

finding sources for information andr learning more about myself.

it ledme towards my goal.--it mademe think and develop a greater u der-
stanaing of myselfi

IP
v---. t

that I finally decided upon three or four career choices aat suited me.

looking and researching the different types of lcupations that interested. .

,

when it was finally narrowed down to a specific field, I really felt
like I was headed somewhere.
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the teacher.

the exercises were fun to work on and got me renllv Ovolyed in my

career plAn.

the teacher, some of the book and the students.

the teacher and her a0prOach'and,guidanfe she administered.

it hel'illbd me make a change in my maior and feel good about it.

studying the different fields of occupations

,finding out about my goals and my educational alternativ9.

the teaCher, because she rpally made interesting and challenging.

that sharing of ideas among classmates,-and hear others' career,

plans.

decision worksheet, career exploration.

it made me feel good about the career I have chosen.

exploring the different. careers I was interested in .

planning a future in my declared major.

the waY the instructor taught the class and the career planning.
1

theteaCher: She was very helpful and explained everything well.

the honest open relationship with the teacher.

the breakdOwn of job listings in ail the different fields to go into.

Mrs. Smith. I like her teaching methods, On as a teacher, and a very

good friend.

the feedbatk from the instructors especially on the personal inventory

and personal profile.-

the tests and comparing notes and experiences'.

it encouraged my motivation.

the second half Where we actually went out in the field and interviewed.

getting results friini tests and finding out lots of 'information about

myself.

I found out things about myself that I did not know.

7
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t

the learniog atmosphere provided bv the instrnetors, and the discussion
of the.entire class!

motivation to get np and go after What I found my Intrre.A., wcrc in

learning how to ftnd the informatiOn and also the atmosphere of
our class was very enjoyable.

the way the course was set up (i.e., the workbook).

the decision-making 1irocess4,a11d establishing my value!, and

getting to use all the information in the career center.

being able to explore and reseaich careers that I'm nootoreally
interested in but was just curious.

looking through the DOT and 0011 .

the charts.

my instructor.

At

the way the textbook was set up and the teSt that we took in class.

the film and lectures.

the instrudter, Brenda,i Jay, Malisa, etc.

1

the type test given. Such as GATB, Scacedalle and.aptitude: a

learn more about where to find.complete inforlation about different
careers.

because I realized that a lot of people don't want a lot out of
job and life.

thepessibilities that are in front of me for frj-areer were brought
out, with help (a lot) fl'om this"course.

finaIly discovering a direction for my career to take.

the group encounters.1',

decisioft-making section.

the loose style with which we taught, it hel es1 me io gain mord
knowledge more easily.

the group discussions.

4 1'32o
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being in groups to dial'icuss how we each had decided on our goals .and

the fi lmstrips

the wri t ing a mynd learnt ng of va hit". ! I t he lp4 me 10 hot I el under*'

c,tand mr,elf!

all the information I learned about careers ankl how to plan ahead

of time-for them.

I learned about where to go for career information.

. the instructoi'.

it taught me about the different occupations tvailable for a career.

all of theinformation available about various careers.

looking into other careers-

the discussions within the groups.

all of the activities involved.

that it helped me define my interests.

showing how many careers and bow they were related to the things I

liked best.

learning about different occupations ond qUalifications needed.

you get to see whatrill a person has to do in order to get a job.

t

ghve me a greatar understanding of courses in college and careers.

the activities that pertained to aptitudes.
,1^

the end, seriously the course did not inform the much. Although the

time we had to spend on looking into the occupations of interest
"was good.

ea>

I gofto study'a wide Niriety.of fields.

the general awareness of myself in relation,to suitable chreers.

it helped me to isolate some career possibilities.

looking at all the carees I could possibly go into.

the Act that I .coold ge rmation onjobs I am irerested in.

slides

A
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there were discussions in groups which brought out views of individual
and that enabled me to gain some ideas and to correct my understanding
of tke course as well as helped me know what'l am and what I will be
with relation to decision-making and mv milieu.

Cthe s_elf-awarene6'; it teaches

I had the chance to look at the material on jobs-.

)

MATEMLNT: Th/4 thing 1 di,.;liked mw;t about the coure
4

RFSPONSE:

,\ not having enough time (class periods) to. complete'the workbook -and
major and Career investigations.

,

we didn't have enough time to complete the book.

the directions in the carr-rplanning and decision-making book were
hard to Underst nd and there was too mach to do in the tiMe allotfed.

it seemed to takk a great deal of time with atl of my:other classes,
I didn't feel we lid .it justice.

tpere was not enoigh time allowed to complete the book.

It repcated itself over so mahy times.

it wasn't what I re lly expectee it Would be good for high school
.

seniors and middle- ged people.
411.

that it rau over the allotted time 1 the cafalo.

the course *as too l ng, repeated itself ty Often, got boring!

4
not getting the ppini ns and valvel of any males.

,

1,

I wish we hdd.Jnougkz. 'me in the courseo finish the exeraises
in Ithe workbtok.

that tlie informatijn w All a rush job wasn't too much time think
about it.

)

recolng Of ourselves nd what we don't Want. . 1

that &was too general. Perhaps.though, a second* 4.semester dealing
.

, with specific jobs Wou bk! helpful.
/

thoughi hey were vqry poor dnd not really needed as
th7 served as no mean of 06tivation.

A-



Workbook,.espeeially the'pictures and liometimes the copy was
difficult to understand; 2) the film!+-trips were dull, condescending

in time,.and overall they were boring and 05o uns6phistieated for my

taste, perhaps junior high or high school
mere p rodi ic od

%

there.were tlo many boring and unnecessary assignments in thenbook;
ahd the reading was dull.

students was t-or wlnnj, t hey

-

the workbook. The material was good, but the spaces for wiswers

were too small.

the_book in certain parts, some of the activities were eXtremely.

ementat.

filling in the charts.'

the research material was hard to get to since I live IS miles from

campus and thvue wasn't enough books fq everyone in the ela*s..

the'fiqms. .1, thought they were unrealistic. ror example: in .one

a NihAtit woman came home to a black husband anti an all white family.

Thts was'sfippose to be a typical fami,ly!

the set up of the book.

too much 'outSide wo'rk.

.(5

, I did not grasp enough inOrmation on specific careers.

there was too much to COVCT in a.shol length-of-time. 'Topics were, fl
discussed briefly,

it repe4ted itself in the,book a great deal.

. \'
.

the films. They seemed veryjuvenile.
. 0 .10

, .

it(didn't get Anto specifics enough, it only got into generalities.
,

ar

some of the things I disliked showed some jobs that 1 wps not even

iliterested.in;
-

....1
_

sometimes It SeeMed theeinformation'was too general, mt. well defined.
\

not enough time. \,

I don't know.
. .

tik'didiOt have enough
,

timb to do everything.
..,

,

nobody coming1n to s-eak to thelciass about differentrcareets. (t speaker)
, -

,..mc - , `
4

. -)
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that. it w not organized too well for-only being a 1 hour class--
would prefer a two hour class_

the course was not king enough 1 tht it AO 11 I d t wo hon r e I

all of the busy.paper work.

.04-of-class work.

busy work.

-the busy work.

its daily work that.had to he kept up to ( te without falling Into
confusion, even though other classes preven ed this sometimes.

!

boring .

_a little more complicated than I thought.

'
-,the Octra work.

))tha there was I great deal of paper work. ,

<--

all the paper work.

the picky work you 11,0 to do. I would have ratherltaVen applied
piychollogy this'quarter.

the homework. -

filling Out little blanks.

the busy work.

homework.

too much work involved and the.tes s were too long.

)14.too much' blisy work.

it was bgring and seemed elementary.

the busy work.

the requirements for grades.

all the busy,work:

the paper work.

nothing,

W

4.
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frequent meetings, difficult and excessie amount of'lliaterials to

turn in.

nothing, although I found myself not reading the hook .

the first few beginning assignments on values.

textbook got too rigid towards encl: wasn't ready to declare a

major--it was.

not enough in-depth class dic;cussion.

boring repetitions.

working out of the book--1 considered the ook to be elementary.

tended to be general and boring a few times.

the two-hour block (too long to be interestin

some of the filmstrips that accompanyed the bo

long class pe'riod.

watching video tapes.

video tapes and long class hours.

it wa.5 kind of boring.

aptitudes testing. . .

we were too rushed for,time:

Over SO percent of the material-was repetitious.

workbook.

the only thing I disliked was the book.

the book,

'mi the class wa's,tat.

the difticulty Aderstanding the instructions.

the workbook. It was too repetitious:

the time wasted with charts and diagrams and other stupid stuff.
s

thatlit did take a long time to narrow down, by then'the class was over'.

-

the exam on Chapter (Unit) 2.



, the woTkbooks tend to be very complicated sometimes.

the cour.se.

tho time we spent filling out charts tlmt had to he decided for usc .

the way the teachers taught--too simple.

it wasn't really geared for the whole class at the same time.

I hate filling out charts, turning thy pages hack and Forth was a pain.

the class time seemed too long and I sometimes lost interest in what
was being said:

the confusion of turning pages bck and forth to get informaxidn.
(could he overlooked)

the teacher lecturing was more of a high school level and if tended to
be more instruction of how to do the exercises than a synthesis of
Aourselves--I believe in this type of learning process you tend to learn
through student interaction, hOw everyone feels and you .feel.

the way the workbook was set up--flip here, flip back, and hack again.

ihe filmstrips.were kind of boring.

plowingthrorugh needless work':

1111 the paperwork!

sometimes things went rather slowly.

' that there was not enough widespread activities.

at times the lectures were boring.

taking theo.tes s in Ellior (?),

_the fact hat t had.to cehter arouhd the workbook. I think if we did
(d a lot mor e loration on our own.

the workiook was highly insulting and also the attitude of one of the
tekchers. She talked to us as if we were two,year olds.

so much writing.

the last few weeks which repeated already covered materlal.

some parts of the book seemed confusing and irrelevant.
\

.

the constant writing in the book.

.!



the films. It seems that after the first two or three-rslides the rest

were just repeating the main ideas in different words

rusjiing through the hook .

filling out the workbook and all its technicalities.

we were rushed through the semester.

the time of the clas's (morning).

some of the longer exercises that required a..lot of writihg but had

little space for writing.

tile feedback from the younger studentS was limited.

all the paperwork. The workbook got very confusing on directions.

I liked everything,

the workbook and other repetitious exercises:

some, assignments seemed repetitious and boring.

too much work.

the amount of homework--but I realize this was necessary.

group discussions that lasted all night.

covered a lot of, material I already knew that's why I stated "high school"

level for being taught. Also, the text repeated itself too much. I.

got tired qf rating my values.and stating them, etc;. The text, in my

opinion, was of low caliber. Also, the instructions were not always,

clear. Another thing that was discouraging abOut the cobrse Was thaf
ridiculous stiery on page 4 about oBooker Page, Cabdri'Ver." I can't

imagine anyoriVgoing to school E&I taking-a course like this to hear

about a cab driver. Perha0 a story of a person in a "better" college
related occupation would have been a better job.

in many cases the wOrkbook seemed unnecessary and a waste of time.

the material covered was below level. More work traits needed to be

expressed.

.che workbook.

the noisy class.

AP some exercises in workbook.

1.)1,
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the writiag.

that for the most 'part it wa,. horiny 'the 1,001. not \.ei wl' I I p

tOn much skippIng around.

having.to go through the workbook.

the workbook. It was rather difficult to comp1et4

. we spent more time on ourselves instead of the occ*Atiow. thewselve!.

the fact that all the wirk was required at the very lir,t and not
spread throughout the semester evenly.

not havingenough time to do much of,the work as correctly as possible.

there's not much I disliked about the course, except-fOr the time of
tbe class.

thedecision-making process.

time it was offered.

having it at night.

the time taken away from other studies.

the lOng amount of time needed to compute the homework and complete.

it got boring And repetitive.

the time,6:30 to 7:45 was particularly bad. The homework I just didn't
have time for.

the time--it was in the evening.

having it.in the lvening.

the time it was gifien.

it being at might. f

I"

the time required for out of'class work in Unit II.-

unorganied.

some eo'ctises led me the wrong way in my career goal.

lack o \alt--it

was the n ew program presented.
enthusiasm from students and instructor. Although it wasn't

his f

doi me of the work in the booklet and lack of participation by
felloW students.

r A



we went through everything too fast.

not enough time.

book 'work .

it was to general and a bit low level in places_

didn't let me narrow a field down to three .or four choices.

too many exercises that did not amount to anything.

It didn't real] get down and tell what each certain job field. was

- like.

went too slow in ithe book.

boring:

no speakers.

not really being able'to decide on;-'a certain career and not having
enough time to completely finksh the course.

e"

"IP
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Student Comments: Results of BeOg in the Course
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1.

QUESTION:

What happened to von as a result of being in this course/

RESPONSE:

Not much.

I did decide to go to school, if only for one year. If I had not taken
the course, I would !live tried to find an)* old,joh.

I am better able to understand and make decisions.

I learned to make better decisions.

I chosv a major.-

1 found my'career.

I have stated and reached several goals. I have made several career
decisions that are very important in my life.

More sure of *self and my futUre.

Possibly I understand myself better or finally spoke some of my deeper
*feelings.

It made me aware of decisions that had to 11 ivde. Decisions that I
kept putting off.

I know basically what I want. I was uncertain about what 1 could.get
from college, now I realize how important education really is for me.

44

I have a clearer understanding of what I don't\lyant.

I decided upon a college major, although I am\unsure what i am peing to
do with it.

.I learned ways to make decisions and I'm amazed at /he amount of career
open to me.

Made me realize it's getting late and I better getjnto a fiej.,01-.

I learned what I want in a job. I also learned I was interested in
oecupations I had never thought of before this class.

I found i new ,career to research.

I Teel beiter about myself.

I know a bit more about how I view things.

AIR
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I strengthened my dislike!. and like:, and nailowed down m)

of a:Major tpwards a career.

I wa,, made aware that my decision making process wasn't very thonght

out. Also, I received a better understanding of mr,elf...

. I 'offs able to evaluate myIltinid see what type ot careeis I might

be interested in.

The course made IIle MO re aware of the direction I'm g() i Ty. T inn (10

up my mind on a major yet I'm still not sure what kind of iob I'd

iik.e to have when I graduate.

Nothing.

As I stated before, I am looking into other careers related to math

and tangent to business.

I became irre aWa re of mysel f and 1 tearned many things COIIC erni T1)1 t he

world of-work that I did not know before.

I'm ready to explore further those careers which interest me.

T just gre1 T e4'i iad more secure in my career selection. course may

be a factor in my slightly altering my major.

I made the decision to pill-silo a career, an option I had avoided because

of an inability to imagine what careers were available.

I became more consistent toward my career.

I learned ther(; are many possible careers to try and that it is not a

one-step process.',I fount! out where my main interests'lie.

i became more''Aware of the variety of occupatiolt in the world of

work todaY..

I really.foundout in which directibuo,I am piing.

I found slime new things about myself, but most.of the things I already

knew,

I've broadened my knowledge.of careers and the career world.

It helped a lot in planning. cOurses to take.to get training for that job.

fhave tip idea.thfit I would like,to go into a technicalkfield of work

something I. was.not aware of. .

't

I got more confused about my career.

,
I know where .to go and how to go about it. When I decide what area

I want to go in. . .
...

,
.

, . . , -

I looked up different job careers, what skills were required for that

. Certain job. ,

.._
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tt gave me more information on whero I might be in my studies here 01
clallege. (courses)

It opened my e)' es to many different areas of possible carevr i de a
Helped me to have a little more confidence.

I am not shy and I really found out hat kpind of a person' A am. I

could speak up without being shy orl eTng dumb.
Or

I found I like being c in school'ald would like to further my
education in some direction..

I have a Niter awareness of my career ,oal and how to reach it now.

Probably wIll help me.make betty decisions in the future.,

fotnci out what career I really wanted.'

I dee), ed on a it maidor.

.Became frusIrated.

ir I put itri. more work than I wanted to but my career was reinforced.

) r)
Able to bring up Q.P.A. ! wasted a lot of time filling out papers.

!

I learned more about my cotreer.
4

'r

I-now realize I have picked the right majhr for me.

Nothing, it was too late for me.

-Didn't.have much time.

Nothing will change I had my career already.

. Hurt my Q.P.A. with a freshman course.

11

AW44t,k,f

De ided on a major and minor.

1

I am uch more aware of Vieie I am headed with my career. I had a
basic idea of what I wanted, but the course made my decision more co crete.

I had a nervous breakdown.

)Stigted thi king seriously about future--ca eer choice, college, etc.
r--

Nothing..

I gained a greater understanding of-tareers an/World of work and
greater tiderstanding of decision-making process.

I learned kmofrgbout myself.

3 3 1



r
'

Always trying to keep up.

I have eonfirmed my chOice of major anil decided.to declare my maior.

I thought a lot about iii taicev.

T-took a closer look at m* career goals, values, and interests.

was bored.

1 ' ve lea riled 1 grea t d('n I moev ab)itit t he c a re e r I ' Ye chosen .

I've decided to attend a moarling chool, and afterward0finish mv
college program in textiles.

I have deCided on A career pfan, partially because of thi course.

No much.

\
I learned more about myself ail also I was able to decide

major. .)
.4!

I got reinfOrced self-confidence and one college credit.

I have narrowed my career choices.

Learned much valuable-inforNition about myself and my career goals

which were nonexistent befcrek

I became more-aware of myself.
OIL

I am Ole to look at my future with a more realistic vantage point.

I have a befN, awareness f my vliues, needs, wants, and goals. It is

an informative.'class.

I more or less confirmed my area of interest and occupation. I'm still
4 not positive on my future goals though.

N t?mtich--I gained a little better understanding of myself and realized
that everyone has good points--they may be significant even if we don't
ca§ider them so.

Expanded my knowledge of careers.

I have clearer idea of my career values and goals.

.1 understand myself someWhat better.-
,

I have learned more about myself an&my _goals,

I was able to clarify some career goals an 'find ways to fulfill them.

I was able to.pick a,'major area'of siUdy that I think I'll be successful in.
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4
I have selected a major and'am more aware of what I want and how to get

Gained greater understanding of my aptitudes and information that will he
useful in tIT future.

I learned what is,availablvilin the world of work and.that I'm not
necessarily tied to any decisions l have to make. Therefore, I want
to become,a social. worker (but I might change my mind/.

,

I have t some goals that I will accomplish.

I was able to state a career goal. 0.

This course helped me to find my goals and information about my career.

I was able to state a career goal.

I gained a further understanding of my goals (or one specific,goal),
and the career options available to me.

I Nothing.

I got verY discouraged hnd exasperated at times--blit still continued
with my.work.

I found out what competencies and credentials were needed for my
field of wAk

I learned more about myself in relation to my interests.

I have.become more aware of my desires, values.
1

I now have a better understanding of my career choice.

Wrote down goals.

Learned ore about what I can do with my interes

It made me question myself in a number of ways.

I picked a major and Alm related occupations. I also make decisions faster.
:11

I more cIeaily identified m'y values, interests, and goals.

I have decided my major and have the motivation to know I can handle it.

Career plan is now established which enables me to choose courses
better in the years to follow in schooling.

I did take some final deciiion about the summer--I reevaluated myself
and goals.

I gained a great deal of knowledge and was finally capable of
putting together my interests, goals, and itudes into a
constructive career goal and outline.

33
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4.4

I picked upon a career goal.

I have a better understanding of what A Want to,do and I know that I

have to prepare for this goal IH other ways than attending college.

1 learne*a littl'e more about mr:ell in relot ion to.
I'm working towards my decided goals in life.

":1 I-, and or. ( tipa 1 ow,

I became more sure of myself Iota. making decisions ani. I'm.not likely

to put off making' decisions.

I found out where my intereqtc are and what my and çouutpet ncies

are.

I've looked into my field of interest. ,I know what's offered. I know

what background I need. I now have a foundatioh to build on .

lliave a-better understanding about DOT'!:-; and 0011's to help other

people decide on lreers.

Am.*
I'm more aware ofrby career goals.

I have brO6der outlook on my career and am looking forward to getting
out into the world and starting work.

I learned my career goals and my alternatives in the secretarial
field.

It supplied knowledge aboll my occupational preference. It made me

prepared for life.

Changed major.

ThAs course has helped me to learn how to make decisions and understand
myself better.

S.

I have gained a better understanding qF myself and the different
alternatives I have.

-I feelAike I know what I want'in the future, my,goals.
.

I Iooked,at my career objectively and chaAte4 my major to .my real love,
. sociology.

haye a schedule that carries through school up to starting work.

I have more ihsight into making decisions ab'ciut my career and personal

life.

271, 7, -
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illt 1. /
I finally got my career. straightened out and goiiig in the ri !lit direction.

I now know what I want. Before this course 1 was yues,;ing.

PI bcan et tel Ihi . t he outlet !t yintlf 14: o I Job !, i t oat 1011,, I n Ill\ \)110.,(.11 ma )01 .

I know what my goalS are, and 1 know how to make a good.ecision.

I decided my career goal.

I
1 #ained a greater understanding of myseVf and the' world of career.:,
enough to formulate a precise career plan.

I'm m6Ye aware of my f9ture goal ana shoTt term goal. 4

I have a career plan to go by_now and that's more than many other people
.have.

4 was allowed.a job interview for two specific occupations due td the
field survey. I developed a greater sense of self-confidence and have
decided to pursue a graduate degree, most likely'an MBA.

Buil-,t some confidence, narrowed mY interests, and gave me some other
career alternatiyes.

I became aware.

%I've gained more control over why I'm doing what I'm doing and how to
do it.

I found out about myself and what I am prepared to do. it belped.nie

choose a career.
1 ,

40f
A new major.

,T became clearer on a career change--got some very specific job preferences.

Decided to go to tchool, pickea a major, and made &Me friends.

Air
I fou some new avenues c eer wile to explore plus learned how to find
any ormation I do not-kn

Gained knowledge of Tiiwing occupations that I was certain not to go
4 into and found some I would like to strive for.

I now have a stronger Natlook towards what I want t90.do and how to
go about doing it. .. .

fi.
.

4
.

filk

I've pretty well narrowed down my career goal and r am headed in the
right direction.

..

I am more familiar with a few different occi4Jations but got/rustrated
.%

because it didn't help me more.

It reinforcea my career desire a kittle more.

33 7-
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1

I met some interesting people.

Not much.

It gave me an idca of what-some careers are and what 1 would he like

in working in a career.

I wasted ry time.

1,wsts beat up., my car had a flat, mv dog died, and I can't drink

as much.

.-

I hdve narrowed my choices down somewhat as to my major.

114

I found out.what I didnq want 'to do.

I'm currently enrolled in a business class, to see'how I like it so

I may decide if."1 should change my major.

I changed kijors and took courses -related tp my career goal.
;

I

Felt more definite about career goal

I was mor2 aware of what I had to do tp prepare myself for a career
and it mWne me more decisive in makini decisions.

I can make up my mind easier about things I'M involved

.1J/
have decided my major and have a cleavr idea of what I wane

out of my career and how to obtain it.

I decided to look into transferring to another school because ais
course helped me in my decisiQ.9--Taki4 and.also to find out that to teach
Special Ed .was what I really wafted 10 do! f

f
4

I have decided to transfer to a school that offers the cOrriculum I
, want.

Not much.

I decided to stick with my major.

I decided to presently stay in my major.

tw
111I now hive a more definite plan for my future.

)
Met many iiew-peoile--just kiddingif made me sure of my major.

'

440'

,

I decided to take course 'ip another major without officially changing
my major until taking some classes.

33R
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I found the career that best suits me awl, interests me.

T hecAile more aware of mv interests nnd nm now cure of my mnior.

I found a number of occupations that 1 might further he inter(' cted
in and may continue.to persue or look in)o.

know more about/certain jo6s.

I really found out what career I'm gocng into.

This course has made me more aware of wbal 1 can do as compared to
my skills.

igained three-credits. /

I'm more confused now than before I took it.

I am directing myself Tbwards a career goal.

I have made decisions about my carter and I am making steps toward it.

think I hAve decided wpat I will do for a career.
,

1 -0

't141.

a

I found out what I needed to know about my major and job interests.

I decided y shori term goal.

It changed ny mind from the career I planned tc take to a better career
which ,tibased on facts and examples.

GavWme an awareness that ever one wants a fulfilding job career and
it tages work to find one.

Not much, I have had more he p prom outside people. The pass stayed
on each point too long. /

PK'S
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University of Pittsburgh
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
pivision of EducatIonat Studies
Program in Educational Research Methodology

November 1, 1979

/

Dr. Sandy Barker
Appalachia Educational
Laboratory

P. 0. Box 1348
Charleston, WV 25325

Dear Sandi:

a

This is to certify that I have reviewed your assessment
package and evaluation plan for the Career Planning and
Decision Making Course. I believe the measures used cover
a broad range of outcomes and have sufficient validity and
sensitivity for the evaluation effort. The evaluation p131k
likewise seems appropriate. Purther, I have reviewed the
interbretations and conclusions included in the final report,
and believe they accurately reflect the data and are justified
by it.

I enjoyed working with you on the project.

NSC/dap

Enclosure

F{Q,$ko,101filfsr:w...

Best regards,

-
Nancy S. Cole
Ashociate Professor and Director
Program-in Educational Research

Methodology
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